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The Final Days of Billy the Kid
ROBERT M. UTLEY

At 10:00 P.M. on April 16, 1881, deputies quietly loaded Billy the Kid
into a wagon in front of the Mesilla jail and made ready to take the
road to the east. As a precaution against either an attempted lynching
or an attempted rescue, authorities had spread word that he would be
sent to Lincoln County in the middle of the following week. Instead,
on Saturday night they slipped him out of town under cover of darkness. Seven men rode guard-a deputy U.S. marshal, a deputy sheriff
of Dona Ana County, and five men specially deputized for the mission.
Three of the guards could hardly be viewed as unbiased toward
the prisoner. All three had fought for Jimmy Dolan in the Lincoln
County War, ~nd all three had participated in the fatal battle at the
Alexander McSween house on July 19, 1878. Billy Mathews had headed
the posse that killed, John Tunstall, had drilled Billy in the thigh at the
time of the Sheriff Brady killing, and had testified against him in Judge
Warren Bristol's court'. A second deputy was John Kinney, the rustler
king of southern New Mexico but, as in the fi~al frays of the Lincoln
Robert M. Utley is the prize-winning author of High Noon in Lincoln: Violence on the
Western Frontier (1987) and Cavalier in Buckskin: George Armstrong Custer and the Western
Military Frontier (1988). This essay is adapted from his Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent
Life (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), and is published through the courtesy
of the University of Nebraska Press.
'
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Billy the Kid, from the original tintype owned by the Lincoln County Heritage Trust. The image, taken at Fort Sumner in 1880, is reversed on the
tintype, for the Kid was actually right-handed. It is the only authentic
likeness of the Kid. Courtesy Lincoln County Heritage Trust.
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County War, not averse at times to playing lawman. The third was
Charles Robert Olinger.
One of two brothers who had attached themselves. to Hugh Beckwith's clan at Seven Rivers, Bob Olinger had served as a deputy U.S.
marshal for more than a year. "Pecos Bob," he styled himself, and his
appearance fortified the label. A fellow officer described him as "two
hundred pounds of bones and muscle, six feet tall, round as a huge
tree trunk, with a regular gorilla-like chest that bulged out so far his
chin seemed to be set back in his chest."l
Olinger stirred contradictory emotions among those who knew
him. "Bob Olinger was a damned rascal and deserved killing," declared
Gus Gildea. "Bob was a murderer," said Jake Owens, who watched
him extend a hand in friendship to a victirri and coolly shoot him in
the belly with the other. "Bob Olinger was considerate and generous,"
recalled Lily Casey Klasner, who probably was in love with him. "Noble
fellow ... brave, generous, and true as steel," pronounced the Santa
Fe New Mexican. 2
'
Whichever-and the weight of opinion brands him a callous buijyOlinger and Billy the Kid despised each other. Olinger held Billy responsible for the death of his friend Bob Beckwith in McSween's backyard on the night of the shootout. According to an acquaintance, Olinger
declared that the Kid "was a cur and that every man he had killed,l.1ad
been murdered in cold blood and without the slightest chance of~de
fending himself." "There was a reciprocal hatred between these t~o,"
observed Pat Garrett, "and neither attempted to disguise.or conceal
his antipathy for the other."3
With a perverse satisfaction that he made no effort to hide, Olinger
settled in the wagon on the seat facing Billy, who was handcuffed and
shackled with leg-irons to the back seat. Kinney climbed in beside Billy,
and Mathews hoisted himself into the seat next to Olinger. Deputy
Sheriff Dave Woods drove the wagon, and Tom Williams, D. M. Reade,
and W. A. Lockhart rode flank and rear.
1. Bell Hud~on, quoted by his daughter in Mary Hudson Brothers, A Pecos Pioneer
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1943), 71-72. See also Philip J. Rasch,
"The Olingers, Known Yet Forgotten," Potomac Westerners Corral Dust, 8 (February
1963), 1, 4-6.
2. Gus Gildea to Maurice G. Fulton, January 16, 1929, New Mexico Notebook, Mullin
Collection, Haley History Center (HHC), Midland, Texas; W. R. (Jake) Owens, interview
with]. Evetts Haley, Carlsbad, New Mexico, June 24, 1937, HHC; Lily (Casey) Klasner,
My Girlhood among Outlaws, ed. Eve Ball (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1972),
188; Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican, May 1, 1881.
3. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, May 3, 1881; Pat F. Garrett, The Authentic Life of Billy,
the Kid (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954), 134.
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In Las Cruces, the party paused in front of the newspaper office
of Harry Newman. The Kid, reported Newman, "appeared quite cheerful and remarked that he wanted to stay with the boys until their
whiskey gave out, anyway. Said he was sure his guard would not hurt
him unless a rescue should be attempted and he was certain that would
not be done unless perhaps 'those fellows over at White Oaks come
out to take me,' meaning to kill him." He made some unflattering
comments about the Mesilla jail and John Chisum, and off the cavalcade
clattered. 4
The officers and their charge took almost five days to reach Fort
Stanton. On April 20 they spent the night at Blazer's Mills, where the
loquacious Billy reenacted in pantomime the shootout of April 4, 1878,
and the killing of Buckshot Roberts. The next day, at Fort Stanton,
Lincoln County Sheriff Pat Garrett formally took responsibility for the
Kid, and the party rode on into Lincoln. 5
Lincoln had never had a jail, observed Garrett, "that would hold
a cripple."6 Billy was hardly a cripple, and the sheriff, keenly aware
of his prisoner's daring and cunning, decided not to drop him into the
old cellar jail. Instead, he would be confined under constant guard in
a room next to the sheriff's office in the newly acquired county courthouse. This was the old Murphy-Dolan store on the west end of town
that had played so conspicuous a part in the Lincoln County War. Billy
was lodged in the northeast corner room on the second floor. The task
of guarding him was assigned to Bob Olinger and Deputy James W.
Bell.
'
As Garrett well knew, Billy's fertile mind dwelled constantly on
how to get free. Unrealistically, as he had revealed in Mesilla, he still
hoped that Governor Lew Wallace might pardon him. Also, lawyer
Albert J. Fountain had given the Kid reason to think further legal
stratagems were worth pursuing. On April 15, while still in the Mesilla
jail, Billy had written to attorney Edgar Caypless in Santa Fe urging
him to press the suit to recover a contested mare, sell her, and turn
over the money to Fountain. 7 And finally, of course, he schemed endlessly to contrive a plan of escape-a vaulting aim considering handcuffs, leg-irons, and two watchful guards.
4. [Las Cruces] Newman's Semi-Weekly, April 17, 1881.
5. Paul Blazer, "The Fight at Blazer's Mill: A Chapter in the Lincoln County War,"
Arizona and the West, 6 (Autumn 1964), 210; Garrett, Authentic Life, 132.
6. Garrett, Authentic Life, 132.
7. William Bonney to Edgar Caypless, Mesilla, April 15, 1881, copy in Lincoln State
Monument (LSM), Lincoln, New Mexico. The text also appears in William A. Keleher,
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The old Lincoln County Courthouse from which the Kid made his daring
escape. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, negative 11636.

Olinger's persistent taunting spurred the determination to get free.
"Olinger was mean to him," testified the Kid's friend John Meadows.
"In talking about it to me Kid said, 'He used to work me up until I
could hardly contain myself:"'8
By contrast, Bell treated Billy well. As a close friend of Jimmy
Carlyle's, whose death at the Greathouse ranch everyone held Billy
responsible for, Bell had good reason to despise his charge. But he was
kindly, generous, and widely liked, and he did not take out his spite
on the helpless prisoner. "Never, by word or action, did he betray his
prejudice, if it existed," said Garrett of Bell. In return, Billy had confidence in Bell and "appeared to have taken a liking to him."9
Violence in Lincoln County, 1869-1881: A New Mexico Item (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1957), 320-21.
8. John P. Meadows, in collaboration with Maurice G. Fulton, "Billy the Kid as I
Knew Him" (mss., circa 1931), Philip Rasch Collection, LSM. There is also a Meadows
interview with J. Evetts Haley, Alamogordo, June 13, 1936, HHC; and a newspaper
interview, "My Personal Recollections of 'Billy, the Kid,'" Alamogordo News, June 11,
1936.
" 9. Garrett, Authentic Life, 134.
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Garrett also treated Billy considerately. They discussed the boy's
various exploits and impending fate. As always, Billy was adept at selfjustification. "He appeared to have a plausible excuse for each and
every crime charged against him," said Garrett, "except, perhaps, the
killing of Carlyle." At times he seemed to Garrett on the point of talking
openly, but always he would draw back and intimate that no one would
believe any explanation he made. "He expressed no enmity towards
me," related Garrett, "but evinced respect and confidence in me ...
acknowledging that I had only done my duty, without malice, and had
treated him with marked leniency and kindness. "10
"I knew the desperate character of the man," said Garrett later,
"that he was daring and unscrupulous; and that he would sacrifice the
lives of a hundred men who stood between him and liberty."1l Repeatedly cautioning Olinger and Bell never to relax their vigilance, the
sheriff laid down procedures to ensure that Billy had no chance to
make a break.
A friend gave Olinger a similar warning. "You think yourself an
old hand in the business," he warned. "But I tell you, as good a man
as you are, that if that man is shown the slightest chance on earth, if
he is allowed the use of one hand, or if he is not watched every moment
from now until the moment he is executed, he will effect some plan
by which he will murder the whole lot of you before you have time to
even suspect that he has any such intention." Olinger just smiled and
replied that the Kid had no more chance of escaping than of going to
heaven. 12
On April 28, with Garrett in White Oaks collecting taxes, Billy
made his move. Whether he planned it in advance or acted on impulse
is not known. His mind may have been set in motion that morning by
more of Olinger's abuse. Ostentatiously, the deputy loaded his doublebarreled shotgun with eighteen buckshot in each barrel. Looking meaningfully at the Kid, he remarked, "The man that gets one of those loads
will feel it."
"I expect he will," Billy replied, "but be careful, Bob, or you might
shoot yourself accidentally. "13
10. Ibid., 133.
11. Ibid., 138.
12. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, May 3, 1881.
13. I have combined Garrett's and Billy's similar versions of this incident to present
what seems to me most likely. Garrett, Authentic Life, 137; and Meadows and Fulton,
"Billy the Kid as I Knew Him." The reconstruction that follows is drawn from several
firsthand sources. They agree in some respects, disagree in others, and (usually the case)
describe an incident in differing detail. The sources are an anonymous letter from Lincoln
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Bell and Olinger were responsible for five other prisoners as well,
held in another room of the courthouse. They had been arrested a
week earlier at South Fork after a dispute over water rights erupted in
gunfire, taking the lives of four Tularosa residents. Now the accused
murderers awaited grand jury action. About 6:00 P.M. on Thursday
evening April 28, Olinger escorted these men across the street to the
Wortley Hotel for dinner. 14
The Kid asked Bell to take him to the privy behind the courthouse.
Returning, Bell carelessly lagged behind. An interior staircase connected a back door with the upstairs center hall. Although burdened
with leg-irons and chains, Billy reached the top of the stairs before his
guard and turned into the hall out of view. Handcuffs did not pose a
problem for Billy because his hands were smaller than his wrists. Quickly
he slipped the cuffs off one wrist. When Bell appeared at the head of
the stairs, Billy swung the loose cuff in vicious blows that laid open
two gashes on the guard's scalp. Bell went down, Billy jumped on
him, and the two scuffled for Bell's holstered revolver. Billy later explained that he wanted to get the drop on Bell, handcuff him to Olinger,
and make his escape.
,
In the struggle, Billy succeeded in seizing the pistol, but Bell worked
loose and headed for the stairway. Billy fired, and Bell tumbled down
the stairs.
"Kid told me exactly how it was done," said John Meadows. "He
said he was lying on the floor on his stomach, and shot Bell as ht; ran
down the stairs. Kid said of this killing, 'I did not want to kill Bell, but
I had to do so in order to save my own life. It was a case of have to,
not wanting to. fillS
Walking across the yard behind the courthouse, Godfrey Gauss
heard the shot and the commotion. As c,ook for the Tunstall hands on
the Feliz three years earlier, the old Cerman knew Billy well. Now,
in Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, May 3, 1881; two anonymous letters from White Oaks,
April 30, 1881, in ibid.; account in [White Oaks] Golden Era, May 5, 1881; anonymous
letter from Lincoln, April 29, 1881, in [Silver City] New Southwest and Grant County Herald,
May 14, 1881; anonymous letter from Seven Rivers, New Mexico, May 11, 1881, in
Tombstone Epitaph, June 6, 1881; account in Las Vegas Morning Gazette, May 10, 1881;
account of Godfrey Gauss, Lincoln, January 15, 1890, in [White Oaks] Lincoln County
Leader, March 1, 1890; and Yginio Salazar, interview with J. Evetts Haley, August 17,
1927, HHC.
14. Herman B. Weisner, "The Prisoners Who Saw the Kid Kill Olinger," Rio Grande
History, 9 (1978), 6-7.
15. This follows the Meadows account of the killing of Bell. There are several others,
but the only witness to the killing was the killer, and if Meadows told the truth, this is
Billy's own version.
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The killing of Bob Olinger, as painted by John W. Norton for Emerson Hough's
The Story of the Outlaw (Outing Publishing, 1907).
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with Sam Wortley, he shared a little dwelling and tended a garden
behind the courthouse. Before his startled eyes Bell burst from the back
door and lunged toward him. "He ran right into my arms," related
Gauss, "expired the same moment, and I laid him down dead."16
Upstairs, meantime, Billy got to his feet and dragged his shackled
legs into Garrett's office. There he scooped up Olinger's loaded shotgun
and made his way to the northeast corner room. A window in the east
wall opened onto a yard below, enclosed by a low plank fence with a
gate affording entry from the street. Resting the shotgun on the windowsill, Billy waited.
Below, Gauss ran from the backyard just as Olinger and his prisoners, alerted by the gunfire, appeared in front of the Wortley Hotel.
Gauss yelled for him to come quickly. Ordering the prisoners to stand
firm, Olinger hurried across the street and opened the gate.
"Bob, the Kid has killed Bell," cried Gauss.
Olinger looked up and exclaimed, "Yes, and he's killed me too."
As Billy recalled it, "1 stuck the gun through the window and said,
'Look up, old boy, and see what you get.' Bob looked up, and I let him
have both barrels right in the face and breast." Olinger crumpled, his
head and upper body shredded by the thirty-six heavy buckshot he
himself had packed into the twin barrels of his shotgun. I?
Next the Kid went to the window at the south end of the hallway
overlooking the backyard and shouted at Gauss, who had made i.;acks
for the shelter of his abode, to throw up a pick-axe.
L'
Gauss willingly cooperated through both fear and friendship. Billy
then ordered Gauss to saddle up a horse in the corral that belonged
to Billy Burt, deputy clerk of the probate court.
With the pick, Billy succeeded in severing the chain connecting
his leg shackles. Looping the ends over his belt, he walked to the north
end of the hall and appeared on a balcony overlooking the street. A
knot of men, including the other prisoners, stood in front of the Wortley
Hotel while a scattering of citizens watched silently from more distant
parts of the street. Two townsmen started for their Winchesters but
were restrained by others. "The balance of the population," according

16. Gauss account in [White Oaks) Lincoln County Leader, March 1,1890, as confirmed
by the account in [Silver City) Grant County Herald, May 14, 1881. A letter from Lincoln
in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, May 3, 1881, reported that "Bell lay dead in the back
yard with one bullet through him and two gashes on his head, apparently cut by a blow
from the handcuffs."
17, All the sources are in essential agreement about the details of this event. This
account combines mainly Gauss, Garrett, and the Kid (Meadows),
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to an observer, "whether friends or enemies of the Kid, manifested no
disposition to molest him."18
Gauss had trouble saddling Burt's spirited pony but at length led
him to the front of the building and tied him to the hitching rail. Before
descending, Billy smashed Olinger's shotgun over the porch railing
and hurled the pieces at his victim's bloody corpse.
"Here is your gun, God damn you," he shouted. "You won't follow
me with it any longer."19
Emerging from the back door at the foot of the stairs, the Kid
glanced down at the motionless form of Jim Bell.
. "I'm sorry I had to kill you," he said, "but couldn't help it."
He then made his way around the building to the street, where
he paused at Olinger's body.
"You are not going to round me up again," he said, nudging the
corpse with the toe of his boot. zo
Encumbered with shackles and chain as well as pistols and rifles,
Billy encountered difficulty controlling the skittish pony. As he tried
to swing into the saddle, the animal broke loose and trotted toward
the river. He called to Alex Nunnelly, one of Olinger's prisoners standing in front of the hotel, to catch the animal and bring it back. Nunnelly
hesitated, but a quick motion by Billy prompted him to do as ordered.
"Old fellow," observed the Kid, "if you hadn't gone for this horse,
I would have killed yoU."Z1
Firmly planted in the saddle, his chains slapping his legs and
thighs, Billy the Kid pointed his mount to the west and rode out of
Lincoln.
"Tell Billy Burt I will send his horse back to him," he called as he
vanished in the distance. zz
He left behind a stunned town of Lincoln, whose citizens, said
Garrett, "appeared to be terror-stricken." He thought the Kid could
have ridden up and down the town's only street until dark without
interference from a single resident. "A little sympathy might have actuated some of them, but most of the people were, doubtless, paralyzed
with fear when it was whispered that the dreaded desperado, the Kid,
was at liberty and had slain his guards." Z3
18. Las Vegas Daily Optic, May 3, 1881.
19. Anonymous from Lincoln, April 29, 1881, in [Silver City] Grant County Herald,
May 14, 1881.
20. [White Oaks] Lincoln County Leader, March 1, 1890.
21. Garrett, Authentic Life, 138.
22. Ibid., 138.
23. Ibid., 138-39.
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The news shocked the entire territory. The spectacular breakout,
so clever in conception and bold in execution, validated Billy the Kid's
reputation as a "dreaded desperado." Five months earlier, prompted
by the Las Vegas Gazette, the territorial press had built him up as New
Mexico's premier desperado. He had not earned such fame; his genuine
deeds, however remarkable in one so young, did not qualify him for
the distinction. The sensational bolt from Lincoln, however, transformed him into the territory's foremost outlaw in fact as well as in
name.
In name he emerged in blacker form than ever, as newspapers
drenched him in rhetorical excess. In one breathless paragraph, the
Las Vegas Optic branded him a "young demon," a "terror and disgrace
of New Mexico," a "flagrant violator of every law," a "murderer from
infancy." He was "malignant and crue!," "urged bya spirit as hideous
as hell," blind to "the drooping forms of widows and the tear-stained
eyes of orphans." "With a heart untouched to pity by misfortune, and
with a character possessing the attributes of the damned, he has reveled
in brutal murder and gloried in his shame. He has broken more loving
hearts and filled more untimely graves than he has lived years, and
that he is again turned loose like some devouring beast on the public
is cause at once for consternation and regret. "24
While execrating his character, editors could not suppress admiration for his dramatic leap to freedom. It displayed, said the New
Mexican, "a subtle calculation on the part of the prisoner, and a coolness
and steadiness of nerve in executing his plan of escape, that the highly
wrought story of Dick Turpin can hardly furnish a counterpart to."25
Such commentary on Billy's exploit contained little exaggeration.
Traits first manifested in the Lincoln County War combined to produce
a brilliant if tragically bloody feat. Crafty, utterly fearless, heedless of
risk, cool under stress, instantly unflinching in taking any life that
stood in his way, he surpassed both his guards in skill and intellect.
Billy's sunny exterior concealed a pow'erfully coiled spring held in by
a hair-trigger. When the spring was released, he struck like a rattlesnake, swiftly and fatally.
The guards gave Billy his opening-Olinger from arrogance and
conceit, Bell from a kindly disposition lulled by Billy's relaxed good
cheer. In the face of Garrett's repeated admonitions, they both underestimated their prisoner. In return, Billy killed them, Bell regretfully,
Olinger jubilantly, both unhesitatingly.
24. Las Vegas Optic, May 4, 1881.
25. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, May 3, 1881.
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Fort Sumner and Vicinity, 1880-1881. Courtesy Robert M. Utley.

Billy the Kid rode out of Lincoln on Thursday evening, April 28,
1881. In White Oaks, Pat Garrett learned of the escape the next day
and promptly sent a rider overland to Socorro, on the railroad, with a
message to the sheriff there: "I have just received news from Lincoln
by courier that Billy the' Kid escaped yesterday evening, after killing
Deputy Sheriffs J. W. Bell and Bob Olinger." Not until Saturday night,
April 30, did a one-line telegram from Socorro bring the news to Governor Lew Wallace in Santa Fe. Only hours earlier the governor himself
had written out a document that he supposed would end his troubled
association with Billy the Kid. It was a death warrant.
As Billy Bonney trotted out of Lincoln on the evening of April 28,
1881, he could count on the help of many friends. After riding about
a quarter of a mile west on the Fort Stanton road, he veered to the
north and crossed the river into the Capitan foothills. He paused at
the home of Ataviano Salas, whose son-in-law, Francisco Gomez, poured
him a cup of coffee laced with goat's milk and listened to his story of
the escape. The fugitive then rode to the home of Jose Cordova in
Salazar Canyon. Cordova and Scipio Salazar freed him from his shackles.
Next Billy headed up the canyon toward the Capitan summit, aiming
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for Las Tablas, on the other side of the mountains. Here lived his old
compadre from the Lincoln County War, Yginio Salazar. 26
~'I talked with.Kid at my house at Las Tablas the next day," recalled
Salazar. "The Kid laid off there for three days. He laid out in the hills
and came to my house to eat. I told him to leave this place and go to
Old Mexico." While Billy slept one night near Las Tablas, his horse
pulled loose from a sotol stalk and made its way back to Lincoln, to
be reclaimed by its owner. 27
Stealing a horse from a Las Tablas resident, the Kid headed east,
circling the north base of the Capitans to Agua Azul, then headed
south, crossing the Ruidoso above San Patricio, and making his way
to the Penasco. There he spent a night at the cabin of another old
friend, John Meadows. Until late at night, the two sat on a hillside
talking. Meadows suspected that the Kid had come to the Penasco to
do away with Billy Mathews, who had a ranch nearby. Although Bonney denied that he would harm Mathews even if given the chance, he
may well have thought to settle old scores. Somehow, the newspapers
got word that he had in fact shot and killed his enemy, but the report
turned out to be untrue. 28
Like Salazar, Meadows urged the Kid to flee into Old Mexico and
start life anew. Billy's southward course from Agua Azul may indicate
that he was already heeding this advice. But Fort Sumner pulled at
him too. It was familiar, congenial, full of friends who would help him,
and home to a bevy of damsels who adored him. He thought he would
go there, he told Meadows.
"Sure as you do," warned his friend, "Garrett will get you, or you
will have to kill him."
"Don't you worry," replied Billy, "I've got too many friends up
there. Anyhow I don't believe he will try to get me. I can stay there
awhile and get enough [money] to go to Mexico on."
The next morning Billy faced his horse toward Fort Sumner. A
couple of days later, at Conejos Springs, he lay asleep in his blankets
when Jim Cureton and some cowboys rode nearby rounding up cattle.
Startled, the Kid jumped up. The sudden movement alarmed his horse,
which bolted and left him afoot. A twenty-mile hike brought him to
26. As related by Francisco Gomez in Leslie Traylor, "Facts Regarding the Escape
of Billy the Kid," Frontier Times, 13 (July 1936), 510.
27. Yginio Salazar, interview with]. Evetts Haley, August 17, 1927, HHC;' Garrett,
Authentic Life, 140; Godfrey Gauss in [White Oaksl Lincoln County Leader, March 1, 1890.
28. Meadows and Fulton, "Billy the Kid as I Knew Him"; Las Vegas Morning Gazette,
June 16, 1881.
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Fort Sumner, which he reached on Saturday May 7, nine days after
his escape from Lincoln. 29
That night Billy slipped into Sumner and found a tethered horse.
It belonged to Montgomery Bell, a rancher from fifty miles upriver who
had come to town on business. Billy mounted and rode away bareback.
Sunday morning Bell reported the theft to Deputy Sheriff Barney Mason. Joined by Jim Cureton, Mason took the trail. About fifteen miles
down the Pecos they overhauled the quarry at a sheep camp. With
four Hispanic allies, Billy made ready for a fight. Mason turned tail;
he knew that his part in Stinking Springs, where he had proposed to
shoot Billy after he surrendered, had made him a prime target. Cureton,
unarmed, rode forward and talked with the Kid, who asked him to
tell Bell that he would either return the stolen horse or pay for it. 30
Once again, even though a hunted man, Billy Bonney settled into
the comfortable life of Fort Sumner. He drifted from one sheep camp
to another, bunked at times at a ranch or farm, and on occasion brazenly
slipped into Sumner itself to stomp merrily at a baiZe or keep a tryst
with one of his female admirers.
As the spring weeks slipped by, the public's astonishment and
outrage over Bonney's spectacular breakout gave no sign of subsiding.
As far away as New York and San Francisco, people waited in fascinated
suspense to learn whether the fearless young killer would remain at
large. Governor Wallace offered another five-hundred-dollar reward
for his capture but did not stay around to gauge its effect. The new
president had named him minister to. the court of the Turkish sultan,
a post exactly suited to his romantic temperament, and on May 30 he
boarded a Pullman sleeper to put New Mexico behind him forever.
No one who read the newspapers could doubt that Bonney was
living, not very secretly, around Fort Sumner. Beginning with the theft
of Bell's horse, the Las Vegas press regularly reported his presence in
Sumner. As the Gazette observed on May 19, "Billy keeps well posted
on matters in the outside world as he is well thought of by many of
the Mexicans who take him all the newspapers they can get hold of.
He is not far from Ft. Sumner and has not left that neighborhood since
he rode over from Lincoln after making his break." Added the New
Mexican on June 16: "The people regard him with a feeling half of fear
and half of admiration, submit to his depredations, and some of them
even go so far as to aid him in avoiding capture."
29. Barney Mason interview, Las Vegas Gazette, June 16, 1881.
30. Garrett, Authentic Life, 140-41; Las Vegas Gazette, May 12, June 16, 1881.
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John W. Poe. Courtesy Robert M.
Utley.
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Pat Garrett. Courtesy Museum of
New Mexico, negative 105080.

Garrett puzzled over what to do. On the one hand, repeated reports from Fort Sumner convinced him that Billy must be there; On
the other, as he said, "it seemed incredible that he should linger in the
Territory." "He was never taken for a fool, but was credited with the
possession of extraordinary forethought and cool judgment, for one
of his age."31
Simply riding up to Sumner and searching for the fugitive was
hardly an answer. As Garrett later explained, the Kid returned to his
familiar retreats because "he said he was safer out on the plains, and
could always get something to eat among the sheep herders. So he
decided to take his chances out there where he was hard to get at."32
Short of leaving New Mexico altogether, he was ~ight. Garrett knew
that he could not count on the cooperation of the residents, who would
turn away in fear or alert the quarry and hide him. Only by the wildest
accident of good fortune could he hope to succeed.
In June Garrett wrote to Manuel Brazil, the Fort Sumner rancher
whose help had been critical in cornering the Kid and his cohorts at
Stinking Springs, and asked if he had seen any sign of Billy. Brazil
replied that he had not seen Billy but was sure enough of his proximity
to keep out of sight in fear of his vengeance. Garrett received the letter
in Lincoln early in July.33
31. Garrett, Authentic Life, 142.
. 32. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, July 21, 1881.
33. Garrett, Authentic Life, 142-43.
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Similar word came from another source-John W. Poe. This stocky
former buffalo hunter with a drooping mustache had made a name for
himself as a law officer in the Texas Panhandle. Impressed with his
steady competence, the ranchers hired him to replace Frank Stewart
as detective for the Panhandle Stock Association. Arriving in White
Oaks in March 1881, Poe took up the probe, launched by his predecessors, of the relationships between the Pecos Valley rustlers and beef
entrepreneur Pat Coghlan. Poe also fell in with Sheriff Pat Garrett and
agreed to be commissioned a deputy sheriff of Lincoln County. 34
Early in July, about the time of Brazil's letter to Garrett, Poe received a tip from an old acquaintance who had fallen on alcoholic bad
times and was sleeping in the loft of the West and Diedrick stable.
One night he had overhead two men, probably West and Diedrick,
talking below. Their conversation made it clear that Billy the Kid was
hiding out in Fort Sumner and in fact had twice visited White Oaks.
Although skeptical, Poe took this information to Garrett in Lincoln.
Together with Brazil's letter, Poe's report prompted Garrett to mount
an expedition to Fort Sumner. 35
Under cover of darkness, the sheriff's little posse pushed off from
Roswell on July 10. Besides Garrett and Poe, a third officer had been
recruited. He was Thomas K. (Tip) McKinney. Traveling mostly at night
on little-used trails, the trio reached the mouth of Taiban Creek, below
Fort Sumner, on the night of the thirteenth. Garrett had asked Manuel
Brazil to meet him here, but Brazil failed to show up. The lawmen slept
until daylight. 36
The next step was up to Poe. Since no one in Fort Sumner knew
34. Sophie A. Poe, Buckboard Days (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1981).
35. John W. Poe, The Death of Billy the Kid (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933), 12-15.
Poe wrote this account sometime early in the twentieth century, and it was first published
in a British magazine in 1919. A Roswell bank president, Poe died in 1923.
36. Many and detailed accounts of the happenings of July 14, 1881, have been
printed, a few with documentation, most without. Besides Pat Garrett and John Poe,
who were indisputably firsthand witnesses and participants, the sources, when identified, are mostly Fort Sumner residents, and they represent almost as many versions
as there were residents. Poe wrote some thirty years afterward, but he had a good
memory and a reputation for honesty. Garrett left three accounts, two at the time and
the third within a year: Garrett's report to the governor of New Mexico, Fort Sumner,
July 15,1881, widely printed in the press, such as the [Las Cruces] Rio Grande Republican,
July 23, 1881; Garrett interviews with newsmen in Las Vegas Optic, July 18,1881, and
Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, July 21, 1881; and Garrett, Authentic Life, 143-49. Garrett
may have had reasons for tampering with the truth, but until credible evidence can be
presented to show that he did, and to show how he did, his testimony must be given
more weight than anyone else's.
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him, the three men decided that he should ride into town and learn
what he could. If that proved futile, he was to go on up the Pecos to
Sunnyside and talk with Postmaster Milnor Rudulph, whom Garrett
thought might be willing to tell what he knew. After dark the three
were to get back together at a designated point four miles north of
Sumner.
Poe carried out his mission capably. His appearance in town aroused
instant suspicion. He explained that he lived in White Oaks but was
returning to his home in the Panhandle for a visit. In Beaver Smith's
saloon he ate and drank with townsmen, virtually all Hispanics, but
failed to pry any information out of them. The most offhand reference
to Billy the Kid silenced everyone and intensified the obvious distrust
with which all greeted the stranger. "There was a very tense situation
in Fort Sumner on that day," Poe later wrote, "as the Kid was at that
very time hiding in one of the native's houses there."
In midafternoon Poe mounted and rode up the Pecos seven miles
to Sunnyside. Presenting Garrett's letter of introduction, he received
a friendly welcome from Milnor Rudulph. After ~upper Poe broached
the subject of Billy the Kid. Instantly Rudulph turned nervous and
evasive. He had heard that Billy was in t~e area, he said, but he did
not believe it. Further questioning produced only more agitated equivocation. At dusk, to his host's evident relief, Poe saddled up and rode
down the river to rendezvous with his comrades.
Ir the darkness the three pondered their next move. The reaction
of the villagers to Poe's visit, the behavior of Rudulph, and the tips
from Brazil and from Poe's informant all pointed to Billy's presence
somewhere around Fort Sumner. Yet the foolhardiness of such a course
left all three with doubts too. At length they decided to slip into Sumner
under cover of darkness, keep watch for a time on a dwelling that
Garrett knew housed one of Billy's paramours, and then hunt up Pete
Maxwell and talk with him. He might reveal something. 37
On the north edge of Sumner, the lawmen chanced across the
camp of a traveler. Coincidentally, he turned out to be an old friend
of Poe's, from Texas. 38 Unsaddling here, the trio fortified themselves
with coffee and then proceeded on foot. At about 9:00 P.M. they quietly
took a station among the trees of a peach orchard on the northern
fringe of the community. A bright moon illumined the scene. On the
37. Garrett, Autlzentic Life, 144, says they went in to talk with Maxwell; Poe, Death
of Billy the Kid, 28, says that they intended to watch the house.
38. Garrett mentions this man, but strangely Poe does not. His wife Sophie, however, does refer to him in Buckboard Days, 109-10.
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Fort Sumner, New Mexico in 1880-1881. Adapted from a reconstruction by
Robert N. Mullin, Mullin Collection, Haley History Center. Courtesy Robert
M. Utley.

east side of the old parade ground were buildings that had once served
as barracks for soldiers. On the west stood a line of dwellings that had
housed officers. One had been fixed up as a residence for the Maxwells.
Across the parade ground from the orchard, fronting the south side,
the old quartermaster storehouse had been divided into rooms. At one
end, hidden by officers' row, was Beaver Smith's saloon. Billy's friend
Bob Campbell lived at the other end, and next door to him lived Sabal
and Celsa Gutierrez.
As the lawmen crept closer to the buildings, they suddenly heard
muffled voices talking in Spanish. Crouching motionless behind trees,
they listened. The people were in the orchard too, not far distant, but
their words could not be understood. "Soon a man arose from the
ground," said Garrett, "in full view, but too far away to recognize. He
wore a broad-brimmed hat, a dark vest and pants, and was in his shirt
sleeves." He said nothing, jumped the fence, and walked into the
compound. 39
Garrett did not recognize the figure, and learned only afterward
that he was Billy the Kid. Whom he had been with and where he went
after entering the old fort depends on which account one wants to
accept. He may have ended up with Bob Campbell, or Celsa Gutierrez,
39. Garrett, Authentic Life, 145. Poe does not mention this incident.
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or Deluvina Maxwell, or Jesus Silva and Francisco Lobato, among others. 40
He is not likely to have gone to Paulita Maxwell's, since she lived with
her ;family in the big house on officers' row and since his companion
seems to have been someone in one of the rooms of the old quartermaster building.
Here, after shucking his hat, vest, and boots, Billy decided that
he wanted something to eat. A freshly butchered yearling hung from
a rafter on Maxwell's north porch. With a butcher knife in his left and
his Colt "self-cocker" in his right, he shuffled out in his stockinged feet
to cut a slab of meat. 41
By now, nearly midnight, Garrett and his companions had backed
out of the orchard, circled behind the officers' line on the west, and
reached the Maxwell house. It was a long adobe, shadowed by porches
on three sides. A picket fence with a gate separated the east face from
the old parade ground. As Garrett knew, Maxwell slept in the southeast
corner room. In the July heat, the door and windows 'stood open.
Leaving Poe and McKinney outside, Garrett entered the door, walked
across the room, and sat on the edge of Maxwell's bed, next to the
pillow.
Outside, the two deputies waited. McKinney squatted on the ground
outside the, fence. Poe sat on the edge of the porch, dangling his feet
in the open gateway.
Within seconds of Garrett's disappearance into Maxwell's bedroom, Poe glanced to his right and saw a figure approaching along the
inside of the fence. In the moonlight, Poe recalled, "1 observed that he
was only partially dressed and was both bareheaded and barefooted,
or rather, had only socks on his feet, and it seemed to me that he was
fastening his trousers as he carne toward me at a very brisk walk." Poe
thought this might be Maxwell himself or one of his, guests.
The man carne almost face-to-face with Poe before spotting him.
Startled, he recoiled~ covered Poe with his pistol, and sprang to the'
40, Lobato and Silva gave their stories to former New Mexico Governor Miguel
Otero, who reproduced them within quotation marks in The Real Billy the Kid: With New
Light on the Lincoln County War (New York: Rufus Rockwell Wilson, 1936), 154-58. Their
recollections are entitled to consideration, but Otero's book is so bad that one hesitates
to believe anything in it.
41. A belief persists that Billy was armed only with a butcher knife. Besides being
highly uncharacteristic of him to be caught anywhere without a gun, both Garrett and
Poe say he had a pistol (his Colt .41 "self-cocker," according to both Garrett and a letter
from Sunnyside dated July 15, 1881, that appeared in the Las Vegas Optic, July 18).
Although Garrett and Poe had reason to want the world to believe that Billy carried a
pistol, their testimony that he did can be'disqualified only by equally persuasive evidence
that he did not.
'

,
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porch, hissing" LQuien es?" As he backed away, toward the door to
Maxwell's bedroom, he repeated" LQuitm es? LQuien es?"
Poe climbed to his feet and took several steps toward the man,
telling him not to be alarmed, that they would not hurt him.
"LQuien es?" the man asked again as he backed into the doorway
and vanished insideY
.
In the minute or so since waking Maxwell, Garrett had asked.
whether Billy the Kid was at Fort Sumner. Agitated, Maxwell had
replied that he was not at the fort but was nearby. At that moment,
they heard voices outside and saw the man back around the doorframe.
Approaching the bed, the man asked, "Who are those fellows
outside, Pete?"
Bolting up in his bed, Maxwell spat out, "That's him."
Suddenly aware of the dark shape next to Maxwell, the man sprang
back, pointed his pistol, and again demanded, "LQuien es? LQuien
es?"
Garrett was as startled as the intruder. He had not even thought
to ready his pistol. Quickly he shifted his holster and at the same instant
identified the other man. "He must have then recognized me," Garrett
later conjectured, "for he went backward with a cat-like movement,
and I jerked my gun and fired." The blast of exploding powder blinded
Garrett, and he snapped off a second round in the direction of his
target. On the verge of pulling the trigger a third time, he heard a
.
groan and knew he had hit his mark. 43
Pete Maxwell sprang from his bed and hit the floor in a tangle of
bedclothes, then raced for the door. Garrett had already reached the
porch when M~ell tumbled out. A startled Poe and McKinney greeted
them with pistols drawn. Poe almost shot Maxwell, who shouted "Don't
shoot, don't shoot" just as Garrett knocked down Poe's gun hand.
"Don't shoot Maxwell," he said.
Hugging the wall outside the door, Garrett gasped, "That was the
Kid that came in there onto me, and I think I have got him."
"Pat," replied Poe, "the Kid would not come to this place; you
have shot the wrong man."
Garrett paused in doubt, then said, "1 am sure that was him, for
I know his voice too well to be mistaken."44
An understandable caution restrained all the men from entering
42.
43.
44.
suasive

Poe, Death of Billy the Kid, 31-35.
Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, July 21, 1881.
Poe's account of what happened after the shooting is more detailed and perthan any of Garrett's. Poe, Death of Billy the Kid, 39-44.
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The death of Billy the Kid, as depicted by Nicholas Eggenhofer on the dust
jacket of John W. Poe, The Death of Billy the Kid (Houghton Mifflin, 1933).
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the darkened room to find out who had been shot and whether he was
dead. As the Maxwell family and a scattering of townspeople began
to gather, Maxwell walked down the porch to his mother's room and
returned with a lighted candle. Placing it on the windowsill, he stepped
aside and the lawmen peered in. "We saw a man lying stretched upon
his back dead, in the middle of the room," said Poe, "with a six-shooter
lying at his right hand and a butcher-knife at his left."45
Venturing inside, Garrett and his deputies examined the body that
now was unmistakably revealed to be Billy the Kid. Billy bore one
bullet wound, in the left breast just above the heart. Garrett's bullet
had killed him almost instantly.
Maxwell was certain that Billy had fired once at Garrett, and Poe
and McKinney insisted that they had heard three shots. A thorough
search of the room turned up only one stray bullet, in the headboard
of Maxwell's bed. Examining Billy's pistol, Garrett counted five loaded
cartridges; ~he hammer rested on the empty sixth. The empty shell did
not seem to have been fired recently, and since men usually kept an
empty shell under the hammer as a safety precaution, it probably had
not. The report thoughtto have been a third shot had been Garrett's
bullet ricocheting from the wall and slamming into Maxwell's headboard, the lawmen concluded. Billy's fatal second of hesitation had left
the initiative to his opponent.
By now an excited crowd thronged the porch and the old parade
ground beyond the fence. Asword spread that the Kid had been killed,
many vented their grief and anger. A sobbing Celsa Gutierrez cursed
Garrett and pounded his chest. Nasaria Yerby, Abrana Garcia, Paulita
Maxwell, and the Navajo woman Deluvina Maxwell wept, talked softly,
and consoled one another. Armed young men shook their fists and
shouted threats at Garrett and his deputies. 46 "We spennhe remainder
of the' night on the Maxwell premises," said Poe, "keeping constantly
on our guard, as we were expecting to be attacked by the friends of
the dead man."47
The next morning, at Sunnyside, Milnor Rudulph and his son
45. Ibid" 40-41. Deluvina Maxwell also described the scene: "Pete took a candle
and held it around in the window and Pat stood back in the dark where he could see
into the room. When they saw that he was dead, they both went in." Deluvina denied
the prevalent story that Garrett sent her inside with the candle to see if BiIly was dead.
Deluvina Maxwell interview with J, Evetts Haley, June 24, 1927, Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, Canyon, Texas.
46. Charles Frederick Rudulph, "Los Bilitos"; The Story of "Billy the Kid" and His Gang
(New York: Carlton Press, 1980), 252.
47, Poe, Death of Billy the Kid, 44.
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Charles heard the news and rode down to Fort Sumner. They found
the community buzzing with confusion, anger, and controversy. Some
wanted to lynch Garrett and his deputies, barricaded in a room of the
Maxwell house with their guns ready for a defense. Others argued that
Billy's death relieved the townspeople of a great strain and that the
lawmen deserved their gratitude.
Rudulph was a sensible, widely respected, and, of particular importance at the moment, literate man. Justice of the Peace Alejandro
Segura asked him to organize a coroner's jury and preside as foreman.
Rudulph assented, assembled five citizens, and convened the proceedings in Pete Maxwell's bedroom, where the body still lay on the
floor. Maxwell and Garrett told their stories. Rudulph then wrote out
the report, and the jurors affixed their signatures or made their marks.
They duly concluded that William Bonney had met death from a bullet
wound in the region of the heart, inflicted by a gun in the hand of Pat
F. Garrett. "And our dictum is," wrote Rudulph in Spanish, "that the
act of said Garrett was justifiable homicide and we are of the opinion
that the gratitude of the whole community is owed to said Garrett for
his deed, and that he deserves to be rewarded."48
The women had asked for the corpse, and after the jury completed '.
its task they had the body carried across the parade ground to the
carpenter shop. There, Poe recounted, it "was laid out on a workbench,
the women placing lighted candles around it according to their ideas
of properly conducting a 'wake' for the dead."49
"Neatly and properly dressed," according to Garrett, the remains
were placed in a coffin, which was borne to the old military cemetery
that now served the community. There, on the afternoon of July 15,
1881, Fort Sumner paid final respects to Billy the Kid. Fittingly, he
rested next to his old compadres of the Lincoln County War, Tom
O'Folliard and Charley Bowdre.
For the two decades remaining to him, Pat Garrett baskedin_public
acclaim as the officer who killed Billy the Kid. The deed took on an
almost superhuman glow as the Kid's reputation blossomed into legend and as he came to be remembered as the frontier's most exalted
outlaw.
48. Rudulph, "Los Bilitos, " 252-53, which also reproduces the report of the coroner's
jury.
49. Poe, Death of Billy the Kid, 42. Both Poe and Rudulph have the body moved the
night before, after the shooting. However, the coroner's report, executed on July 15,
explicitly states that the jurors proceeded to a room in the Maxwell house where they
examined the body.
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Yet, able lawman that he was, Garrett had got his man almost
entirely by accident. He and his deputies thought that the fugitive was
somewhere in the vicinity, but in trying to find him they encountered
nothing but frustration. If the Kid had not blundered into the darkened
bedroom at exactly the right moment, Pete Maxwell would have been
one more frustration-like Rudulph, nervous but uninformative. Maxwell was their last hope; the next day, they doubtless would have
saddled up and ridden back to Roswell.
By the most improbable coincidence of timing, therefore, Billy fell
almost literally into Garrett's lap. To be sure, the sheriff kept his head,
reacted with split-second decision, and shot accurately, although in the
darkness he ran a great risk of shooting the wrong man. Even so, he
triumphed less because of what he did than because of what his opponent failed to do. Billy had the same instant the lawman did in which
to recognize his enemy and fire at him. He had his gun in hand, while
Garrett's rested in his holster.
Why did he fail to pull the trigger? Fear of hitting Maxwell? Fear
of hitting some unrecognized friend? Garrett himself provided as good
an explanation as any: "1 think he was surprised and thrown off his
guard. Almost any man would have been. Kid was as cool under trying
circumstances as any man I ever saw. But he was so surprised and
startled, that for a second he could not collect himself. Some men
cannot recover their faculties for some time after such a shock. I think
Kid would have done so in a second more, if he had had the time." so
All that was mortal died on the floor of Pete Maxwell's bedroom
at old Fort Sumner, New Mexico, on that night of July 14, 1881; but
almost at once an immortal Billy the Kid rose from the dead, ultimately
to expand into a mighty legend of global impact. Few figures from the
past have so profoundly stirred the human imagination. Among peoples everywhere, the name prompts instant recognition and evokes
vivid images.
Stripping off the veneers of legendry accumulated over a century
exposes neither hero nor villain, but a complex personality. Of the Kid
as person and the Kid as outlaw, the reality both sustains and contradicts the legend.
By the time of his death, the public had already come to look on
Billy the Kid as larger than life, a peerless outlaw in a land full of
outlaws. Until near the end of his life, he could thank the newspapers
for this standing. His actual exploits did not support the reputation.
50. Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, July 21, 1881.

Billy the Kid, an artistic interpretation based on an alleged photograph, by
artist Donald D. Moore. Courtesy of Donald D. Moore.
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Then a sensational capture, trial, and escape gave validity to the newspaper portrait, and a violent death, publicized to the entire nation,
fixed it indelibly in the public memory for all time.
Common outlaw, uncommon personality, inspiration for a giant
in the pantheon of American heroes-such was Billy the Kid. So allencompassing is the giant of legend that he has buried the man of
reality.
Yet the reality is worth seeking. A legend cherished by all the
world lends significance to a life that is otherwise of concern mainly
to a handful of antiquarians. Because of the legend, the life invites
scrutiny, to see if it can be compressed into its true human dimensions,
and to discover what it tells about violence on the American frontier
and, indeed, violence in American society.

Cochise and the Prelude to the
Bascom Affair
EDWIN R. SWEENEY

In February 1861 an important confrontation took place at Apache Pass
in southeastern Arizona which would have both short and long-term
ramifications on Chiricahua Apache-American relations. This episode,
the Bascom Affair, had as its two principals Lieutenant George Nicholas
Bascom, a courageous officer inexperienced with Apaches, and Cochise, a Chiricahua chief of the Chokonen band, probably about fifty
years of age. Simply stated, Bascom arrested Cochise and several members of his family for a raid and kidnapping of a child. Cochise, innocent
of the crime, cut his way out of Bascom's tent and escaped to the hills.
The next day he captured one stage employee, whom he offered to
trade for his relations. Bascom adamantly refused, insisting as a condition of any exchange that the chief return the captured boy, who
Cochise, of course, could not produce. Bascom's indiscretion let the
situation get out of control. Cochise attacked a stagecoach and a freighter
train, capturing three more whites and killing several Mexicans. A few
days later he inexplicably tortured to death his four American prisoners
before disbanding into Sonora. When Bascom and his party came across
Born in Boston, Edwin R. Sweeney received a B.S. in accounting from the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, 1972, and is currently employed as Controller, Silk Screen
Products Company, Inc., at St. Louis, Missouri. He is completing a book-length study
of Cochise.
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what remained of the four Americans, they retaliated by hanging Cochise's male adult relations, who included Cochise's brother, Coyuntura
(Kin-o-tera), two nephews, and three other warriors. 1
The Bascom Affair marked the beginning of open warfare between
Cochise and the Americans, although not the beginning of hostilities.
Relations between the two races had been strained for well over a year
before the fateful incident. To blame this Bascom incident for the following decade of war, as Cochise and others have maintained, is a
gross oversimplification. 2 There were other important factors that contributed to the longevity of the so-called Cochise War of 1861-1872,
not the least of which was the military's inability to subdue the Chiricahua leader. But as one prominent historian wrote, even if the Bascom
incident had not occurred, "there doubtless would still have been an
Apache war."3
Cochise had been one of the leading Chokonen warriors throughout the 1840s and 1850s and, according to Merehildo Grijalva, a Mexican
captive living with the Chokonen, Cochise became chief after the death
of the bellicose and incorrigible Miguel Narbona in the mid-1850s.
Carro, another influential headman, died in the fall of 1857, a victim
of poisoned rations received at Janos. Thus, by late 1857 Cochise was
perhaps the dominant leader of his band. 4
In the 1850s the Chiricahua Apaches consisted of four bandsChihenne, Nednhi, Bedonkohe, and Chokonen. Within the Chokonen
band were three distinct local groups. The most pacific and least in
number was headed by Chepillo and Esquinaline (James Tevis, station
keeper at Apache Pass, called him Esconolea), whose favorite camping
areas were the Animas, Peloncillo, and Southern Chiricahua mountains. s The second local group, under the leadership of Parte, Chino,
1. On the Bascom Affair, see Benjamin H. Sacks, "New Evidence on the Bascom
Affair," Arizona and the West, 4 (Autumn 1962), 261-78; and Robert M. Utley, "The Bascom
Affair: A Reconstruction," Arizona and the West, 3 (Spring 1961), 59-68.
2. In August 1870, for example, Cochise told Major John Green at Camp Mogollon
that "he did not begin the war and only fought for revenge and self defense," Alta
California, November 14, 1870; and in October 1872, Cochise informed General Oliver
Otis Howard that "The worst place of all is Apache Pass. There five [six) Indians, one
my brother, were murdered. Their bodies hung up, and kept there till they were skeletons.... I have retaliated with all my might." Oliver Otis Howard, My Life and Experience
Among Our Hostile Indians (New York: De Capo Press, 1972), 208.
3. Utley, "The Bascom Affair," 59.
4. The Chokonen captured Merehildo about 1850 near Bacoachi, Sonora. Merehildo
Grijalva, Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society; Elias Gonzalez to Governor, November
16, 1857, roll 19, Archivo Historico del Estado de Sonora, Arizona Historical Society.
5. James H. Tevis, Arizona in the '50's (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1954), 100.
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Dr. Michael Steck, the honest, indefatigable agent for the southern
Apaches, from William A. Keleher,
Turmoil in Nepl Mexico, 1846-1868

(Rydal Press, 1952). Courtesy University of New Mexico Press.

and Yaque, was more militant than the first and lived sometimes in
northern Mexico. The Pitaicache and Teras mountains were among their
favorite homelands. This group also roamed north occasionally into
Arizona and the Apache Pass area. Cochise headed the third and most
militant group (also largest in number). Their favorite camping sites
remained the Apache Pass, Steins Peak, and Dragoon Mountains. The
band totalled between six and seven hundred individuals.
Cochise's first recorded contact with Anglo-Americans came in the
fall of 1858 at Apache Pass, and his first official meeting occurred there
that December when he met Michael Steck. Born in 1818, Steck graduated from Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia in 1843. He arrived in New Mexico in 1849 as a contract surgeon with the army and
in late 1854 was appointed agent for the Southern Apaches. He was
an honest and able official, who was trusted by the Chiricahuas. 6 These
contacts were significant because they signalled the beginning of Chokonen willingness to interact with Americans. This willingness was a
product of two related conditions. The first included increased American presence in southern Arizona from mining in the. Tubac area,
establishment of Fort Buchanan some forty-five miles southwest of
Tucson, and emergence of the Butterfield Overland Mail Company.
6. Dan L. Thrapp, Victoria and the Mimbres Apaches (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1974), 332.
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The second was Mexico's strengthening of frontier presidios in Sonora
in late summer and early fall 1858-partly to discourage American
expansionism and partly to inhibit Apache raiding. 7
In addition, Chiricahua-Mexican relations had been declining since
the Carrasco affair in March 1851, when a Sonoran force under the
command of Colonel Jose Maria Carrasco attacked Chiricahua rancherias near Janos, killing twenty-one Indians and capturing another
sixty-two. Relations turned bitterly hostile after the Chiricahuas were
issued poisoned rations at Janos in 1857, then were trapped and slaughtered in a premeditated massacre at Fronteras in July 1858. By fall 1858,
most Chiricahua bands had moved north of the border, including Cochise's group, which returned to Apache Pass. 8
If William Hudson Kirkland's reminiscences are correct, Cochise
showed a desire for peace in October 1858. Kirkland, one of Arizona's
earliest pioneers, settled in the Sonoita Valley in the mid-1850s. On
October 24, 1858 (Kirkland later remembered it as having occurred in
the early 1860s), he was hauling wood from the Santa Rita Mountains
when Cochise and twenty-five Apaches surrounded him and two of
his men. Cochise punched him in the back with the blunt end of his
lance and ordered the white men to prepare a meal for them. "I didn't
know I could cook," Kirkland recalled, "but, by God, I found I could
cook pretty well." After eating, Cochise let him gO.9
Even if he was not the Indian involved in the Kirkland incident,
Cochise had made contact with whites by fall 1858 at the Steins Peak
or Apache Pass stage stations, constructed as part of the Butterfield
Overland Mail route. The Butterfield Overland Mail Company succeeded James Birch's Jackass Mail Route, which had made some forty
trips through Chokonen country between June 1857 and September
7. Lieutenant Colonel Jose Juan Elias regarrisoned Sonora's northern frontier, distributing some 500 men as follows: 150 to Fronteras, 100 to Bavispe, 100 to a temporary
fort located on the San Pedro, 75 to Santa Cruz, 50 to Himuris and 25 to serve as Elias'
scouts. Jose Juan Elias to Governor, October 22, 1858, roll 50, Archivo Historico, AHS.
8. Edwin R. Sweeney, "I Had Lost All: Geronimo and the Carrasco Massacre of
1851," Journal of Arizona History, 27 (Spring 1986), 35-52; Thrapp, Victorio, 57; Elias Gonzalez to Governor, November 16, 1857, roll 19, Archivo Historico, AHS; La Voz de Sonora,
July 23, 1858; San Diego Herald, September 18, 1858.
9. Alta California, November 9, 1858; Diane M. T. North, Samuel Peter Heintzelman
and the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1980),
110; William H. Kirkland, Hayden File, AHS. Contemporary accounts attribute this
incident to the White Mountain Apaches but, given Kirkland's and Tom Jeffords' reminiscences, there is a good chance of Cochise's involvement.
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1858 without a single hostile encounter, primarily because Cochise was
in northern Mexico for much of the time. 10
During 1859 and 1860 Cochise's local group usually could be found
camped at Cochise Canyon (now called Goodwin Canyon) about one
mile north of the stage station at Apache Pass. From there, his warriors
continued raiding, usually in Mexico but some of his over zealous
young men occasionally stole stock from ranches north of the borderapparently against their leader's orders. In early December 1858 Cochise joined Mangas Coloradas for an incursion into Sonora. By m.idmonth "only the sick and disabled" warriors remained at Apache Pass.
By December 26, Cochise was back at Apache Pass, probably instrumental in returning some mules stolen from the stage station by a few
Chokonen. In fact, one chief, perhaps Cochise, declared that the Indians "would not molest the whites" as long as they did "not interfere
with their incursions into Sonora."II
In New Mexico, Southern Apache Agent Steck, whose sincerity
and honesty were unique in a government position noted for corruption and graft, had been informed of the Chokonen presence at Apache
Pass. Possibly Mangas Coloradas, the powerful Chihenne leader in
New Mexico, told Steck about the Chokonen. If not, either Steck or
James Collins, Superintendent of Indian Affairs in New Mexico, may
have received the information from stage station personnel at Apache
Pass.
On December 23, 1858, Steck left Fort Thorn, located on the west
bank of the Rio Grande opposite Jornada del Muerto, for his first visit
to Arizona. He had written James Tevis, the station keeper at Apache
Pass, asking him. to notify the Chokonen of his plans. En route he gave
rations to the Chihennes at the Copper Mines and found them quiet
and satisfied. From there he followed the Overland Mail route west
170 miles. Arriving at Apache Pass on December 30, he found "a band
of Apaches called Janeros or Chilicagua [Chiricahua] Mountain Apaches
with their chiefs Chees, [Cochise], Es-ken-el-a-ne [Esquinaline] and
Fresco [Francisco], 50 men, 120 women and about 400 children, totalling
600." Steck believed "this band of Apaches had committed no depredations on the main emigrant road to California for the past two years
and to encourage their continued good behavior" he issued them rations. Among the presents distributed were cattle, 20 fanegas of corn,
10. San Antonio Daily Herald, March 20, 1858; Butterfield Overland Mail Across Arizona
(Tucson: Arizona Pioneers Historical Society, 1958), 9.
11. Weekly Missouri Democrat, January 7, 13, 1859.
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211 blankets, 100 yards of manta, and 200 brass kettles. Cochise, no
doubt, was pleased with the gifts and perceived the situation as a
golden opportunity; he could raid into Mexico at will and live in safety
at Apache Pass. The Americans would issue rations or presents as long
as he caused no trouble north of the border. 12
The indefatigable agent Steck continued west to Fort Buchanan,
where he conferred with Captain Richard Stoddert Ewell, a seasoned
veteran of the Southwest. Ewell informed Steck that on January 4
Apaches had stolen some horses from the vicinity of the Sonoita and
Santa Cruz Rivers. As a result, Steck and Ewell decided to pay a visit
to the Chokonen at Apache Pass. Before they did so, they met with
the powerful Pinal and Coyotero Apache bands and provided them
with rations, then returned east into Chiricahua country. They arived
at Apache Pass on January 25.
Cochise was conciliatory in the presence of Ewell's troops and
returned the stolen stock. He also released a Mexican captive, whom
they had taken recently from San Ignacio, Sonora. Steck reminded
Cochise and the other chiefs of the serious consequences of continued
raiding and concluded "the chiefs seem well disposed and promised
to exert themselves to maintain peace." 13 Steck and Ewell had done
their job well, providing the right mixture of gift-giving and saberrattling. As long as the Indians kept the peace in Arizona and New
Mexico, citizens, military officers, and government agents were content. Such an attitude, reciprocated by Mexico when Apache bands
lived in Sonora and Chihuahua, actually was not as hypocritical as
appears. Americans were not yet formidable enough to prevent Apache
forays into Mexico, and while tensions between the two countries
remained high, many Southwesterners viewed the Mexicans with great
antipathy. Although Steck did not condone such actions, he was as
powerless as the military to prevent Apache depredations into Mexico.
Cochise's apparent perceptions of Americans and his attitude toward them at the time are revealing. He must have desired peace, even
if nominally. But peace held a meaning different for Americans and
Apaches. Apaches were accustomed to such agreements as those they

12. Michael Steck's estimate of fifty warriors was far too low. At the time of his
visit, two Chiricahua parties were raiding in Sonora. One returned about January 5 with
fifty mules and two Mexican women captives, while another party was reported to be
out with Mangas Coloradas in Sonora, Missouri Republican, January 5, 12, 1859. Michael
Steck to James Collins, February 1,1859, envelope 8, Box 2, Michael Steck Papers, Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico.
13. Steck to Collins, February 1, 1859, Steck Papers.
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James Tevis, the stationkeeper at
Apache Pass. Courtesy Arizona
Historical Society.
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Richard S. Ewell, as he" appeared a
few years later as a Confederate officer. Courtesy Arizona Historical
Society.

traditionally formed in Sonora and Chihuahua, where authorities condoned and even tacitly encouraged depredations in other districts.
Thus, Cochise no doubt saw advantages to a peace with the Americans.
First came issuance of presents, or rations (which unbeknown to him
would arrive semi-annually at this date, in marked contrast to the
Mexican policy of weekly distributions). The Apaches then might continue their forays into Mexico and possibly find a market north of the
border for their plunder. The American non-intervention policy was
dictated by the" nearest military post lying one hundred miles distant
and the agent who would oversee them being two hundred miles away.
Consequently, Cochise virtually had a free hand, and an occasional
stock raid in either Arizona or New Mexico might go undetected.
In addition, Cochise's relationships with Steck, Captain Ewell, and
station keeper Tevis were significant. The Chiricahuas desired the gifts
Steck distributed and probably feared and respected Ewell's dragoons.
At any rate, Cochise's people b~haved themselves when in Steck's and
Ewell's presence, although they showed less deference to Tevis and
his stage personnel. Tevis never trusted Cochise, as he made clear in
his memoirs. He characterized Cochise as "a very deceptive Indian.

.',N
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At first appearance a man would think he was inclined to be peaceable
to the Americans but he is far from it. For eight months I have watched
him and have come to the conclusion that he is the biggest liar in the
Territory! and would kill any American for any trifle, provided he
thought it wouldn't be found OUt."14 Tevis, who tended to exaggerate
obviously did not think much of Cochise's character. Apaches scorned
a liar, and Cochise's integrity with his people was beyond reproach.
At this stage in his life, Americans could not command Cochise's complete respect. Consequently, his deportment toward them was honesty
when it suited him.
But what was the true relationship between Cochise and the Americans? The legends and myths established in those early years must be
dissected and analyzed. It has been written, for example, that Cochise
"allowed" the mail line to operate through Chiricahua country. The
Butterfield Overland Mail Company did establish its route without
asking Chiricahua permission, and Cochise could have attacked and
perhaps wiped out the stage stations at any time. He was no doubt
aware of the advantages of peace, however, and may even have considered the possibility of troop retaliation against any such effort. He
often seemed to hold the stage personnel at Apache Pass in contempt,
sometimes blustering against their operations. More than once Apaches
piled rocks across the route to impede movement of the stages, although Cochise mayor may not have had anything to do with such
playfulness. Historians and other writers have generally ignored the
matter.
In addition, two oft-repeated legends would seem to support
Cochise's early friendliness toward white interlopers. He supplied the
stage station with wood and hay, perhaps under contract, and he
prevented attacks on stages, even killing four Apaches in spring 1859
when they dared violate his rule. Both incidents lack supporting documentary evidence, but the station had to obtain hay and wood somewhere, and it would be routine for Cochise's women to bring it inas was done in similar circumstances elsewhere-with no record of
such an agreement being preserved. John Cremony does not mention
the practice, nor does Tevis. John G. Bourke wrote in 1891, however,
that "old timers have often told me that the great chief, Cocheis [sic]
had the wood contract for supplying the 'station' . . . with fuel."ls
Thomas E. Farish, in his 1915 History of Arizona, repeated Bourke's
14. Weekly Arizonian, July 14, 1859.
15. John G. Bourke, On The Border With Crook (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1891), 119.
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account, writing that Cochise "had a contract ... for supplying [the
station] with wood ... ," although he failed to give his source. This
information, which might well be factual, has been accepted by Woodworth Clum, Paul Wellman, Ralph Ogle and other writers. Nor is there
evidence for Cochise having killed four Apaches who caused trouble
along the mail route, although the story apparently originated with
John Clum. Cochise and Esquinaline both offered to overlook the mail
route, but there is no record of them fighting other Apaches to protect
the Butterfield operation. 16
On the surface, Cochise's attitude seemed friendly. He reportedly
told his warriors that if the mail were left alone, the white soldiers
would adopt a laissez-faire attitude toward other things, a sort of Anglo
adaption of the Mexican viewpoint. 17 More than once he- returned stolen stock to Americans, certainly evidence of his desire for good 'relations. In Apache practice, anyone could steal stock but only a chief,
if he were sufficiently forceful and respected, might demand the animals- from the thieves and do what he wished with them. In Cochise's
case, he returned the animals to their proper owners. One such occasion occurred in the summer of 1859. Returning from a retaliatory
campaign against Fronteras, Cochise found that a raid had been committed a few weeks earlier for which he doubtless would be blamed.
Consequently, he decided -to visit Fort Buchanan and explain his innocence, according to what he' told Tevis. 18 Shortly afterward a band
of about twenty Indians stole some 80 to 90 horses and mules from
the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company near Patagonia. Captain
Isaac Van Duzer Reeve believed the Chokonen were guilty and ordered
Ewell to follow them, but their trail was wiped out by a heavy rain.
Ewell nevertheless condudedthat the thieves were Cochise's peopleas indeed they were. The leader of the party was Parte, a local Chokonen group leader well known in northern Mexico. 19
16. Thomas Edwin Farish, History ofArizona, (8 vols., San Francisco: Filmer Brothers
Electrotype Company, 1915-1918), 2:30; Woodworth Clum, Apache Agent: The Story of
John P. Clum (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1978),33-34; Paull. Wellman, The
Indian Wars of the West (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1947),288-89,296-97; Ralph
Hedrick Ogle, Federal Control of the Western Apaches, 1848-1886 (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1970),44; John Upton Terrell, Apache Chronicle (New York: Thomas
y. Crowell, 1974), 218-19; Dan L. Thrapp, The Conquest of Apacheria (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1967), 15-17.
17. Missouri Republican, September 16, 1859.
18. Weekly Arizonian, July 14, 1859.
,
19. Isaac Van Duzer Reeve to' John Wilkins, July 20, 1859, Letters Received, Department of New Mexico, R30-1859, Record Group (RG) 393, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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When the men from Cochise's group returned with their loot, he
insisted that it be returned. Some of the men may have resisted his
imperious order. Grijalva, who was with the Chokonenat the time,
reported that Cochise became so incensed that he not only seized the
livestock but killed a warrior who defied him. 20 He then sent two of
his men to Fort Buchanan with eleven of the animals. On July 21,
Captain Reeve wrote his superiors:
This morning two Chiricahua Indians of Chees [Cochise] came in
and brough [sic] (11) eleven of the stolen animals.
This band was encamped on the San Pedro and Chees, having
heard of the robbery sent and took these animals and sent them
in. He sent word that he would try and get all that had been
stolen. He says they were stolen by a band of Chiricahuas headed
by a chief named "Parte" that they supposed when they took them
that they were in Sonora and that the animals belong to Mexicans.
Reeve added, "Chees appears to be acting in good faith, prompted
somewhat, I doubt not, by my visit to the Chiricahua Mountains in
search of a site for a post. "2\
Reeve may have correctly assessed Cochise's respect for his troops.
The chief also may have believed that Ewell could trace the animals to
his band, hence his prudent decision to return the stock. Cochise's
desire to avoid conflict with Americans seems confirmed in a conversation between Grijalva and John Spring, a soldier in Arizona in the
1860s. Grijalva said that in the late 1850s the Chiricahuas, while continuing their raids into Mexico, "had strict orders never to lay hands
on anybody or anything within the boundary of the United States."
Such a conclusion is supported by another report in 1865, which maintained that although Cochise was unable to restrain his warriors from
raiding during the 1850s, he did not want war with Americans. 22
Throughout the summer and fall 1859 Cochise maintained friendly
relations with Americans. After restoring the stolen stock he and most
of the Chokonen headed straight for the Chiricahua Mountains to
gather acorns and pinon nuts for winter. Only Esquinaline's following
remained at ~pache Pass, where in mid-August he met Samuel Cozzens, a lawyer from Mesilla. In his youth Esquinaline had been a bold
warrior who had led his tribesmen on raids against Mexico. Now, in
20. Merehildo Grijalva, Fred Hughes Collection, Arizona Historical Society.
21. Reeve to Wilkins, July 21. 1859, R31-1859, Letters Received, RG 393.
22. A. M. Gustafson, ed., John Spring's Arizonll (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1966), 52; "N. S. Higgins Report on Apaches," manuscript 180, Bureau of American
Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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his mature years, he had learned moderation and wisdom. Cozzens
described Esquinaline as "rather a good looking specimen of an Apache,
about 60 years old and speaks Spanish, very imperfectly." Cozzens
ended his letter with a revealing statement, if true, that "the Chiricahua
Indians declare themselves friendly to whites and willing to protect
the mail company. "23 Esquinaline's statement would be echoed by Cochise
some three months later.
By October Cochise had returned to Apache Pass, intending to
winter in its vicinity. On November 6, 1859, Steck arrived with his
semi-annual load of rations, which were distributed to some 400 Apaches.
Steck found the Chokonen were "very friendly and were gratified for
their presents. Cochise returned three stolen animals to Steck and
"promised to watch over the interest of the Overland Mail and travellers
upon the great thoroughfare to California that passed directly through
his country."24 Perhaps Cochise was sincere in his offer to watch over
the mail route; he would make similar promises in 1872, and his conduct
proved his words genuine. But impending events would soon make
his pledge meaningless.
Chokonen stock raids within Arizona were a long-standing problem and would lead eventually to minor skirmishes and bloodshed.
About the time Steck was giving rations to the Chokonen, Captain
Reeve, in command of a temporary camp on the San Pedro River, was
ordered to mount a campaign against Cochise's people. Conce'rned
about the mixed signals given the Indians, Reeve wrote:
II

Department Special Orders Number 121 suggests a scout against
the Chiricahua Indians. Since the publication of that order the
Indian agent Dr. Steck, has visited these Indians, has distributed
presents to them, met with and treated them in all respects as
faithful friends. It is well known that they have often stolen during
the past half year.... They are responsible for about 24 animals
stolen in July last from the Arivaca mine, belonging to the Sonora
Exploring and Mining Co.-also 5 animals stolen from Patagonia
mine. I cannot make an expedition against these Indians with the
means left in my possession after another scout against the Pinals;
and shall therefore await further instructions on this subject. 25
Another report from Tucson warned of increasing raids below the
border originating from Apache Pass. "These Indians [Chokonen] are
23. Missouri Republican, August 29, 1859.
24. Steck to Collins, November 25, 1859, Steck Papers.
25. Reeve to Wilkins, November 27, 1859, R57-1859, Letters Received, RG 393.
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almost continually on the warpath, they are better armed than the
Pinals, having a great many firearms which have been given to them
in exchange for their spoils steeped in the blood of Sonora."26 Cochise's
people apparently were finding a market at Apache Pass to dispose of
the stock and booty they obtained from raids in Mexico.
In January 1860 several events militated against a continuation of
the precarious armistice between Chiricahuas and Americans. First, a
station keeper named John Wilson killed one of Cochise's Mexican
captives, a boy named Jose, in a fair fight. Tevis recalled that Cochise
"growled considerably" about the outcome, but when Tevis explained
that "Wilson was in the right ... that was the end of it. "27 But then
Grijalva, with Tevis' assistance, escaped to Mesilla and found employment with Dr. Steck. If the former incident did not bother Cochise, the
latter certainly did. 28
Compounding these events were two other incidents in late 1859
that marked the beginning of true Chokonen-Anglo hostilities. On two
occasions Americans were compelled to kill Chokonen raiders. Describing one incident in which Apache blood was spilled, Tevis said,
Cochise craved revenge after Americans on the Sonoita River near
Patagonia killed a Chokonen in the act of stealing a horse. Cochise,
Tevis added, was so incensed that he ordered his Indians to kill anyone
who went for water at Apache Springs. Tevis may have been exaggerating, however, because no one was killed for that reason, and Tevis
himself defied Cochise's purported order and obtained water from the
springs when it was needed. 29
More serious was an encounter in December 1859 when Chiricahuas ran off some mules from the ranch of Thomas Smith in Sonora,
thirty miles below the border. Smith pursued the raiders with some of
his men, overtook them near Santa Cruz and, in a running fight, killed
three and recovered his stock. 30 The leader of the raid, an "old chief"
on his return to Apache Pass, confessed that he had thought Mexicans
were pursuing him or he would not have stopped to fight. This may
26. Sylvester Mowry to Superintendent of Indian Affairs, February 6, 1860, Letters
Received, M-169, RG 75, National Archives, Washington D.C.
27. Tevis, Arizona in the 50's, 170. John Cremony wrote that the boy Wilson killed
was an Apache, and that Cochise declared that "no blame could be attached to anyone."
Tevis, who was there, should have known. If the boy was an Apache, there would
certainly have been some type of retaliation. The fact that he was a Mexican probably
prevented immediate retribution. John Cremony, "Some Savages," Overland Monthly, 8
(March 1872).
28. Tevis, Arizona in the 50's, 168-69.
29. Ibid., 138-40.
30. Missouri Republican, December 23, 1859.
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have been Cochise, who at the time was sometimes referred to as an
"old chief," but more likely it was old Plume. 31 Smith's action worsened
Chiricahua-Anglo relations. Recapturing his stolen stock was one thing,
but killing three warriors was another. In the Apache way, family and
friends of the slain undoubtedly cried for revenge, which posed a
problem for Cochise.
The Apache Pass stage people were first to feel increased pressure.
From Tubac it was reported on January 14, 1860, that the "friendly
Indians at Apache Pass had given intimations of extensive preparations
for the total extermination of the Overland Mail line through their
country, to be followed by a descent upon the settlements," a gloomy
prediction often echoed in the frontier press even though Indian attacks
on white settlements north of the border were rare. The writer, Thompson Turner, lawyer and sometime newsman, continued that "if they
decide upon this step ,they can with ease massacre the men at the
stations and seize 'the exchange horses." Even if Turner never had seen
an Apache, and there is no evidence he had, his small-town gossip
probably seemed valid to his Midwestern readers. 32
'
In any event, Cochise grew disenchanted with Americans by early
1860 and moved against the mail line. On January 16 Chokonen raiders
seized forty head of stock from Mexicans between San Simon and
Apache Pass. According to reports, none of the Mexicans was hurt. In
late January, Indians attacked two'of Charles Hayden's freight wagons
at Apache Pass, killing a couple of oxen. Hayden's men then refused
to leave the station for Patagonia unl~ss they received protection, and
Ewell was prevailed upon to send them an escort. Other Apaches
accused Cochise's people of the raids. Talking peace with the Americans, the Pinal Apaches asserted that the Chokonen, with help from
the Coyoteros, had done nearly all the stealing thereabouts. Even if
the Pinal Apaches were dissembling in part, they should be given some
credence. By mid-March relations between Apaches and Americans
were so deteriorated that Ewell reported the Indians were depredating
everywhere, and "no Apache tribe that I know of is guiltless of these
constant robberies."33
Cochise had plenty of outlets for his growing belligerence, if that
31. John Walker to Collins, January 4, 1860, Records of New Mexico Superintendency of Indian Affairs, T-21, roll 4, RG 75, National Archives.
32. Constance Wynn Altshuler, ed., Latest From Arizona! The Hesperian Letters, 18591861 (Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 1969), 27.
33. Charles Hayden to Richard Stoddert Ewell, January 30, 1860, Ewell to Wilkins,
Febru;Iry 1, 1860, Letters Received, 4E, and Ewell to Wilkins, March 17, 1860, Letters
Received, 12E, RG 393.
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is what it was. In late winter 1860 he led a war party into Sonora,
striking terror as they went. He was not alone. That month alone
Apaches slaughtered more than 50 men, women, and children in the
Mexican state, but many of the killings undoubtedly could be attributed
to Cochise. The raiders concentrated their efforts southeast of Ures at
Soyopa, Tonichi, Sahuaripa, and Alamos. At Tonichi and Soyopa, Indians killed thirteen Mexicans before vanishing into the inaccessible
Sierra Madre. A particularly sanguinary combat between Indians and
Mexicans took place in late March. Cochise was returning from Sonora
with about 100 warriors when, about seventy-five miles below the
Arizona border, they ambushed and killed four travellers on the road
between Cucurpe and San Ignacio. The next day a party of 50 nationals
under Angel Elias pursued the Chiricahuas to the summit of a hill. At
Elias' urging the troops charged up the hill. The Chiricahuas swarmed
out like angry hornets, killing eleven soldiers at close range, most by
the lance. One wounded man was left on the battlefield to a fate of
certain death-perhaps by torture. Cochise claimed seven more victims
later that day.34 .
A week later on April 7, the Chokonen stole some stock from the
Dragoon Springs stage station in Arizona. According to Samuel Cozzens, present at the time of the raid, the Americans suspected Cochise
of the theft. Next day he inquired of Cochise about the incident and
from the chief's ambiguous reply, concluded that Cochise had led the
raid. Meanwhile, the Chokonen again were raiding the Tubac area and
threatening a major outbreak. In mid-Maya: "friendly Apache" reminded the station keeper at Apache Pass that "it was the intention of
the Indians to clean out the station."35 Two weeks later, Cochise's
people ran off the entire herd of the Santa Rita Silver Mining Company
near Tubac. Captain Ewell trailed the thieves to the Chiricahua Mountains and in early June parlayed with the "principal" chief, probably
Cochise, and compelled him to return some of the stolen stock. The
Apaches claimed to have eaten the remainder. They proposed, however, to compensate Ewell for the number of mules they had consumed,
and the officer agreed to return in late June to receive the balance.
While Ewell conferred with the Chiricahuas, Apaches stole some mules
at Tubac, although the Chief, probably Cochise, "disclaimed all knowledge of it." Cochise may have been truthful here. The Apache leader
34. Missouri Republican, May 8, 1860; Estrella de Occidente, April 6, 13, 1860.
35. Missouri Republican, May 2, June 3, 1860; Samuel Woodworth Cozzens, The Marvellous Country: Three Years in Arizona and New Mexico (Boston: Lee and Shepard Publishers,
1876), 222-24.
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conceded that a robbery had been committed by the Chihennes, and
that the Chokonen overtook this party and seized two of the mules in
order to hand them over to Ewell. The remainder of the animals had
been traded to Mexicans, he said, or had died along the route. The
two mules indeed proved to be among those stolen from Tubac, and
Ewell restored them to their owners. In Ewell's opinion, "the perpetrators of this Tubac robbery ... were strongly in favor of having been
done by these same Indians [Chokonen]."36
On June 25, Ewell and a detachment of 75 men left Fort Buchanan
for Apache Pass. Five days later they met the Chokonen, who returned
some of the required stock. But the agent of the Santa Rita Mining
Company refused to receive five of them as "not being of sufficiently
good quality." The Apaches insisted these were the best they could
offer. An incredulous Ewell decided to examine the Chiricahua Mountains to search for Apache stock because, "it is generally supposed that
these Indians have large herds of fine stock." After eight days of fruitless
searching, the officer concluded that the Indians possessed little or no
stock and that he "was satisfied that they had done all in their power
to meet the demand." Such incidents of Chokonen raiding led inevitably to American distrust of Cochise's people and a gradual assumption .. v>
that if stock were taken, the Chokonen were guilty.37 This perception
would have serious overtones in the coming months.
Ewell's report to headquarters was unusually long for him..Apparently some "amateurs" were at Apache Pass who disagreed vehemently with his handling of the affair. Letters were written to the Alta
California and Missouri Republican criticizing "Old Baldy" for not attacking the Chiricahuas. In his report Ewell defended his policy of negotiating. After all, he had received some of the stolen stock and any
attack would have been in violation of a truce. Nevertheless, he promised that in the event of another theft he would not ask for restitution
but would strike "an effective blow."38
Ewell's visits meanwhile, intensified the uneasiness between the
two races:Immediately after his first visit, on June 17, a large number
of Chokonen appeared at the Apache Pass station, well armed and
painted, to notify the men at the station to quit under threat of being
cleaned out. At Ewell's second meeting with the Chokonen he had'
ominously noted that only 150 Chokonen remained at Apache Pass.
36.
37.
38.
July 24,

Ewell to Dabney Maury, July 24, 1860, 22E, Letters Received, RG 393.
Ibid.; Altshuler, Latest from Arizona, 105.
Missouri Republican, July 22, 1860; Alta California, July 4, 1860; Ewell to Maury,
1860, 22E, Letters Received, RG 393.
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Many had cleared out, probably moving to Janos and Corralitos in
northern Chihuahua, where it was reported on June 12 that ten Chiricahua leaders had sought peace. 39 These reports were the first indication that some Apaches were again ready to deal with Mexico, although
Mangas Coloradas remained in New Mexico, and the more militant
Cokonen under Cochise were still in Arizona. They no doubt recalled
the poisoned rations received at Janos in summer of 1857, and though
dissatisfied with American treatment, awaited results of their relatives'
efforts in Mexico.
In June 1860, one Chokonen local group had begun discussions
with Chino (who had been at Apache Pass), representing Yaque's local
group. Their main complaint against the Americans was the paucity
and infrequency of rations and presents. Consequently, they sought
greener pastures in Mexico. At Janos they resumed negotiations with
their sometime adversary and sometime friend, Jose Maria Zuloaga,
probably the wealthiest and most influential man in northwestern Chihuahua. 40
Zuloaga was a pragmatic man who adapted to circumstances.
Triumphantly he announced flit is our good fortune that we did not
request peace, they [Apaches] have solicited the peace and they must
adhere to the conditions." He also enviously wrote Governor Ignacio
Pesqueira in Sonora that those Apaches living in security across the
border were "enriching themselves" by robbing and killing in Mexico.
He suggested that the only way to inhibit Apache raids was to keep
them under close scrutiny, and the only way to prevent depopulation
of the frontier was to declare an armistice. Zuloaga obviously sensed
an opportunity to remove the Chiricahuas from U.S. influence and
back to Mexico, a tug of war which existed from the time the Mexican
War ended in 1848'through the Geronimo Wars of the 1880s. Further~
more he hoped that Pesqueira would create similar peace establishments in Sonora. He believed fifteen hundred Apaches would come in
for rations and indicated other bands would eventually participate. 41
Cochise held his people aloof, apparently remaining encamped at
Apache Pass throughout the summer and fall of 1860. He, too, had
grown disenchanted with the Americans, particularly with the trivial
amount of government assistance. According to Steck's "Abstracts of
Provisions," he had issued rations to Cochise's people on March 31,
1860, but Steck was actually east on personal business and Cochise
39. Alta California, July 4, 25, 1860; Estrella de Occidente, June 29, 1860.
40. Estrella de Occidente, July 6, 1860; La Coalicion, September 4, 1860.

41. Ibid.
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was raiding in Sonora. Thus, there was a good chance they were never
issued. By August even the pacific Esquinaline deserted Apache Pass
for Fronteras, Sonora, where on the last day of the month a woman
from his camp requested a truce. The woman declared that the Chokonen were dissatisfied with the Americans at Apache Pass. She was
sent by several Apache leaders, including Parte, at the time living near
Janos, and Delgadito, the Chihenne chief who had fled New Mexico
because of white encroachment on his country. 42
Cochise's participation in all of this is uncertain but hardly improbable. With Apache-Anglo relations deteriorating, and with the fact
that other Chokonen local groups had forsaken Apache Pass for Mexico,
and finally, in view of portending events, the possibility of Cochise's
involvement in the peace talks certainly seems plausible. Sonora eagerly grasped the Chokonen offer. Captain Gabriel Garcia, who was
involved in the massacre of July 1858, requested instructions from
Pesqueria, who replied favorably that "Fronteras is a satisfactoary place
to administer the peace ... treat the Apaches, who have asked for
peace, well." By early October a small band of forty-six Indians under
Esquinaline and Delgadito settled near Fronteras to test the truce. To
prove their sincerity they gave their weapons to Garcia although they
probably relinquished only unserviceable or obsolete firearms. Both
races had learned from experience that it was foolhardy to trust the
other completely.43
Meanwhile, Steck had completed his arrangements for a proposed
Apache reservation, which was to congregate the Bedonkohe, Chihenne, and Chokonen bands with the Mescaleros at Santa Lucia Springs,
in the heart of Mangas Coloradas' country in southwestern New Mexico. He had first considered this idea the previous November. American
complaints from Apache Pass about Chokonen disturbances probably
encouraged his decision to place them with the others whose territory
was experiencing increased mining activity. The previous March he
had journeyed east for personal reasons and conferred with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs about his plan. The reservation would be
fifteen miles square and was to include a rich and fertile valley large
enough to accommodate several Chiricahua groups as well as the Mescaleros from east of the Rio Grande. 44
42. Prefect of Arispe to Governor, September 2, 1860, folder 354, Archivo Historico
del Estado de Sonora, Hermosillo, Sonora (AHSH).
43. Prefect of Arispe to Governor, September 2, October 16, 1860, folder 354, AHSH.
44. Steck to Alfred Greenwood, May 11, 14, 1860, M234, roll 547, RG 75. The reservation would have included the present communities of Gila, Cliff, and Buckhorn, all
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Subsequent developments were to force a change in Steck's plan,
and the Santa Lucia Reservation never became a reality. Cochise likely
would have objected to relocating in Chihenne territory. By fall of 1860
many Chiricahua groups had grown increasingly hostile, and some
had relocated to northern Mexico. Even Steck felt the brunt of Apache
raids. In mid-October 1860 Apaches reportedly drove off his mules
when enroute to Santa Lucia. 45 Other reports from Tubac and Fort
Buchanan suggested that the Apaches depredated because they were
starving. More ominously, h,?wever, their activities had become more
than just occasional stock raids; they had killed a few Americans. Lieutenant Colonel Pitcairn Morrison, Fort Buchanan's new commander,
wrote to his superiors complaining about the depredations, his want
of troops, especially cavalry, and his lack of a good guide. Morrison
concluded: "I cannot see any other course to pursue than to feed [the
Indians] or exterminate them."46
Conditions deteriorated further in late 1860 when Steck was elected
territorial delegate for Arizona. Like Sylvester Mowry before him, Steck
was not seated, pending formal organization of Arizona Territory. Before leaving for Washington, Steck probably met Cochise about November 10 at Apache Pass, where the Chiricahuas received their semiannual supplies. Little is known of Cochise's activities at this time, but
the growing number of Apaches appearing at Janos and Fronteras to
make peace reflected resentment toward Americans. Among them were
many of Cochise's associates. A month after receiving Steck's rations,
Cochise sent a clear signal that he also wished relations at Fronteras.
On December 9, 1860, Chiquito Teboca with his family of two women,
four children, two men, and an Indian woman named Yones and her
nine-year-old son, arrived at Fronteras seeking peace and rations for
Cochise's following. 47 Yones was the wife of Coyuntura (Kin-o-tero),
Cochise's daredevil brother. Coyuntura's reputation was high among
the Indians. He had a following of eighteen warriors and "was never
known to go on an expedition without bringing back stock.... He
was more dreaded in Sonora than the captains of any band of Apaches."48
The ponderous Mexican bureacracy did not inform Pesqueira of their
northwest of Silver City, with the boundary line going north almost"to Shelly Park, and
west to near Jackson on present U.S. Highway 180. Its southern boundary would have
touched Bald Knoll, Thrapp, Victoria, 65-66.
45. Altshuler, Latest from Arizona, 136.
46. Ibid., 147-48; Pitcairn Morrison to Assistant Adjutant General, Department of
New Mexico, October 27, November 10, 1860, M46-1860, Letters Received, RG 393.
47. Prefect of Arispe to Governor, December 23, 1860, folder 354, AHSH.
48. "Higgins Report," Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution.
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arrival for two weeks and by the time Pesqueira replied, Chokonen
patience had worn thin.
In early January 1861 Captain Garcia received permission from
Pesqueira to give rations to Cochise's band. 49 But it was too late. If the
governor's reply had come a little earlier, a whole era of AmericanApache conflict and Chokonen vengenance raids might not have occurred, and Cochise's people might have remained in northern Sonora.
This is not to suggest that the Apaches' already strained relations with
Americans might not have resulted in eventual conflict. Raiding probably would have continued under any circumstance, but it might not
have been as severe as the devastation that hit Arizona in the spring
and summer of 1861. Cochise had not waited for the governor's reply.
By January he was back at Apache Pass destined to be involved in one
of the most significant and controversal incidents in Anglo-Apache
history-the infamous confrontation with Lieutenant Bascom.

49. Ignacio Pesqueira to Prefect of Arispe, December 28, 1860, folder 354, AHSH.

A Window on Themselves:
Perceptions of lq.dians by Military
Officers and Their Wives
SHERRY L. SMITH

The recent surge in western women's history has raised provocative
questions about differences between men's and women's experiences
on the frontier and their perceptions of the people they encountered
there. Writings of army officers and their wives provide an opportunity
to explore nineteenth-century military perceptions of Indians and to
compare carefully the attitudes of men and women of similar social
and economic background. 1 Did military men and women view Indians
Sherry L. Smith is assistant professor of history in the University of Texas, EI Paso,
and the author of Sagebrush Soldier: Private William Earl Smith's View of the Sioux War of
1876 (1989) and the forthcoming The View from Officers' Row: Army Perceptions. of Western
Indians (1990).
1. This article is based on research conducted for the author's forthcoming book,
to be published by the University of Arizona Press. The study focuses on personal
reactions of over 135 officers and 35 officers' wives to Indians as conveyed through both
published and unpublished documents. Recent efforts to analyze women's experiences
in the West, in contrast t9 men's, include Glenda Riley, Women and Indians on the Fronti~r,
1825-1915 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984); John Mack Faragher,
Women and Men on the Overland Trail (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979); Julie Roy
Jeffrey, Frontier Women: The Trans-Mississippi West, 1848-1890 (New York: Hill and Wang,
1979); and Lillian Schlissel, Women's Diaries of the Westward Journey (New York: Schocken
Books, 1982). The author treats some of this material elsewhere in her article "Beyond
Princess and Squaw: Indian Women and the Military on the Nineteen Century Frontier,"
Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson, eds., The Women's West (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1987), 63-75.
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in qualitatively different ways or did they possess fundamentally similar attitudes? Further, how much can one learn about Indians from
their comments?
Army officers and their wives represented the diversified regional
and social makeup of the officer corps during the nineteenth century.
Before the Civil War, 73 percent of the officers graduated from West
Point. This meant they represented the geographical distribution and
concomitant regional sentiments of the American people. After the
Civil War, the frontier officer corps was composed of regulars who held
high ranks in volunteer regiments during that war and former volunteers who sought regular army appointments after 1865. The officers,
then, were a mixture of West Point graduates and Civil War veterans
from the Northeast, Midwest, and West. In addition, an 1867 law
required that one-fourth of all second lieutenant appointments be filled
from enlisted ranks. Most of these officers, often veterans of the Indian
Wars of the 1850s who received their commissions during the Civil
War, were Irish and German immigrants. Although few of them were
ever promoted beyond a captaincy, they added a distinctive element
to the frontier army, and they offer additional evidence of the regional
and ethnic diversity within the officer corps. As time went on, however,
West Pointers reasserted their dominance and by 1897 they composed
60 percent of the officer corps while civilian appointees and "rankers"
made up 30 percent and 10 percent respectively.2
In addition, officers and officers' wives shared a largely middle
class background. They embraced a Victorian, mostly Protestant, perspective. Some of these men and women could claim relatively privileged upbringings as children of merchants, lawyers, Episcopal
ministers, and even army officers. Others revealed more modest backgrounds and some officers' wives served as laundresses before their
husbands received their commissions. Those women whose accounts
are noted here, however, tended to come from middle and upper classes
and were well educated. 3
2. Edward M. Coffman, The Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime,
1784-1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 66-67, 219, 222-23; James L.
Morrison, Jr., "The United States Military Academy, 1833-1866: Years of Progress and
Turmoil" (doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1971), 290; Robert M. Utley, Frontiersmen in Blue: The United States Army and the Indian, 1848-1865 (New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1967), 35; Robert M. Utley, Frontier Regulars: The United States Army
and the Indian, 1866-1891 (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1973), 18; and
Marcus Cunliffe, Soldiers & Civilians: The Martial Spirit in America, 1775-1865 (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1968), 101, 103.
3. For more information on army officers' wives see Sandra Myres, "Romance and
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What of their perceptions of Indians, then? In most of the women's
writings initial fear of Indians emerged as an important theme. Here
they certainly diverged from army officers who only occasionally admitted trepidation. Interestingly, fear most often preceded actual contact and then tapered off after encounters, suggesting army wives traveled
West with preconceptions about the terrors Indians supposedly posed
and about women's appropriate response. Recalling an Indian alarm
at Fort Wingate, Alice Baldwin expressed surprise at her composure
since she had "read and heard that women had hysteria and swooned
and were bathed in tears in times of danger." Instead, she felt "that I
was not at all romantic, because in the midst of my solitude, I bethought
me of eating a piece of pie-which I did!" It was only when her husband
returned unharmed that she broke into sobs and hysterics "while the
men folks praised and complimented my pluck."4
The white woman as victim characterized their culture's image of
females in the West. Further, many books about frontier women presented them as reluctant to leave civilization, repulsed by wilderness
landscapes and hateful toward its inhabitants. Captivity narratives clearly
colored the wives' expectations of frontier life and Indians. Although
none of the officers' wives of this sample was captured by Indians,
many wrote about the terrors of captivity and one or more of the genre's
basic elements appeared in their accounts of it. Such literature prescribed behavior for women, and officers' wives uncritically accepted
its dictates r at least until they encountered actual Indians or, in the
case of Baldwin, had an audience which expected "romantic" reactions. s
Reality on the American Frontier: Views of Army Wives," Western Historical Quarterly, 13
(October 1982); Patricia Y. Stallard, Glittering Misery: Dependents of the Indian Fighting Army
(Fort Collins, Colorado: Old Army Press, 1978); and Coffman, Old Army, 104-36, 287327. Coffman's book is excellent on officers as well. See ibid., 42-103, 215-86.
4. Robert Carriker and Eleanor R. Carriker, eds., An Army Wife on the Frontier: The
Memoirs of Alice Blackwood Baldwin, 1867-1877 (Salt Lake City: Tanner Trust Fund, 1979),
67. For an equally plucky response to an Indian attack see Eveline Alexander in Sandra
Myres, ed., Cavalry Wife: The Diary of Eveline Alexander, 1866-67 (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1977), 92-93. For other examples of women who expressed initial
fear of Indians see Ada Adams Vogdes diary, July 2, July 28, and August 23, 1868,
Huntington Library, San Marino, California; Martha Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona:
Recollections of the Army Life of a New England Woman (Tucson: Arizona Silouettes, 1960),
51; Frances M. A. Roe, Army Letters From an Officer'S Wife (New York: Appleton & Company, 1909), 57, 64-65; Frances Carrington, My Army Life and the Fort Phil Kearny Massacre
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1911), 30, 86; Elizabeth Custer, "Boots and Saddles": or, Life in Dakota With General Custer (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961),
4, 58-59, 67.
5. See Dawn L. Gherman, "From Parlour to Tepee: The White Squaw on the Amer-
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While initial fears and attitudes toward Indians depended on fiction-inspired expectations, once on the frontier many, although not
all, of these women cast aside images which did not match experience.
Apprehension often gave way to curiosity about Native Americans.
The women visited camps, invited Indians into their homes for social
engagements, and expressed a genuine interest in their cultures. In
addition, Indians' reactions to them, particularly gestures of friendship
and reciprocal curiosity, eroded white women's fears and underscored
their common humanity. Considering the bloodiness of the Indian Wars
through which they lived, the fact that their husbands represented a
military force determined to subdue Indians who resisted white advances, and that a number of the women discussed here lost husbands
and friends in the battles, their expressions of sympathy and friendliness might seem remarkable. Moreover, when they wrote favorably
about Indians it was not only for those who demonstrated an affinity
for white values. Unacculturated Indians received a measure of positive
treatment as well. And of course, military wives' occasional insights
into Indians' actions, motivations, and attitudes demonstrate that Native Americans proved far more complex than stereotypes allowed. 6
A number of studies of army officers' perceptions of Indians demonstrate that a significant number, although not all, of these men also
expressed feelings of friendship and sympathy. A large number of
officers deplored the abuses heaped upon native people by frontiersmen or government officials and many struggled with questions of the
morality of fighting Indians. A significant number of military men
admired some aspects of Indian cultures (particularly military skills or
traits, customs and practices that resembled their own) and a minority
of officers achieved genuine understanding, communication, and
friendship with Indian people. 7
Simultaneously, it must be added, many officers and wives often
ican Frontier" (doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts, 1975), 58; Riley, Women

and Indians, 1-81.
6. Sherry L. Smith, "Officers' Wives, Indians and the Indian Wars," Order of the
Indian Wars Journal, 1 (Winter 1980), 35-46; and Riley, Women and Indians, 151-52.
7. Sherry L. Smith, '''Civilization's Guardians': U.S. Army Officers' Reflections on
Indians and the Indian Wars in the Trans-Mississippi West, 1848-1890" (doctoral dissertation, University of Washington, 1984); Thomas C. Leonard, "Red, White and the Army
Blue: Empathy and Anger in the American West," American Quarterly, 26 (May 1973),
176-90; Thomas C. Leonard, "The Reluctant Conquerors: How the Generals Viewed the
Indians," American Heritage, 27 (August 1976), 34-41; William B. Skelton, "Army Officers'
Attitudes Toward Indians, 1830-1860," Pacific Northwest Quarterly, 65 (July 1976), 11324; Richard Ellis, "The Humanitarian Generals," Western Historical Quarterly, 3 (April
1972), 169-78; and Coffman, Old Army, 34-35, 61, 73-78, 254-61.
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failed to grasp the realities of Indian lives or to overcome their deeply
rooted ethnocentrism. Both men and women operated under similar
assumptions about the perceived dichotomy of savagery and civilization. They recognized tribal and cultural distinctions yet continued to
write about a' general Indian character. They demonstrated the same
ambivalences about Indians and exhibited the same range of overall
responses as many of their countrymen and women. 8 Army officers
and wives, in other words, were products of their time and place and
approached Indians with similar cultural limitations. One turns to their
accounts more to learn about military people of the nineteenth century
than about Indians.
For purposes of illustration this essay examines officers' and officers' wives' reflections on Indian women. First, of course, army people
carried with them certain preconceptions about Indian wo'men-expectations of Indian princesses or dirty squaws purveyed in schoolbooks, captivity narratives, and James Fenimore Cooper novels. Noble
savagery had its feminine corollary. The noble Indian princess was
beautiful, virginal yet primitively passionate, innocent, and attracted
to civilization; Christianity, and white men. The ignoble squaw was
squat, haggard, and ugly. She served as slave and drudge to her husband who rarely worked. Furthermore, she fought enemies with a
vengeance and thirst for blood unmatched by any man. 9 The latter
characteristic, of course, underscored another barrier-beyond the one
imposed by stereotype-inspired preconceptions-between military
people and Indian women: the -former's mission to subdue Native
American resistance to Anglo-American occupation of the West.
In spite of such barriers, however, some army officers and their
wives established meaningful and genuine communication with Indian
women. They attained a measure of mutual understanding that, at
least temporarily, transcended notions of civilization and savagery or
8. For a sampling of books on Anglo-American attitudes toward Indians see Robert

F. Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man's Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to
the Present (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978); Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism and Civilization: A Study of the Indian and the American Mind (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1967);
Richard Drinnon, Facing West: The Metaphysics of Indian-Hating and Empire Building (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980); Richard Slotkin, Regeneration Through
Violence: The Mythology of the American Frontier (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press,
1973); and Brian W. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U.S. Indian Policy
(Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1982).
9. Rayna Green, "The Pocahontas Perplex: The Image of Indian Women in American
Culture," Massachusetts Review, 26 (Autumn 1975), 703-4, 713. See also Alison Bernstein,
"Outgrowing Pocahontas: Toward a New History of American Indian Women," Minority
Notes, 2 (Spring/Summer 1981), 3-4.
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the roles of conqueror and conquered. "In fact," wrote Texas-born Lieutenant Britton Davis about Chiricahua and Warm Springs Apaches,
with an incredible naivete, "we began to find them decidedly human."
Such a revelation was not Davis' alone.. Other military men and women
shared his discovery that Indian women's actual experiences were
richer, more diverse, and simply more human that the conquest methodology allowed or than most of their less informed countrymen might
suppose. 10
Nevertheless, army men's and women's comments about, and
occasional differences of opinion concerning, Indian women reveal more
about their view of "civilized" women's sphere than they do about the
realities of native women's lives. A handful of officers appreciated,
even celebrated, aspects of Indian women's lives and hinted that white
women could learn a thing or two from them. Officers frequently compared Indian to white women and passed judgment on both. For many
officers white women's ways set the "civilized" standard by which
officers measured Indian women. These men believed, for example,
that native women's tendency to work out-of-doors, at a time when
the prescribed civilized sphere emphasized home and hearth, reflected
the Indians' supposed savagery. On the other hand, a few of the men
praised the Indian pattern and criticized the genteel women's aversion
to the outdoors. Army wives, who tended to be middle class and who
saw themselves as genteel ladies, most assuredly did not share similar
sentiments.
In these cases, comments about native women served as vehicles
through which one may observe military people reflecting upon themselves and even engaging in debate about women's proper role in
society, the value of outdoor exercise for women, the "civilized" institution of marriage, and nineteenth century middle class methods of
childbirth. One might learn something about Indian women from military accounts, but one is likely to learn more about military people. 11
Some military men, then, expressed thinly veiled doubts about
Anglo-American cultural superiority by presenting Indian women's
lives in very positive terms and by asserting that these women had
advantages over Anglo-American women. In fact, a handful claimed,
10. Britton Davis, The Truth About Geronimo (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1929), 72.
11. As Roy Harvey Peace explained it, nineteenth-century Americans tended to
define civilization in terms of savagery. This process "forced Americans to consider and
reconsider what it was to be civilized and what it took to build a civilization. Studying
the savage ... in the end they had only studied themselves." See Pearce, Savagism and
Civilization, v.
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In this illustration from Elizabeth Custer's Following the Guidon (1890) the Indian
woman labors while the Indian man poses.

the latter should emulate the former. For officers who usually emphasized the drudgery and degradation of Indian womanhood, this conclusion did not come easily. Yet they had to admit Indian women
enjoyed their lives. How could this be? Why would women who lived
lives of apparent desperation and brutality be happy? Why did endless,
wearisome servitude bring contentment rather than complaints?
Colonel Richard Dodge, who admitted that "a happier, more lighthearted, more contented woman cannot be found," concluded that
Indian women were either ignorant of alternatives or too busy to reflect
on the .horrors of their lives. Lieutenant Colonel Albert Brackett disagreed. True, Shoshone and Ute women worked hard, cooking, packing, carrying. Yet he pronounced their lives "unquestionably far happier
than the do-nothing, thankless, dyspeptic life led by a majority of
American women." At first glance one might pity native women for
their lives. But their health and happiness actually derived from hard
work which took them outdoors and provided exercise. In fact, he
argued, these practices constituted the "main points in the pursuit of
happiness. "12
12. Richard Irving Dodge, Our Wild Indians: Thirty-Three Years' Personal Experience
Among the Red Men of the Great West (Hartford: A.D. Worthington & Company, 1883),
204-5; Albert G. Brackett, "Fort Bridger," typescript, p. 11, Colorado Historical Society,
Denver, Colorado.
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Others shared Brackett's opinion. In matters of matrimony and
maternity, a significant minority of officers praised Indian ways and
compared them favorably to those of whites. Southwestern tribal women
received a large measure of positive commentary partly because they
lived in permanent villages and shared farming chores with men. This
arrangement more closely approximated Anglo-American ways and so
officers less frequently presented these women as slaves and drudges.
Beyond that, officers noted these Southwestern tribal women claimed
economic advantages, marital rights, and political privileges unknown
to white women. One officer maintained that the Navajos respected
chiefs' wives and consequently allowed them to speak in council meetings. Hopi women not only managed, but owned, their houses, according 'to Captain John Bourke. This meant husbands could sell
household goods only with their wives' permission. Even Lieutenant
James Steele, given to scurrilous statements about Indian women elsewhere, commended Pueblowomen-"creatures ... whose dignity would
not suffer by comparison with some of the queens of civilization." He
believed that Pueblo women possessed "rights all along because they
engaged in manly labor," and so deserved them. White women, on the
other hand, demanded rights but engaged in no productive labor. 13
Others noted Indian women's marital rights, without offering comparable commentary on whether or not white women deserved such
prerogatives. At the same time, these men implied that the Indian way
offered advantages to women. While among the Shawnees and Delawares, for example, Captain Randolph Marcy learned their marriage
contract bound a couple only as long as husband and wife wanted it
so. If a marriage ended, the wife retained all personal property.she
possessed at the time of the wedding. The husband had no claim upon
it.. Marcy praised this practice because it provided the woman with
some independence and probably deterred husbands from behaving
tyrannically and abusing their wives. 14
Musing about Indian marriages prompted an unusual statement
13. Edward K. Eckert and Nicholas J. Amata, eds., Ten Years in the Saddle: The Memoirs
of William Woods Averell (San Rafael, California: Presidio Press, 1972), 154-55; John G.
Bourke, The Snake Dance of the Moquis of Arizona (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1884), 259; and James Steele, Frontier Army Sketches (Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Company, 1883), 188-89, 192. On a different issue, Henry Heistand, a West Point graduate,
also compared Indian women with women's rights advocates. See "The Indian Woman,"
24-25, unpublished manuscript, Henry Heistand Papers, United States Army Military
History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
14. Randolph Marcy, Thirty Years of Army Life on the Frontier (New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1866), 88-89.
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of cultural relativism from the pen of Colonel Philippe Regis de Trobriand. This French emigrant turned army officer believed Indian liaisons were principally commercial propositions whereby Indian men
bought and sold women "almost as they buy or hire a horse." Yet, he
argued, young girls sought out these transactions and if they became
mothers in the process, suffered no shame or embarrassment among
their people and eventually found husbands who willingly adopted
children born out of wedlock. They were not expelled from their communities or society in the way a woman might expect to be because
of the condemnation of Anglo-American Christians. De Trobriand explained that Indians did not hold the same perspective, nor did he.
"[E]verything in this world is relative," he philosophized, "nothing is
absolute but mathematical truth, which has nothing in common with
philosophical truth." His studies had opened "visions of great scope,"
as he examined the relationship between the causes of particular behavior and the effects of it. 15
For some army officers, then, the institution of marriage and the
status of women were now viewed from a comparative perspective:
"visions of great scope" had opened and suggested alternatives of
civilization's manners and morality. The same was not true of officers'
wives. They did not turn to native models of marriage. Further, these
women did not share de Trobriand's, or Marcy's or Steele',s views about
Indian women's greater rights or political powers. Such opinions would·
have annoyed, perhaps even infuriated, army wives who firmly believed in their unequivocable superiority to Indian women. They never
deemed Indian women's position or status as more advantageous than
their own.
Instead, they held firm to the idea that Indian males enslaved their
wives. In this mold, Elizabeth Burt remembered that her "first impression of domestic life among the Indians was intensely disagreeable and
prejudiced me greatly against the lordly chief." She watched a woman
struggling with a heavy sack while a man followed behind, prodding
her with a stick. "The brute," she gasped, "[h]ow I wished for a good,
strong soldier to knock him dow~." Elizabeth Custer believed Cheyenne women "servile squaws" and rather remarkably explained away
polygamy as an advantage for Indian women since it meant the wives
15. Lucille M. Kane, ed., Military Life in Dakota: The Journal of Philippe Regis de Trobriand
(St. Paul: Alvord Memorial Commission, 1951),85. For another officer's view of Indian
attitudes toward pre-marital chastity see Captain E. L. Huggins' highly romanticized
poem "Winona: A Dakota Legend," in Winona: A Dakota Legend and Otlier Poems (New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1890), 3-40.
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would divide the heavy labor. Fanny Corbusier did acknowledge that
among the Nevada Piute, Indian women ruled the household and that
if a husband did not behave, he could be tossed out. But such a view
was rare. Most often officers' wives presented native women as terribly
oppressed. They seemed, in fact, more intent on stressing Indian women's supposed subservience than did the officers. 16
Apparently officers' wives did not discuss the issue with Indian
women. They merely assumed Indian women were, and even perceived themselves to be, oppressed. Perhaps if they had talked with
native women, they could have broadened their view of Indian women's status and power within their own cultures. Recent anthropological and historical scholarship, for instance, challenges as ethno-centric
the belief that Indians themselves considered Indian women subordinate to men. But none of these nineteenth-century army wives questioned this assumption. 17
Why would the white women, more than the men, insist on Indian
women's supposed enslavement and degradation? They did not seem
to be making a statement about oppressed womanhood in general.
There is not much evidence that officers' wives experienced any sense
of twentieth-century "sisterhood" or a shared female culture with native women, although several exceptions to this, particularly in the
matters of childbirth, were noted. Instead, officers' wives preferred to
set themselves apart from and above Indian women. They seemed
compelled to assert their superiority. On this score, they appear even
more rigid than men in setting standards for women.
Indian women's work obviously did not mesh with middle class
America's prescription for female behavior which some historians define as "the cult of domesticity"-the belief that woman's sphere is in
the home where she provides domestic tranquility for her husband
and children and where she communicates moral and cultural values
to the family. 18 To do other than deplore Indian women's physical labor,
16. Merrill Mattes, ed., Indians, Infants and Infantry: Andrew and Elizabeth Burt on the
Frontier (Denver: Old West Publishing Company, 1960),88-89; Elizabeth Custer, Following
the Guidon (Norman: University of Oklahoma'Press, 1966), 86, 98; Fanny Corbusier, Verde
to San Carlos: Recollections of a Famous Army Surgeon and His Observant Family on the Western
Frontier, 1869-1886 (Tucson: Dale Stuart King, 1968), 93.
17. For a recent attempt to present the reality of Indian women's lives see Patricia
Albers and Beatrice Medicine, eds., The Hidden Half: Studies of the Plains Indian Women
(Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1983).
18. Jeffrey, Frontier Women, 6. European women. who joined fur trade societies in
Western Canada did not see Indian women as "sisters" either. See Sylvia Van Kirk, Many
Tender Ties: Women in Fur-Trade Society, 1670-1870 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1983). According to Sylvia Van Kirk, "A sharp rise in the expression of racist sentiment
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outdoor life, and general position within their societies might have
risked a challenge to this ideology which provided white women, such
as officers' wives, with an important place and purpose on the western '
frontier. When officers such as Brackett and de Trobriand questioned
"civilized" standards of marriage and morality, they challenged the very
bulwark of these white women's lives. Army wives were not prepared
to have that slip out from under them, particularly when the alternative
offered came from the "savage" world of "inferior" Indians.
The wives would have taken no kindlier to those officers who
admired Indian women's vitality in childbirth and concluded the "Indian way" of bringing children into the world was preferable. Several
men extolled the virtues of native women's stamina, physical endurance and capacity to continue working right up to, and then almost
immediately after parturition. They indicated that white women should
emulate Indian women on the matter. Childbirth practices, then, became another vehicle by which officers could reprove civilization and
its women---':'particularly those of their own social set.
De Trobriand, for instance, found Indian women's childbirth methods "extraordinary" and "natural." He particularly praised their practice of working up to the onset of labor pains and then returning to
work almost immediately after giving birth. White women, he complained, replaced a natural, easy process with "long torture, medical
attendance, intervention of chloroform, puerperal fever, two weeks in
bed, thirty days in the bedroom, and such precaution." They created
artificial environments and in the process "physiCally and morally ...
corrupted the work of nature." As a result, white women proved weaker
and their childbirth mortality rates higher than those of Indian mothers. 19
Another soldier, who eventually became a medical doctor, also
praised Indian women's stamina, especially regarding "womanly functions." William T. Parker greatly admired their "fortitude, perserverance and unflagging devotion to womanly duty," particularly maternal
duties. He attributed their ease in childbirth to large hips, "capacious"
pelvises, and robust health. Unfortunately, he added, Indian wom'en
were adopting white childbirth methods and other "civilized" waysto their detriment. "From an out-of-door life of activity with plenty of
fresh game and wholesome food and clear water, with a healthful tepee for home, the change has been made to log cabins with overheated
close air." The result was deteriorating health and increasing diseases
emerges ... when European women appear upon the scene, a phenomenon which
parallels in the meeting of races in other parts of the world." Ibid" 6.
19. Kane, ed., Military Life, 146.
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Colonel Philippe Regis de Trobriand, born near Tours, France, in
1816, became a naturalized citizen
just before the Civil War and had a
distinguished career with the Army
of the Potomac. After the war he
served on the frontier for a time,
and left perceptive writings on the
Indian people he encountered.
Courtesy Fort Laramie National
Historic Site, National Park Service.

and miscarriages. Parker meant not only to praise Indian women but
to criticize, albeit gently, programs established to teach native women
the useless pastimes of genteel ladies: "embroidery, poetry, music,
sentimental and religious reading are given too much place." For all
these reasons, then, their health was declining "to the surprise and
disgust of all the Indian mothers and grandmothers."2o
One must be careful in assessing the officers' comments on childbirth. There is certainly evidence that Indian women did not take giving
birth in-stride as these men seem to suggest-nor did their husbands. 21
Moreover, Parker and de Trobriand were not suggesting white women
literally adopt Indi~n childbirth methods. But they did mean to reprove
the delicate, over-refined, even squeamish attitude some white women
20. William T. Parker, Personal Experiences Among Our North American Indians From
1867 to 1885 (Northampton, Massachusetts: n. p., 1913), 101.
21. John Bourke, army officer and ethnologist, was able to collect some interesting
information on childbirth practices among the Apache. According to Bourke, while
Indian women did not experience as much difficulty with childbirth as white women,
they nevertheless found "the curse primeval bears upon them with as much relative
heaviness as it does upon the rest of Eve's family. They suffer from puerperal fever and
often die of it; they suffer from uterine and vaginal lacerations, from all lacteal troubles,
from false presentations, from protracted delivery-from all the dangers which, with
more frequency perhaps, annoy and menace their white sister." See Joseph c. Porter,
Paper Medicine Man: John Gregory Bourke and His American West (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1986), 198.
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took toward childbirth. Unfortunately, Indian childbirth practices did
not merit much attention in army wives' writings and so the subject
did not develop into a debate between the white women and men.
Perhaps Victorian sensibilities prevented these ladies from more open
expression, at least on paper, of thoughts about childbirth.
Whatever the reason for their reticence, there is certainly no indication they shared de Trobriand's admiring opinion that Indian childbirth was "extraordinary" or William Parker's contentions that they
were superior to their own. Explaining that Apache women treated
their new-born babies to an ice cold bath, Lydia Lane merely noted,·
"it must have been disagreeable." And Katherine Fougera reported,
without editorial comment, that while her husband was escorting a
number of Ponca prisoners, one woman dropped out of the line, disappeared behind a bush, and eventually emerged with a baby in her
arms. The officer placed the woman in a wagon so she could rest and
he brought her water. But Mrs. Fougera offered no judgment on either
the woman's methods or her physical strength. 22
Nevertheless, her husband's attentions toward the Ponca woman
proved consequential. When Mrs. Fougera gave birth to their first and
only child, the Ponca husband brought several beaver skins for the
baby-a gesture that deeply touched the officer. His kindness to a
former captive had been returned. "In parting the captain said, gripping the rough hand in a warm clasp," Fougera wrote, '''Again let me
thank you for your gift. Also my squaw thanks you, and may the Great
Spirit prosper you and bring you good hunting'. "23
This story is especially notable for the roles the army officer and
Indian father played in joining the two families around the experiences
of childbirth and motherhood--events usually envisioned as women's
affairs. To be sure, Indian and white women breached barriers through
the bonds of motherhood without a man's intervention. If army wives
did not celebrate Indian childbirth methods, they did recognize a link
with native mothers on occasion. Martha Summerhayes remembered
one relevant incident. She was languishing in her quarters feeling
rather weepy and quite uncertain as how to cope with her new, fretting
baby:
The seventh day after the birth of the baby, a delegation of several
[Apache] squaws, wives of chiefs, carne to pay me a formal visit.
22. See Riley, Women and Indians, 139. Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier or Old
Days in the Old Army (Albuquerque: Horn & Wallace Publishers, 1964), 67; Katherine
Gibson Fougera, With Custer's Cavalry (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Publishers, 1942), 282.
23. Fougera, With Custer's Cavalry, 282.
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They brought me some finely woven baskets, and a beautiful papoose-basket or cradle, such as they carry their own babies in ...
it was their best work. I admired it, and tried to express to them
my thanks. These squaws took my baby (he was lying beside me
on the bed), then, cooing and chuckling, they looked about the
room, until they found a small pillow, which they laid in the basketcradle, then put my baby in, drew the flaps together, and laced
him into it; then stood it up, and laid it down, and laughed again
in their gentle manner, and finally soothed him to sleep. I was
quite touched by the friendliness of it all. 24
In at least one case such beneficial interaction worked in the opposite direction. Presenting his wife's description of the following experience in his autobiography, Captain Richard Pratt explained that it
demonstrated "the delicate perception of the Indian woman, and the
strong mother love in all races." His wife, working in her quarters at
Fort Arbuckle, with the outer door open, noticed a "most miserable
and repulsive squaw" approach. As the Kiowa woman scooped up the
Pratt baby in her arms, the officer's wife sprang forward and reclaimed
her daughter:
The poor miserable woman looked at me in the most pitiful manner, then gathering up the corner of her blanket she held it as one
would hold a sick infant, at the same time crooning a mournful
cry, she made a sign that her baby had died, and to tell how great
her grief, she showed she had cut off her little finger at the second
joint, which was one of the extreme mourning, customs of the
Kiowas ... my sympathies were so moved that almost unconsciously I replaced our baby in her arms. Tenderly and carefully
the bereaved Indian mother handled her as she passed her hands
over the plump little limbs. After some moments she handed her
back. with a grateful look and with a hearty handshake she departed. 25
One week later the Kiowa woman returned with a basket of wild plums
for the Pratts. Again she held the Pratt child and "this time with signs
asked permission and was permitted to kiss the child, for this sorrowing
Indian mother was no longer repulsive." Another week passed and
she returned with two buffalo tongues, asking only the chance to hold
the baby.26
24. Surnrnerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 100-10l.
25. Quoted in Robert M. Utley, ed., Battlefield and Classroom: Four Decades With the
American Indian, 1867-1904 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), 37-38.
26. Ibid., 37-38.
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The Apache delegation to Mrs. Summerhayes' quarters and Mrs.
Pratt's kindness to the mourning Kiowa woman demonstrated the capacity of both Indian and white women to help one another. The army
captain's kind treatment of the Ponca woman and the Ponca father's
return gesture indicate military and Indian men could be equally sensitive. That such kindness related to matters of motherhood suggests
both sexes as well as both races recognized it as a universal experience-one that led to, at least temporarily, reciprocal compassion and
understanding.
These incidents also demonstrate the complexity of relationships
between military _and Indian people. They indicate the folly of neat
assumptions thqt officers' wives proved more likely to exercise compassion or perceive Indians in notably more positive ways than officers.
At the same time, they should not overshadow the barriers which
continued to exist between Indian and white on the military frontierthe most obvious barrier, the warfare between the army and the Indians. Finally, an analysis of army officers' and officers' wives' remarks
about Indian women indicates that while these people reveal some
information about Indians, they reveal far more about themselves.
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Book Reviews

Merchants Guns and Money: The Story of Lincoln County and Its Wars. By John P.
Wilson. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1987. xii + 226 pp. Illus~
trations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Merchants Guns and Money is more and less than "a history of Lincoln, a
town in southeastern New Mexico" (p. xi). John P. Wilson asks some fundamental questions about the impact of western violence and federal policies on
a small frontier community, but this is not a definitive local history. Essentially,
Wilson traces the evolution of Lincoln from 1855 through 1913, when Carrizozo
replaced it as county seat, thus confirming Lincoln's economic and political
decline. Today, the town survives as Lincoln State Monument, largely because
it spawned, and society nurtured, the legend of Billy the Kid. Aside from
endemic violence, Lincoln had other interesting characteristics in its earlier
years. Blessed with fertile bottomland and nearby cattle ranches, a military
post, and a Mescalero Apache reservation, Lincoln was a place where Hispanics, Anglos, blacks, and Indians lived in dose proximity and fragile harmony.
Accepting HarwoodP. Hinton's sage advice to "follow the money" (p. xii),
Wilson traced local economic relationships in exhaustive detail. Basing his
account on extensive research in local newspapers, military records, and regional archival materials, he concluded that the bloody conflicts in Lincoln
"grew out of a struggle for economic power in a land where hard cash was
scarce and federal contracts for the supply of provisions ... for the military
posts and Indian reservations were the grand prizes" (p. 27). Outside capital
and the arrival of the railroad intensified the competition in this limited-market
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economy, and the Lincoln County War of 1878-1879 was the climax of a decade
of conflict fueled by ambition and greed. Armed ruffians were agents of "mercantile capitalists" (p. 31), whose economic interests were firmly entwined with
local politics and law enforcement. Even worse, territorial and federal officials
often worked at cross purposes with local authorities even when they were
not representing opposite sides in the conflicts. The army also played an ambivalent role in local affairs, sometimes intervening and, at other times, maintaining a strained neutrality.
Merchants Guns and Money is interesting but not compelling reading. Wilson's account is complex and'incomplete, and informs us less about Lincoln
than about its wars. The emphasis on violence and its causes focuses too much
attention on the 1870s and obscures important social and cultural themes. For
example, Hispanics comprised a majority of the population in Lincoln and
participated in the violence, but the reader gains little understanding of their
cultural and political roles in the comm~nity. In addition, the Ninth Cavalry
unit stationed at Fort Stanton was a black regiment. Did the local community
respond to these soldiers as neighbors, customers, and protectors or as enforcers of outside authority? Is it possible to compare what happened in Lincoln
with the situations black troopers faced in Wyoming's Johnson County War
and Idaho's mining wars?
Despite its shortcomings, Merchants Guns and Money improves our understanding of the travails of a small community during the territorial period. It
should be read, however, in conjunction with Robert Utley's High Noon in
Lincoln (1987). The Museum of New Mexico Press should be commended for
producing a book free of typographical errors and filled with interesting photos
and useful maps, but, inexplicably, the bibliography reverses the standard
order of categories.
Eckard V. Toy, Jr.
Oregon State University

They "Knew" Billy the Kid: Interviews with Old-Time New Mexicans. Edited by
Robert F. Kadlec. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1987. ix + 126 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, index. $18.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
In the late 1930s, as a relief measure for unemployed writers, the Federal
Writers' Project funded the assembly of a great variety of items of local history.
The effort centered on historically important fragments buried in old newspaper files, municipal and county records, letters from attic trunks, and above
all the memories of old-timers. Reflecting the abilities of the researchers, the
quality of the results fluctuated wildly.
The manuscripts relating to New Mexico, long available in various state
depositories, deserve to be taken seriously even though many have little or
no redeeming value. Many of the newspapers and official records have disappeared, and of course the old-timers are gone. Buried in all the garbage is
an occasional gem that justifies the excavation.
Robert F. Kadlec's selection of interviews focusing on Billy the Kid is
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interesting and useful from several viewpoints. All, even the most demonstrably nonsensical, reveal what a towering figure of legend the Kid had become
by the 1930s. Contemporary records certify him to have attained the status of
folk hero with the Hispanic farmers and herders of southern New Mexico even
before his death in 1881. These interviews, many with Hispanics, show how
lustily the image grew in their memories after he was killed and began to fix
himself in the popular imagination. Almost certainly, they remembered a far
more intimate relationship than really existed, and some probably only thought
they had known him. But as with Robin Hood and his clones ever since, the
perception rather than the reality makes the reputation. "El Bilito" burned
brightly in their memories, as he still lives in the imaginations of their descendants today.
The interviews are of value to the historian as well as the folklorist. For
chronology and events, most are useless, but for characterization of people
and the tempo and color of everyday life, they yield rich fruit.
And some, a"very few, are significant specimens of firsthand evidence if
exploited carefully. An example is the lengthy interview with Francisco Trujillo.
At first glance, it seems the incoherent rambling of a senile old man. But once
the phonetically rendered names are accurately translated (e.g., Macky Nane
is McNab, John Melton is John Middleton), and the framework of his narrative
substantiated from other sources, the result is a major tool in reconstructing
the activities of the Regulators in the Lincoln County War.
For the aficionado of Billy the Kid, this book is a useful collection of
reminiscences. For the casual reader, it is a quick and amusing excursion through
the memories of old settlers. Read, though, for impressions and sensations,
not for facts.
Robert M. Utley
Santa Fe

The Capture of Billy the Kid. Edited by James H. Earle. (College Station, Texas:
Creative Publishing Company, 1988. 159 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography,
index. $21.95.)
In December 1880, Lincoln County Sheriff Pat Garrett, leading a small
posse, surprised Billy the Kid's band of outlaws as they rode into Fort Sumner,
New Mexico. In the brief skirmish that followed, the lawmen's gunfire killed
Tom O'FolIiard." The Kid and the rest of his confederates escaped to a stone
house near Stinking Springs where Garrett and his men gave chase. There the
posse killed Charlie Bowdre, another of the Kid's associates; and besieged the
other inmates until they surrendered. The lawmen then conveyed their-captives to Las Vegas and on to Santa Fe to await trial.
The Capture of Billy the Kid presents detailed accounts, from several viewpoints, of this single dramatic incident in the life of the celebrated outlaw.
Included are several contemporary newspaper reports, maps marking the sites
of the skirmish and surrender and the recollections of five different individuals
who either participated in the capture or heard the story directly from those
present. The previously published accounts of Pat Garrett, Charlie Siringo,
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and Jim East will be familiar to students of the Kid's life. The 1937 reminiscence
of Louis Bousman, though brief and somewhat superficial, holds more interest.
The centerpiece of the book, however, is a previously unknown and purported eyewitness account of the Kid's capture, written by Cal Polk in 1896
as part of a larger manuscript autobiography. Polk's version, the original of
which seems to have disappeared, ranks as the third oldest account of the
incident behind published versions of Garrett and Siringo. Garrett, Siringo,
and East all agree that Polk, at age seventeen, had joined Charlie Siringa's
contingent of cowboys from the Texas Panhandle in pursuit of the New Mexican
cattle thieves headed by Billy the Kid. These same sources, however, all indicate
that Polk never joined Garrett's posse bound for Fort Sumner but went instead
with Siringo to White Oaks to gather stray cattle and monitor area cattle thieves.
In a 1927 interview with J. Evetts Haley, Jim East remembered: "Col. [sic] Polk
was just a kid, and I didn't blame him for not going."
The author's tendency to place himself at the center of the action also
brings into question the validity of his account. It is Polk, for example, who
accompanies East to reconnoiter the house which shelters the Kid and his
companions. Billy the Kid presents Polk with his Winchester. Polk helps Garrett
face down a mob at the railroad station at Las Vegas and so on.
Cal Polk certainly knew the story of Billy the Kid's capture well. He
undoubtedly heard the tale directly from Garrett's men shortly after the incident and probably picked up additional details later while sharing a winter
cow camp with Jim East. He also could have read the published accounts.
Polk's manuscript resembles Siringo's book A Texas Cowboy in both tone and
sentiment.
The problem with The Capture of Billy the Kid, however, does not rest solely
with the veracity of Polk's memoir. It lies also in the failure of the book's editor
to exercise even a modicum of critical judgment in presenting Polk's manuscript as an "eyewitness" account without any caveat. The editor instead is
content to let readers judge for themselves, an exercise that surely will perpetuate the legend of Billy the Kid.
,
B. Byron Price
National Cowboy Hall of Fame

Bandit Years: A Gathering of Wolves. By Mark Dugan. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press,
1987. 128 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.)
The westward movement in the nineteenth century included a cross section of Americans-from the exalted to the vicious. Mark Dugan describes the
lawless activities of some of the latter variety, who beset stagecoaches in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico in 1880-1881. Dugan is a graduate of
North Carolina State University and an ardent student of frontier desperadoes.
The author narrates the exploits of four outlaw leaders: Bill Miner, who
practiced the trade of banditry for fifty years; Arthur Pond, alias Billy LeRoy,
whom newspapers confused with Billy the Kid; Charles Ennis (Annis), alias
Allison, a former handcuff salesman; and Hamilton White III, a member of a
prominent Texas family. These four highwaymen and their followers each
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descended upon J. L. Sanderson & Company stages. From September 1880 to
June 1881, the road agents robbed ten coaches, especially along the AlamosaLake City route in Colorado. While these outlaws acquired little booty, their
collective efforts aroused intense public anger. Irate citizens of Del Norte,
Colorado, lynched Billy LeRoy and his brother, Silas Pond. The author regards
Miner and White as men of above average abilities, but believes Allison and
LeRoy inept. Dugan could go farther. These freebooters spent their loot frivolously, or in a pathetic display of "success," paraded their wealth (plunder)
before hometown folks. They inexplicably returned to prey upon the same
stagecoach company and face almost certain capture or death. The author has
added a modest block to the slowly growing body of scholarship about lawlessness on the frontier. He has performed thorough research in newspapers,
federal and state documents, and historical societies. He has managed to gather
an impressive amount of material about such a brief and obscure subject.
Larry D. Ball
Arkansas State University

John Ringo: The Gunfighter Who Never Was. By Jack Burrows. (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1987. xv + 242 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$21.95.)

John Peters Ringo-<>ne of the best-known gunfighters-met his death
over a century ago, his body being found on July 14, 1882 in Cochise County,
Arizona Territory. One of the few indisputable facts about Ringo is that it was
indeed his body that was found. Beyond that, almost everything is subject to
debate. During his lifetime Ringo attained a degree of notoriety for his involvement in the Mason County range war of Texas and his association with
the anti-Earp forces of Tombstone. The actions of his life certainly do not justify
the great myth created in the twentieth century-with books, movies, television programs, and songs-in whole or in part devoting attention, to this
man with the "immortality ... in the tonal quality of his name."
Author Jack Burrows has provided a work dealing with Ringo-"twenty
years of research into historical archives and interviews with Ringo's family,"
according to the dustjacket blurb-but it falls disappointingly short of being
even a remotely definitive biography of Ringo the man. Burrows has done a
great deal of research, but the result unfortunately suggests his theme was
intended to be an analysis of certain twentieth-century writers and how their
treatment of Ringo and Tombstone in part established the gunfighter myth.
To consider the writings of Walter Noble Burns, Billy Breakenridge, Eugene
Cunningham, Stuart N. Lake and how it established the mythical qualities of
Ringo as gunfighter is all v,ery interesting. But we are left with the feeling that
Burrows may have only intended to present a literary analysis of these authors'
works and did not intend to write a biography at all. Only a cursory effort
was made to examine Ringo's actions from leaVing California at age nineteen
in 1869 to his arrival in Texas. His actions in the Mason County range war are
discussed superficially. The incident resulting in the death of Dick Lloyd, in
which Ringo participated, is mentioned only in a footnote.
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The chapter devoted to the Mason County feud is shared with the "Little
Sisters." We do not learn who the friends were who "busted" Ringo and George
Gladden from the Lampasas County jail; we are told merely the date of their
arrest by Texas Rangers with no details provided on this remarkable action.
We are informed that Ringo was in the Travi~ County jail with John Wesley
Hardin but strangely Burrows leads us to believe that Hardin considered Ringo
as "mean and vicious," which may be an idea created by Burrows himself. Still
in this same paragraph we learn Ringo served as constable in Loyal Valley,
Texas, in 1878, but we then jump to Ringo's first appearance in Arizona and
the attempted killing of Louis Hancock in 1879.
Possibly this hodgepodge is meant to support the claim that Ringo rode
with outlaw gangs for thirteen of his thirty-two years, another statement of
doubtful authenticity. Ringo left his family in California in 1869 but does not
appear to have been connected with any type of outlaw or illegal activity until
the range war of 1875 in Mason County. These are the lost years of Ringo, but
merely because there is no documentation for his actions does not automatically
place him within outlaw gangs. Are we to consider him an outlaw when he
was elected to the position of constable in 1878? From Ringo's first appearance
in Arizona in late 1879 until his death in mid-1882 is less than three years. He
did associate himself with the anti-Earp forces so it can be accepted that he
associated with "outlaw gangs," but this does not corne close to a thirteenyear period of outlawry.
Possibly the editors are to blame in forcing a lengthy manuscript to be cut
down to a smaller size. If we believe that Burrows did put in twenty years of
research then we must assume he did quite a bit of digging in old newspaper
files, courthouse records, archival material, as well as studying the writings
of Burns, Lake, and others. But the questions that remain unanswered and
those with unsatisfactory responses make the reader wonder. Much less attention to twentieth-century writers and a more concerted effort to provide a
complete biography of the man would have resulted in a much more satisfactory work.
Chuck Parsons

Fort Wayne, Wisconsin
Cowtown Lawyers: Dodge City and Its Attorneys, 1878-1886. By C. Robert Haywood. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiv + 289 pp. Illustrations, map, table, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The prototype of a lawless, western town of the nineteenth century is
Dodge City, Kansas. Made famous by the successful television series, Gunsmoke, and by numerous books-fiction, nonfiction, and copied-Dodge City
is known for its violence, gambling, drinking, and brazen ways. Were there
no voices of moderation in this settlement of excess? Were there attempts to
"clean up the mess" in Dodge? In short, where were the "agents of civilization"-the lawyers?
As it turns out, the lawyers were indeed in Dodge City, and according to
C. Robert Haywood, they were doing well. Cowtown Lawyers is a well-written
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book, tracing the history of the seminal years of a drunk, wild town going
sober through its attorneys. The crucial decade to Dodge Citians was a time
of transition from cowtown to cowlesstown, from settlement without restraint
to a city under control, and in essence from child to adult.
Cowtown Lawyers is divided into ten chapters plus a preface and two appendixes. The approach is primarilyprosopographical after the first three chapters set the scene. The appendixes cover lists of Ford County officials and those
Dodge City residents who tried to claim lawyer status. A bibliography and end
notes follow the appendixes.
Much of the narrative is built around the lives of two attorneys, Harry E.
Gryden and Michael W. Sutton, and an important event, the Luke Short Affair.
Harry Gryden, Swedish immigrant and veteran of the Union cause during the
Civil War, moved to Dodge City to take up lawyering in the early 1870s. He
was known as a heavy drinker, a carefree gambler, and "good frontier lawyer."
He served as both a prosecutor and a defender. His passion, like most attorneys, was politics, and he eventually became the head lawyer for the Gang,
a political cabal that held power in Dodge City and sought to protect and
maintain the saloon trade.
Gryden's greatest adversary was Mike Sutton. Born in New York, Sutton
served in the Union army and after the war moved to Kansas where he was
admitted to the bar. He settled in Dodge City in 1876. At first Sutton worked
with the Gang, but he later split with it, ruining his friendship with Bat Masterson. Sutton became leader of the forces of reform, the local Republican party,
and reluctantly the prohibitionists. Sutton prevailed over Gryden in the courtroom and in local politics. Gryden, Sutton, and all of Dodge City's other
twenty-five attorneys struggled over who would control local politics and hence
local legal business.
. .
Through extensive use of newspaper accounts and what court records are
available, Haywood has proVided us with a delightful account of the lawyers
of Dodge City. While not set within a legal historiographical context, this
volume nevertheless is important for its comprehensive research and lively
narrative. Read in conjunction with Robert Dykstra's The Cattle Towns, no more
thorough treatments of the history of a western community can be found.
John R. Wunder
University of Nebraslaz, Lincoln

Badge and Buckshot: Lawlessness in Old California. By John Boessenecker. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiii + 333 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)
John Boessenecker has reconstructed an outlaw West peopled with dastardly desperadoes and decent lawmen. In his floridly descriptive book about
lawlessness in old California, Boessenecker attempts to show that the frontier
legal system "worked" better than we have previously thought. This attempt
is wrought with problems, not the least of which is Boessenecker's determined
defensiveness in fending off the insights of revisionist historians, who, his
overly simplistic caricature informs us, "would have one believe that the Old
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West's prisons were filled with persecuted ethnic minorities, innocent of the
offenses they were charged with" (p. 3). Given that straw man to attack, Boessenecker paints the black-and-white world of nineteenth-century California
lawlessness and law enforcement.
Badge and Buckshot is written almost entirely from the author's research
into newspapers and court records. While his research is thorough, he has
allowed his narrative to be overly influenced by the melodramatic tone of his
sources. Consequently, the lawmen and outlaws represent the romantic stereotypes of their age, even as far as the dialogue they exchange. This tilt in
the book allows the author to minimize, for instance, the obvious psychopathic
actions of some of his subjects. So too with the one-dimensionality of the
lawmen, righteous standard-bearers whose case-breaking ends nearly always
justify their means. Boessenecker's contribution would have been greater had
he broken free from his sources to speak confidently of the complexities inherent in the stories he tells.
Western history has long been characterized by studies of outlaws, complete with their passive and eternally loyal women, and fearless, white-hatted
lawmen. Indeed, the West of the bad guy has become western history's problem child, better to be ignored than dealt with. Books such as Badge and Buckshot
do not assist in rescuing western studies from that rather unfair caricature.
Boessenecker, who is not a professional historian, does at least go beyond the
dime-novel format of many studies, and he has done considerable work in
primary source materials. His book is also engagingly well-written: a look at
outlaws and lawmen that many general readers will find perfectly satisfying.
But the specialist in the field awaits a treatment that seeks to answer more the
"why" than the "who" in nineteenth-century-western crime.
William F. Deverell
California Institute of Technology

Law and Community on the Mexican California Frontier: Anglo-American Expatriates
and the Clash of Legal Traditions, 1821-1846. By David J. Langum. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xii + 308 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)

This pioneering work in southwestern legal history succeeds on many
levels. It breaks new ground in showing the rule of law in California prior to
United States sovereignty. The fact that there was any law at all will surprise
Borderlands students raised on contemporaneous assessments describing as
lawless Mexican society in California, Texas, and New Mexico. But Law and
Community on the Mexican CalIfornia Frontier goes much deeper. Its rich analysis
of primary archival documents gives us a real glimpse of how the law operated
to help organize an existing California society.
David J. Langum's book shows how the Mexican legal system worked,
how Anglo emigres to Mexican California perceived that system, and how they
adjusted to the profound differences between the civil law that they found in
California and the fundamentally different common law baggage that they toted
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with them from the east. The .organization of the book traces these three
themes.
This study stands on firmest ground when it addresses Anglo perceptions
of and adjustments to the Mexican system. Langum is particularly moving
when he describes and analyzes the profoundly different goals of Mexican and
Anglo civil litigation. According to Langum, Mexican litigation tried to end
disputes while Anglo litigation tried to vindicate rights. In a world so sharply
divided, it is no wonder each regarded the other with such profound suspicion.
The book details and explains this mistrust particularly well.
The book succeeds almost as well in its treatment of the Mexican system
of law on its own terms. Langum's extensive research in the Monterey archives
and the Berkeley and Huntington libraries, as well as a wide range of secondary
sources, yields an interesting portrait <;>f litigation in California from the bottom
up. The author's approach shows the difference between the law as mandated
from Mexico City and as applied in frontier California. However, the few
defects in this marvelous book stem from the virtues of its specificity.
The book restricts itself in at least two ways that make its conclusions
difficult to extend to the Borderlands in general. First, the book hardly deals
with disputes regarding land and water and the method of their resolution
either in California or in those other areas in which Mexican law applied
between 1821 and 1846. For example, the New Mexico record demonstrates
that pitched battles over access to natural resources provided the greatest need
for dispute resolution and tested the Mexican system to its limits. .
Second, Langum's suggestion that the compulsory arbitration mandated
by Mexican law effectively reduced full-blown litigation may be true for California but is not so obvious in a Mexican New Mexico that was six times as
large as California and probably much further developed and entrenched in
its institutions. In particular, Mexican period historians of New Mexico have
noted that New Mexicans were no less litigious after 1821 than they had been
before. While books of conciliaciones do begin to appear in the Mexican archives
of New Mexico after 1832, they by no means replaced the extensive, full-blown
lawsuits that New Mexicans entered into between 1821 and 1846.
This difference may only mean, as today, that Californios were more mellow than Nuevo MeJ4canos. But it suggests that the bold outlines of Langum's
California analysis did not emerge as clearly elsewhere in the Borderlands. In
those days, California was the wilderness and New Mexico the heartland of
civilization.
These questions about scope and applicability represent minor cavils with
a magnificent work that is bound to remove some of the bad reputation that
legal history suffers in the Borderlands. Langum writes beautifully. His sentences sparkle with rich legal detail that is explained for lay readers. The
University of Oklahoma Press has produced a handsome text that is easy to
read and easy to follow, especially because the extensive footnotes appear on
the bottom of each page,
Em Hall
University of New Mexico
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Gringo Justice. By Alfredo Mirande. (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1987. xii + 261 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.95 cloth.)
Gringo Justice by sociologist Alfredo Mirande is an interesting but uneven
sociological history of conflictual Mexican-Anglo relations. The interest comes
from the topics Mirande considers in successive chapters-the Treaty of Gua- .
dalupe Hidalgo, land displacement, bandits and revolutionaries, the border
and immigration control, police brutality, and the gang "problem." Despite
such a sweeping overview, Mirande tells us he aims not to write history but
to "link contemporary social science theories with the historical reality of the
Chicano population" (p. 2).
.' .
Unfortunately, the result is not linkage but a disjointed treatment of both
sociology and history. Mirande's sociological discussion is basically limited to
the introductory and concluding chapters, with the historical chapters sandwiched in-between. Left to fend for themselves, these historical chapters end
up being descriptive summaries of various episodes of Anglo injustice and
Chicano resistance. When sociological concepts and categories are introduced,
they appear as awkward intrusions, not fully blended into the historical material. For example, in the concluding section of the police chapter, the distinction between "communal riots" and "commodity riots" is introduced suddenly
(p. 180), too late to influence the preceding discussion of riots.
The disclaimer about not writing history also allows Mirande to impose
sociological categories on the historical material, rather than permitting this
material to inform the construction of categories and generalizations. To take
one instance, in Mirande's classification, New Mexican deputy sheriff Elfego
Baca remains a "social bandit," even though Mirande knows that this cannot
be so (p. 85). This is not just a minor error inherited from secondary sources.
By labelling Baca as a "social bandit" rather than accepting him as a lawman,
Mirande is able to maintain a narrow view of the "gringo justice" system after
annexation. Misjudgments of this nature ultimately undermine the very sociological concepts and categories that Mirande wishes to explicate.
The most important of these concepts is that of "gringo justice." The
brutality of annexation and domination should be unquestioned, and it'does
require another re-telling, if only to counterbalance the eulogies of the "winning
of the West." It is here that Mirande's book makes a clear contribution. But
this experience of annexation and domination was a complex matter, and
examining this complexity should identify factors that sometimes made "justice" possible as well as those that made "injustice" a common pattern. Instead
"gringo justice" in Mirande's work appears to be an undifferentiated and unchanging given.
The failings of Mirande's book are common ones in historical sociology,
a reflection of the recent renaissance of the field and of the initial steps taken
by sociologists to learn "how to do history." In spite of such weaknesses, Gringo
Justice should serve, for southwestern historians and sociologists, as a useful
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reference book on the conflictual side of Mexican-Anglo relations. For the
novice in this area the book should be an important introduction.
David Montejano
University of Texas

Frontier Justice: The Reminiscences of Ged Baldwin. By Ged Baldwin. (Edmonton:
University of Alberta Press, 1987. xi + 175 pp. Illustrations, maps. $21.00.)
This book is a primary source for legal historians of the Canadian frontier
experience and enjoyable anecdotal reading. Ged Baldwin's tales are of life
and law in the Peace River Valley of Alberta from 1929, when he entered the
life of the law as a student and practitioner, until 1979, when he concluded a
career as a member of Parliament. Memorable criminal cases are the focus of
most of these reminiscences. Canadian homicides in the valley were crimes
involving alcohol, guns, passions, love triangles, and brutal wife beatings. The
criminally accused were brought before the bar of justice with varying results
due primarily to the behavior of judges charging juries and juries reacting to
overbearing judges, reflecting the attitudes of the community, exhibiting local
knowledge of fairness, and mostly exercising "pioneer common sense."
These reminiscences provide a glimpse of the Canadian justice system and
some parallels for American frontier legal practice. Like attorneys of the nineteenth-century bar, Canadian lawyers had a very close relationship with other
members of the bar and bench, and with the local population that would
constitute the jury. Frequently, compensation was in kind rather than in money.
Often there were incongruities on the frontier. The tradition-bound legal procedures were played out in theaters and churches rather than coluID:nated
courtrooms. Despite the conditions and the harshness of climate, justice was,
to a great extent, done with a mixing of law and frontier common sense.
Gordon Morris Bakken
. California State University, Fullerton

The Territorial History of Socorro, New Mexico. By Bruce Ashcroft. (El Paso: Texas
Western Press, 1988. vii + 70 pp. Illustrations, map, table, notes, bibliography.
$10.00 cloth, $5.00 paper.)
.
Socorro was at its zenith for both economic importance and historical
interest during New Mexico's Territorial period. Importance is exemplified by
Socorro's economic rise and fall as a mining town; interest is illustrated by the
town's turbulence in human behavior.
Chapters follow chronological sequence describing local conditions and
people that created a boom town before its decline. The full account is divided
into preterritorial, preboom, economic boom, boom town society, the boom
busted and survival periods. Ashcroft took the measure of each period with
figures and statistical data but keeps the reader's interest riveted on the continuing story. While this history is mainly concerned with the economics of
the town's industrial and commercial prominence Ashcroft has liberally salted
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his account with fascinating reports on the people who made that history.
Good photographs illustrate the chapters.
The author deserves our compliments for being the first to write an orderly
and accurate narrative of Socorro's existence. And he is well qualified to do
it, having lived there as a university student when he fully mined the local
archives. Being a professional at the U.S. Air Force Historical Research Center
is proof of his credentials. He writes like a professional with an easy reading
style, and has been published before by this journal.
This study is exceptionally well researched and documented, but it is
lamentable that the publisher has shortened the original and better manuscript.
Only one inconsistency was spotted: conflicting dates for the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad to reach Socorro. Then, a trivial quarrel could be picked
about John Kinney's sashays being more important as an episode in the Socorro
area than the omitted Toppy Johnson, both cattle rustlers. Finally, it is surprising that after all the offices held by Elfego Baca he did not earn a mention.
The general reader will enjoy this history about an old western town, and
historians will use it as a base point for further study. All readers will hope
that Ashcroft, or someone equal, will write volume two: Socorro's story since
1912.
Paxton P. Price
Las Cruces

Echoes Break the Silence: A Collection of Articles from New Mexico and Arkansas. By
Ernestine Chesser Williams. (Roswell, New Mexico: Pioneer Printing, Inc.,
1987. xiv + 345 pp. Illustrations, map, index. $15.95.)
Ernestine Chesser Williams' work differs somewhat from those usually
reviewed in this journal. Her's is not a scholarly work. It is not the product
of extensive documentary research nor does it argue a thesis, novel or otherwise. This collection of essays records the experiences of a woman as daughter,
wife, and mother on the ranching and farming frontier of rural New Mexico.
It reflects off a memory both clear and lucid a picture of New Mexico before
paved roads, rural electrification, and microwave dependency. It moves the
reader along the bumpy, dusty routes through the rural communities into the
kitchens and living rooms of the often drafty homes.
The assortment of articles covers the span of the twentieth century with
the arrival of the author's parents, the Chessers, in 1909, and those of her
husband, Boyd, in 1902, to the present-day chicken farm of the author's grandchildren in Arkansas. Those essays that focus on the early days of the century
are historically most significant. They show a largely pretechnological existence
primarily dependent upon experience and resourcefulness. Those essays treating the thirties and forties offer some interesting accounts of the trials and
tribulations of teaching in one-room schools. With the commentary upon the
last few decades, the dramatically changing lives of the range rider and the
sodbuster are made abundantly clear. It is also quite obvious that Mrs. Williams
has some reservations about the intrusion of technology upon New Mexico's
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eastern plains. Clearly, nostalgia provided the filter through which many of
the author's recollections were sifted.
There are a number of extras that add substantially to the quality of this
book. Mrs. Williams, a member of the Cowgirl Hall of Fame and Western
Heritage, is a very capable writer. She has, as well, a keen sense for the human
interest story and integrates a number of biographical sketches into the book.
Moreover, the book is conscientiously edited. Numerous snapshots in addition
to photographs of Mrs. Williams' own paintings illustrate the work. Contrary
to most books of this type, this one is thoroughly indexed.
This is essentially an autobiographical work, but it is somewhat more.
Most significantly, it paints from a female participant's perspective a historical
picture of the rural social scene. One can become acquainted with such things
as the construction of a desert cooler, the use of cow chips as fuel, the diet of
Calvin Coolidge's America, setting a broken arm, the liabilities of owning pet
goats, rabid cats and old dogs, and even the smell of a wild' bear. The New
Mexico history buff should enjoy the interesting and insightful memories of
Ernestine Chesser Williams.
William Gibbs
New Mexico Military Institute, Roswell

Pattillo Higgins and the Search for Texas Oil. By Robert W. McDaniel with Henry
C. Dethloff. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1989. xii + 174 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
The search for hidden treasure has fascinated man far back into our earliest
history. The prospector searching for gold has been replaced during the twentieth century by exploration for petroleum on a gargantuan scale. Banks of the
most sophisticated and advanced computers run twenty-four hours a day processing information from all over the world. Some is received directly from
the field via satellite.
This is a far cry from the world of Pattillo Higgins and the discovery of
the Spindletop Field, which marked the beginning of the modern oil industry.
Oil had been discovered in Pennsylvania a half century earlier but Spindletop
in 1901 demonstrated that oil could be produced in quantities sufficient to meet
the needs of another fledgling industry, the motor car. Hand in hand these
two industries went on to become the largest economic ventures in the world
and revolutionized our lives.
The name Patillo Higgins could come from a Dickens novel and is ideally
suited to a man who became a legendary oil finder. The exploration for oil a
century ago was a combination of simple geology, mixed with intuition and a
vast amount of luck. Higgins apparently was well equipped with all three and
as an oil finder had a unique reco.rd in the early days of the industry that even
today highly scientific techniques can barely match.
As an individual, Higgins is the perfect example of a totally dedicated
visionary. With a strong religious belief, he carried his religious zeal into his
personal life and refused to accept the endless defeats over a decade before
his efforts resulted in the discovery of Spindletop. Three of the world's giant
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international oil companies have their origins in this discovery. They were
Texaco, Gulf, and Humble, the latterto become the U.S. arm of today's Exxon.
Higgins' interest in petroleum originated with his successful brick business
and the perceived need fpr petroleum to fire his kilns. He started his career
as a lumberjack and found a use for firewood by establishing a brickworks in
the small town of Beaumont, Texas. Dissatisfied with the quality of bricks he
could produce with wood fuel, he discovered that bricks fired by the higher
temperatures of fuel oil could produce a much harder and better brick. Armed
with this knowledge, he began a search for oil that took more than ten years
of tireless efforts.
It is one of the ironies of nature that Higgins was not present when the
discovery well came in. It was high drama in every sense of the word. The
book is well written and captures the excitement of the moment as well as the
era itself. This is the world that Edna Ferber sought to capture in Giant. It is
pure Texas at its best. Many familiar and prominent names within the oil
industry appear in these pages. For someone like myself with more than fifty
years in the petroleum industry, it has a great deal of nostalgia.
Higgins went on to participate in numeorus other oil discoveries. While
at times it may be difficult to separate fact from myth, he unquestionably had
a record as an oil finder that few or none can ever match. Above all, this is a
book about the power of perseverance, patience and faith.
Robert O. Anderson
Roswell

From Hacienda to Bungalow: Northern New Mexico Houses, 1850-1912. By Agnesa
Lufkin Reeve. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xii + 223
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
In territorial New Mexico, as perhaps in no other place, architecture captured and distilled the influence of multiple cultures in a form that was completely unique to the region. While many works have concentrated on the
Hispanic contributions to domestic architecture of the territory, From Hacienda
to Bungalow examines what the author calls "the impact of the Anglo invasion
of New Mexico." Agnesa Lufkin Reeve documents the immense stylistic changes
wrought by Anglo settlers over a sixty-year period upon a built environment
that had remained virtually static for some two hundred years.
Anglo settlers, determined to reshape the Southwest in their own image,
first transformed, then redefined, then virtually eliminated New Mexico's traditional style of building before bringing it back in the form of a revival. The
evolution began with the Territorial style, which saw such features as pitched
roofs and classical trim grafted onto basic Hispanic house forms. By the 1880s,
town and ranch houses made new use of adobe, with floor plans and ornamental detailing derived from popular Victorian fashion rather than from a
relationship with the immediate surroundings. With the early twentieth century came the widespread popularization of the bungalow, built in New Mexico
because it was being built in other parts of the country. Ironically, at the end
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of the Territorial period, Anglo architects and builders rediscovered the traditional adobe dwelling, launching a revival style which would have a major
impact on the face of modern New Mexico.
From Hacienda to Bungalow individually examines a variety of northern New
Mexico houses, and Reeve has discovered a wealth of personal accounts that
add a human element to each architectural history. She also makes effective
use of quotations from well-researched fictional works. The architecture of
New Mexican forts and trading posts is compared with that of residences
ranging from ranch houses to sixty-three-room mansions. An abundance of
illustrative material adds to Reeve's written documentation of the "Anglo invasion of New Mexico." This book will be a useful addition to the growing
body of works on northern New Mexican architecture. Perhaps it may help
inspire a similar study of the equally interesting traditional architecture of
southern New Mexico.
Susan Berry
Silver City Museum

Platte River Road Narratives: A Descriptive Bibliography of Travel Over the Great
Central Route to Oregon, California, Utah, Colorado, Montana, and Other Western
States and Territories, 1812-66. By Merrill J. Mattes. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1988. xiv + 632 pp. Map, index. $95.00.)
In the field of Western Americana, rarely have so many historians and
buffs of overland travel eagerly anticipated a book as this one. And they have
not been disappointed.
This handsomely produced bibliography· identifies, describes, and evaluates 2,082 known narratives· of people who followed the central overland
route along the Platte River and its tributaries. It also tells the user where the
compiler located the full narratives--in university collections, in libraries, and
in the hands of private collectors.
The book's format is large, eleven by eight and a half inches in size, with
two columns per page. The listing of narratives is in chronological order,
beginning with Robert Stuart in 1812 and ending with Sarah A. Wisner in 1866.
This work includes a delightfully personal foreword by writer James A.
Michener, a two-page map showing the central route and other principal trails,
plus a detailed index.
The bibliography seems definitive, but as Mattes notes in his preface,
"some significant overland accounts have probably slipped through the cracks
in the search process. Some are bound to turn up after publication of this
volume, either because they only recently surfaced in an antique shop, in a
used book store, or in someone's attic."
Still, the work not only serves as a handy guide to central route narratives
but provides good reading as well. Mattes points out that nearly half a million
people traveled the central route between 1812 and 1866, when wagon travel
gave way to the iron horse. "It appears that about one out of every 250 of
these marchers left some kind of meaningful written record of their great
adventure," writes Mattes in his preface.
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Mattes, who calls himself a maverick historian, first joined the National
Park Service in 1935 as the first salaried superintendent of the Scotts Bluff
National Monument in western Nebraska. There his love affair with overland
travel began and has continued for more than half a century, even after his
retirement in 1975. Mattes' bibliography is scholarship at its best. It is a major
contribution to the history of the American West. It shows the compiler's loving
care for the subject matter, and its value to historians and buffs alike will
continue into the twenty-first century and beyond.
David Dary
University of Oklahoma

The Trail: A Bibliography of the Travelers on the Overland Trail to California, Oregon,
Salt Lake City, and Montana during the Years 1841-1864. By Lannon W. Mintz.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xxv + 201 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, index. $24.95.)
This annotated bibliography of emigrant accounts and diaries, compiled
by Lannon W. Mintz of the Albuquerque Westerners, is one of a number of
such compilations published in recent years. Though less comprehensive than
the scholarly listings in Merrill Mattes' The Great Platte River Road and John
Unruh's The Plains Across, and more narrowly focused than Garold Cole's Travels
in America (which covers articles in periodicals between 1955 and 1980) and
the recently published Platte River Road Narratives (which covers the years from
1812 to 1866), also by Merrill Mattes, the volume under review here is designed
to appeal to the general public by including only those accounts readily accessible. In implementing this design, Lannon has succeeded admirably.
The bibliography includes more than five hundred entries, each of which
is nicely annotated. A further listing of more than one hundred "Red Herrings"
helps the reader avoid seeking out inappropriate diaries, as well as providing
quite a nice introduction to some of the materials available on the Santa Fe
Trail and other routes. The alphabetical listing of all trail accounts by year of
travel, together with a coded guide to the estimated value of each entry,
provides additional specialized information.
As with most reviews, however, this writer has a couple of questions,
and several quibbles. The questions: 1) Why did the author deem it inappropriate to include any travel accounts prior to 1841, thereby excluding a number
of very interesting missionary accounts? 2) The author mentions Unruh's The
Plains Across in his introduction; why, one wonders, is it not also included in
his list of "Additional Readings"?
Now to the quibbles. On page 40 (item 124) the author states that Father
DeSmet "Traveled with the Bidwell-Bartleson party...." My reading of the
relevant accounts suggests that it was the other way around. In the entry on
Theodore Geer's Fifty Years in Oregon (p. 53, item 172), reference is made to
the inclusion of the "diary of Mrs. Elizabeth Smith"; the author might have
noted that this is the same diary separately listed on page 123 (item 429) as
the diary of Elizabeth Dixon Smith. Finally, on page 47, item 151, the last name
of William Drummond Stewart has been omitted.
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In sum, trail buffs and all others with interests that do not require access
to periodical, manuscript, or unpublished materials will find this compilation
both valuable and easy to use. When the reasonable cost is added, that makes
for a combination that is truly hard to beat.
Robert L Munkres
Muskingum College

Jessie Benton Fremont: A Biography. By Pamela Herr. (New York: Franklin Watts,
1987. xvi + 496 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Pamela Herr has written an outstanding biography of one of the bestknown women in nineteenth-century America. Had Jessie Benton Fremont
lived in modern times, she might have achieved success in politics or the
professions. Living in Victorian America, however, she channeled her considerable intelligence, ambition, and energy into her husband's career.
The author has used previously unknown and little explored material to
produce this first serious biography of Jessie Fremont. Herr also uses a "life
and times" approach to convey "what it was like to be talented, ambitious,
and female in nineteenth-century America." The favorite daughter of powerful
Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, Jessie grew up in Washington where
she accompanied her father on his political rounds. Encouraged to be resourceful and independent, seventeen-year-old Jessie scandalized Benton and
Washington society by eloping with the charming Lieutenant John Charles
Fremont of the United States Corps of Topographical Engineers. This is a
biography, then, not only of Jessie but also of her marriage to the famous
explorer. Since Jessie could not act freely like a man, she would become a
powerful advocate and assistant for a man equally as ambitious and hungry
for public acclaim.
'
Herr follows the marriage through the achievements and setbacks of John's
public career, showing clearly that Jessie's role in his rise to national prominence ~as critical. Through Jessie, John received the backing of Senator Benton
who secured for John leadership of the 1842 survey to the Rockies. Jessie shared
in John's work to prepare for each of his western expeditions and then collaborated with him in writing the final reports that established his reputation
as a national hero. In later years Jessie labored to protect that image-tarnished
by his court martial, by his schemes to promote his California property, and
by his lackluster performance as a Union general. She emerges in this compelling biography as a charming, witty, strong-willed, resourceful woman, who
for the last twenty years of her marriage-after the family fortune had vanished-took up her pen to support a husband and three children.
Jessie Fremont is fortuna'te to have Pamela Herr, an accomplished writer,
as her biographer. Herr's descriptions of Washington society and the California
countryside are tirst-rate. But she is at her best in describing Jessie's lifelong
battle to maintain outward respectability while pushing the boundaries of
proper Victorian womanhood. Jessie Benton Fremont is a major contribution to
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American social and political history. It will receive high marks from both
.
scholars and the general reading public.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

General George Wright: Guardian of the Pacific Coast. By Carl P. Schlicke. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xii + 418 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95.)
George Wright was a professional soldier whose life embodied the West
Point credo, "Duty, Honor, Country." A simple patriot, he served without much
thought of glory or reward. Perhaps that is why scholars have tended to neglect
this outstanding antebellum officer. But now, Carl P. Schlicke, a retired surgeon
turned historian, fills a gap in the literature of the frontier military. His book
is the first full-length biography of the steady commander who helped safeguard the lands beyond the Rockies for a nation menaced by secession and
civil war.
Born in Norwich, Connecticut, on October 21, 1803, Wright graduated
from West Point nineteen years later and then served an extended military
apprenticeship on the Mississippi Valley and Canadian frontiers. He came of
age as a soldier in the 1840s, exhibiting valor and good judgment in the Second
Seminole War and Winfield Scott's drive on Mexico City. Wright is best remembered for his successful 1858 campaign against the Spokane, Coeur d'Alene,
and Palouse Indians in Washington Territory, capped by his victories at Four
Lakes and Spokane Plains. Schlicke contends, however, that Wright rendered
his greatest service during the Civil War-even though he participated in none
of the conflict's battles. Assuming command of the Department of the Pacific
in October 1861, Wright labored to protect the furthest reaches of the beleaguered Union, the American territory west of the Rocky Mountains. He spent
the next three years raising and maintaining volunteer troops to repel Confederate invaders, intimidate secessionist sympathizers, and chastise Indians
in a realm as wild and inaccessible as it was vast.
Schlicke cut no corners in his research, but he falls short in detailing
Wright's private life. Apparently, Wright's personal papers were lost with their
owner in a shipwreck off the north California coast on July 30, 1865. Consequently, the author's narrative is often as dryas Wright's official correspondence, upon which Schlicke placed so much reliance-although he occasionally
enlivens things with engaging accounts of army life and field operations drawn
from other sources. Despite the obstacles, Schlicke made good use of available
research materials, and his book is likely to be the most authoritative biography
of George Wright.
Gregory J. W. Urwin
University of Central Arkansas
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Cavalier in Buckskin: George Armstrong Custer and the Western Military Frontier. By
Robert M. Utley. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xvii + 226
pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
For the past twenty-five years, Robert M. Utley has established a welldeserved reputation as the dean of frontier military historians. The present
volume only heightens Utley's stature. In portraying George Armstrong Custer
as a talented yet hypocritical man, Utley's convincing account will be a standard
for future studies of Custer, the army, and the American West.
Utley's George Custer is a contradictory figure, plagued by internal struggles between the boy and the man. The boy was haughty, rash, undisciplined,
and selfish, bored with peacetime life and anxious to fulfill his sexual and
material needs. Like so many Civil War heroes, Custer found the post-war
years difficult. His record in Reconstruction Texas and during Winfield Scott's
1867 campaign left much to be desired. His unseemly bartering of his name
for political and economic gaIn was unethical if not illegal. Yet in the end,
Utley maintains that the man gained control over the boy. Fame won in the
Washita Campaign sparked the development of a mythical "cavalier in buckskin" (p. 78), a finely tuned image of Custer as frontiersman and Indian fighter.
Upon encountering a large Indian encampment during the Sioux campaign of
1876, Custer instinctively divided his command in hopes of ensnaring his foes
between two powerful pincers.
At the Little Big Horn, this tactic, so successful in earlier confrontations,
proved a disastrous failure. Yet in Utley's view, Custer was not at fault. Rather,
he places responsibility upon Captain Frederick W. Benteen and Major Marcus
A. Reno, whose refusal to offer effective assistance doomed Custer's outnumbered command. Utley argues that Custer might have won the battle with
more troops. Even without such assistance, Custer would have routed a smaller,
less confident Indian foe. Utley also suggests that Custer might have received
mortal wounds early in the battle, rather than in the final action atop Custer
Hill. Indeed, he concludes that "Custer died the victim less of bad judgment
than of bad luck" (p. 202).
But one suspects that Custer, the inveterate gambler, had dared the fates
once too often. By alienating Benteen and Reno, he failed to engender the
loyalty which might have spurred either to fight their way to his side when
needed. By eschewing any thoughts of coordinated strategy, Custer and the
army made a stunning defeat possible. And the refusal of Custer (and most
fellow officers) to attempt anything more than a superficial understanding of
Indians contributed to his rash decision to attack without adequate reconnaissance. Finally, Custer's vocal criticism of the Grant administration made it
necessary for him to do something spectacular during the Sioux campaign.
Utley suggests that his subject "affords an ideal medium for viewing and
understanding ... the frontier army of the American West" (p. 12). The volume
admirably supports this thesis. His suggestions of mutual marital infidelity
within the Custer household and vigorous defense of Custer's actions at the
Little Big Horn will remain controversial. The book's brevity and lack of footnotes mean that it will not be the definitive scholarly biography of Custer, but
such was never the author's intention. Instead, in this first volume of the
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promising Oklahoma Western Biographies Series, Utley has compiled a readable, insightful, and highly rewarding account of the life of the mysterious
George Armstrong Custer.
Robert Wooster
Corpus Christi State University

Custer and His Times: Book Three. Edited by Gregory J. W. Urwin and Roberta
E. Fagan. (Conway: University of Central Arkansas PresslLittle Big Horn Associates,Inc., 1987. 305 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$28.95 cloth, $16.50 paper.)
For several years the Little Big Horn Associates, a society of Custer enthusiasts, has issued book-length anthologies exploring the career and accomplishments of this controversial figure. Custer and His Times: Book Three, actually
fourth in the series, follows a well-established pattern by presenting several
essays on Custer's Civil War career, proportionally more on his successes and
resounding defeat on the Western frontier, and several interesting and always
useful bibliographies.
With but two exceptions, the fourteen essays in Book Three are notable
additions to the voluminous mass of Custer literature, and several are particularly noteworthy. Roberta E. Fagan's "Custer at Front Royal: 'A Horror of the
War:" reinterprets an incident regarded as the most "controversial" in Custer's
Civil War career. In "Two Sides of a General," Lawrence A. Frost explores
Custer's considerable literary interests. Neil Mangum, former park historian
at the Custer Battlefield National Monument in Montana, gives an insider's
view of the successful archaeological survey conducted on that site following
a dramatic 1983 prairie fire. In '''Custar [sic] Had Not Waited For Us': One of
Gibbon's Doughboys on the Custer Battle:' Gregory J. W. Urwin provides a
splendid summary of infantry operations during the Little Big Horn campaign.
Equally useful and illuminating is Richard G. Hardorff's "Packs, Packers, and
Pack Details: Logistics and Custer's Pack Train." "Custer and Pop Culture," by
Brian W. Dippie and Paul A. Hutton, and "Custer Bibliography, 1982-1985:'
by Vincent A. Heier, conclude the volume by updating Custer bibliographies
originated by these well-known scholars.
Of the two slips in this otherwise satisfying work, Wayne Sarf's simplistic
and needless overview, "Custer and His Times: A Capsule History:' ignores
the fact that this book's obvious audience is those hundreds of Custer buffs
renowned for their encyclopedic knowledge of the basic facts. Worse is Sarah
J. Blackstone's "Custer Joins the Wild West Show." Blackstone demonstrates
such a sorrowfully shallow comprehension of William F. Cody as scout and
showman that her inclusion here only discredits the book's many values.
Shortcomings aside, editors Urwin and Fagan deserve great credit for preparing
this anthology and continuing this useful scholarly tradition.
Paul L. Hedren
National Park Service
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Fort Laramie in 1876: Chronicle of a Frontier Post at War. By Paul L. .Hedren.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xiii + 313 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
A military campaign is like a play in that the action on the stage gets the
attention yet much more activity has gone on before in preparation, and indeed, is going on simultaneously backstage during the performance. Journalists
at the time and historians later concentrate on the operations in the field and
tend to ignore what makes those operations possible. Paul Hedren fills in part
of that neglected aspect of the Sioux War of 1876 in this well written and solidly
researched book. By focusing on Fort Laramie during this critical year, he
provides a new dimension not only to studies of the Sioux War but also to the
genr~ of post histories which are often exercises in local history that fail to
place the fort in its proper perspective.
In his diary on November 2, 1876, Lieutenant John G. Bourke, General
Crook's famous aide, wrote of the bustle at the fort "with troops moving in
and troops moving out, officers running hither, thither and yon, changing
quarters, drawing supplies or other duties" (p. 193). Fort Laramie was such a
busy place because it was the logistical base for Crook's campaigns. The author's contJ;ibution is, after combing through the voluminous official records
and assorted diaries, letters and memoirs, to put together an account of the
official routines and general activities on post and how they related to the war.
In this book the troops become not only numbers of men in designated units
but some of the non-corns and soldiers become names as well. The officers
and some of their wives and children emerge more clearly. No one can read
this book and not grieve with the Caprons who discussed the illness and death
of their two year old son in their letters. Hedren gives the amounts and kinds
of supplies brought in and shipped out and describes the crucial transportation
and communication network which made Fort Laramie so important at this
time. One can even learn how many civilian workers there were and how
much they were paid.
This is a chronicle, as the author indicates in his subtitle, but it is also an
excellent work of history. Hedren places the garrison in its proper historical
context with deft summaries and analyses of the Indians' situation and the
plans and operations of the army.
Edward M. Coffman
University of Wisconsin, Madison

History of Nevada. By Russell R. Elliott and William D. Rowley. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xiv + 472 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliographical essays, index. $26.95 cloth, $13.95 paper.)
This is a balanced survey which begins with the physical setting and ends
with the contemporary scene. About half the book is devoted to the twentieth
century. The first half of the book is mostly the same as the first edition, with
a slight change here and there plus some new interpretations of the 1863 and
1864 constitutional conventions. The last three chapters have been extensively
revised and expanded to' include events froin 1970 to 1985. The original large
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and useful essay on sources is supplemented with an equally comprehensive
discussion of primary and secondary materials which have appeared since
.
1973.
In his review of the first edition Gilman Ostrander characterized Russell
Elliott's book as "modest in tone and monumental in achievement" and "a
work of original scholarship." This new edition only reinforces that judgment.
This reviewer laments two omissions. One is that the excellent and extensive
political narrative is lacking in any cultural analysis which would make it useful
for comparative purposes. It would seem that Nevada voters, increasingly as
elsewhere in the West, vote a split ticket, switch parties, and are swayed by
personality. Similarly, changes in partisan control make no difference since the
public policy that emerges is conservative in either case. Secondly, there is
little discussion of water use and the fact that there will come a time, jfit is
not already passed, when a lack of water must limit growth.
A strange land, Nevada, one characterized largely by what it does not
have. Modern Nevada emerged from the matrix formed by Boulder Dam, World
War II military spending, and post-war population growth in California. The
economic answer since then has been gambling. The combination has made
for an explosive growth of population, almost total urbanization, and the state's
emergence as an entertainment capital. However, the authors do not let the
glitter hide serious social problems that accompany prosperity through vice.
Finally, despite enormous changes since 1950, there is also an important
theme of continuity-transience. For most people Nevada has been a stopping
off place rather than a community and home for passing on more lasting values
than the fleeting one of fortune.
Richard R. Roeder
Carroll College, Helena

Hoover Dam: An American Adventure. By Joseph E. Stevens. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1988. ix + 326 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography,
index. $24.95.)
Joseph E. Stevens has written a book which will have wide popular appeal
because of its concentration on "the human dimensions of Hoover Dam's
construction while not ignoring the details of engineering, machinery, and
construction techniques" (p. viii). Insofar as this remained his objective he
produced an admirable volume. This he achieved by immersing himself in a
formidable assortment of documentation touching every aspect of the construction, and through six and one-half of the seven chapters limiting himself
to his avowed purpose. It provides convincing evidence that the dam was one
of the most remarkable accomplishments of the century and that it reshaped
the previously limited mission of the Bureau of Reclamation into a multiplepurpose agency involved in the impoundment of water for a variety of purposes.
The author adds a panegyric on the dam's subsequent impact in a style
completely out of harmony with the restrained and balanced narrative which
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had gone before. Questions raised by qualified authorities concerning potentially serious environmental damage arising from man's tampering with nature's precarious balance he dismisses with what amounts to a declaration of
faith in the infallibility of modern technology.
Stevens also could have defined more accurately the geographic region
influenced by erection of the dam and indicated both beneficial and adverse
consequences. He uses the terms "arid Southwest" (p. 258) and "Southern
California" (p. 259) interchangeably. This indicates at least a casual interest in
the effect of the dam on other Colorado Basin states. Excepting Las Vegas,
however, the "virtually unlimited growth" (p. 259) described is for all practical
purposes limited to southern California's valleys and to Los Angeles and its
satellites. The key to this growth lies less in the impact of Hoover Dam than
in a distribution system under which California, contributing minimally to the
basin's water supply, was able to secure the bulk of the Colorado's flow with
a coastal city far removed from that basin ending up with the lion's share of
both impounded water and hydroelectric power. That story is told in the court
rooms and congressional committee chambers where California battled strenuously to preserve its enviable position.
This is a worthwhile volume which, in this reader's opinion, would have
been even more meaningful had the author omitted all reference to the subsequent impact of Hoover Dam or, alternatively, written under the same rigorous rules of scholarship that he applied earlier, and in sufficient depth to
reflect the effect of the dam on all of the Colorado River Basin.
Ira G. Clark
New Mexico State University

Plains Folk: A Commonplace of the Great Plains. By Jim Hoy and Tom Isern.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xiv + 200 pp. Illustrations,
map, index. $17.95.)
The University of Oklahoma Press has brought forth an interesting volume
in this collection from the syndicated newspaper column Plains Folk written
by Jim Hoy and Tom Isern. The coauthors are both natives of the Great Plains
and currently serve as professors at Emporia State University in Kansas. But
this is certainly not a scholarly work. Professional training in the humanities
is no prerequisite for these columns which have appeared in many small town
plains newspapers and seek to celebrate the life of common folks in this region.
Hoy and Isern provide ninety-six different pieces of approximately two to
three pages each, divided into eight sections such as folklore, plains animals,
ranch and farm life, working and playing, and people and places of the plains.
The longest section of the book is devoted to folklore, and Hoy and Isern well
demonstrate their grasp of Great Plains culture when they discuss such topics
as rattlesnakes, water witching, snipe hunting, and Corps of Engineers legends. But while knowledgeable, Hoy and Isern are rather bland in their story
telling, and a great deal of the pleasure in the volume comes from the reader's
own remembrances of similar stories and events. On the other hands, for
readers not already acquainted with this region, the terrain may be a little
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confusing. Hoy and Isern assume a great deal on the part of their audience,
and the novice may feel somewhat like the participant in a snipe hunt.
In fact, in many of their selections, Hoy and Isern refer to their own
experiences growing up in the plains. While this technique often provides their
tales with a folksy perspective, it can sometimes be annoying when their
personal views intrude into their empirical observations. For example, in a
piece on baseball, Hoy observes that the sport has played an important role
in plains culture, but he concludes, "it's a little hard for me to get overly excited
about something that puts about ten minutes of action into a package of over
three hours." Also, in their emphasis upon the Great Plains they experienced
while growing up, Hoy and Isern tend to shortchange increasing urbanization
of the region. But some of these shortcomings in the volume are compensated
for by the obvious devotion both authors have for their native region. Hoy
concludes, "Mountains and trees have their attractions, but to a true plainsman,
nothing is prettier, or more reassuring, than a big sky and some wide-open
spaces." Scholars and Easterners may find this work of limited value, but Great
Plains residents should find a great deal of pleasure in the pages of Hoy and
Isern.
Ron Briley
Sandia Preparatory School, Albuquerque

Social Security: The First Half-Century. Edited by Gerald D. Nash, Noel H. Pugach, and Richard F. Tomasson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1988. xiii + 344 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth,
$12.95 paper.)
This book is the first volume published in a projected series on public
policy by the University of New Mexico Press. The aim of the series is to
address issues of importance to the nation and to the southwest, and to stimulate interdisciplinary analysis of public policy.. It is appropriate, therefore,
that this volume concerns the most important social program in the history of
the United States, social security.
The editors have divided the book into three parts. The first one includes
a useful overview of social security with a breakdown of each program and
changes in benefits, taxes, and categories since 1935. Written by Gerald D.
Nash and Richard F. Tomasson, many issues and ideas are discussed here,
and the authors make a couple of interesting points: concerning coverage for
aged husbands or widowers versus aged wives or widows, they state that "NO
other social security system in the world is now as fully devoid of sexual
differentiation as the American" (p. 18); and while in 1981 the prestige and
influence of conservative Ronald Reagan reached a high point, and he urged
a drastic restructuring of social security, the changes in the 1980s "can only be
regarded as minor and peripheral to the core of the programs" (p. 21).
This overview also gives enough information so readers will be able to
understand better the discussion which follows, one held at the university in
1985 which included Charles I. Schottland, Commissioner of Social Security
from 1954-1959, Robert J. Myers, long time Chief Actuary of Social Security,
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Thomas H. Eliot, chief draftsman of the 1935 Social Security Act, Wilbur J.
Cohen, employed by Social Security Administration from 1935 to the 1960s
when he became Secretary of Health Education and Welfare, and Eveline M.
Bums, who has been publishing on social welfare since the 1920s. Like oral
history, the discussion is enlightening at times, yet here the book reads like a
conference transcription, complete with inside comments; perhaps the editors
in the future could edit more heavily the statements of the moderator and
especially the audience.
Part two of the book contains three "general studies," which are more
valuable to scholars. W. Andrew Achenbaum's "Social Security's Three R's"
intelligently traces how society's views have changed since the 1930s concerning "risks, rights and responsibilities." Gary P. Freeman examines the politics
of social security by rejecting the "demand-side model" which stresses that
policy change was a response to pressures exerted on the public sector by
private actors such as interest groups and voters, and instead emphasizes a
"supply-side model" in which government bureaucrats played a more important role. He concludes that agency "administrators worked actively to shape
the program in order to create and sustain public support, to ensure an institutional basis for independent decisionmaking, and to close off <;hallenges and
alternatives from the private sector" (p. 175). "Social security is probably the
most striking example of a supply-side domestic policy in the American political
system" (p. 173). Gaston V. Rimlinger adds a "world view" of "Social Security
in Trouble" by examining similar programs in West European industrial nations. He notes that the dominant concept at the turn of the century was that
economic security for workers was a requirement for the stability of an industrialized society, and that after World War II the concept gave way to the
notion that "social protection was a basic right of all citizens" (p. 201). He
concludes that all social insurance programs are in economic trouble, and for
the same reason: the objectives have been increased over the years from providing minimum protection to maintaining a standard of relative comfort.
Finally, Part three contains "specific studies" of social security. Blanche
ColI iiwestigates and argues for reviving the original concept of comprehensive
coverage for old-age insurance. Mark Leff discusses the perils of payroll tax
financing from 1939 to 1950, and Edward D. Berkowitz examines disability
insurance.
Social Security: The First Half-Century is a useful book. The articles are wellresearched and lucid, and other experts supply comments. This book will be
a valuable guide to future research· since it raises important issues, ahd a
reference since the editors have included footnotes and a bibliography which
demonstrates that scholars have produced a small library on social security.
Terry Anderson
Texas A&M University

Selling the Wild West: Popular Western Fiction, 1860-1960. By Christine Bold.
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987. xvii + 215 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
"This book," says Christine Bold of the University of Alberta at Edmonton,
"reads popular western fiction in a new way, revealing a dynamic and forced
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creativity which has hitherto gone unremarked" (p. 107). Writers of formulaic
fiction, she explains, have to follow prescribed paths, but they long to be
creative and free. Bold stretches this rather thin blanket to cover the whole
body of western fiction from Beadle & Adams to Louis L'Amour. It fits best
the authors and publishers in the early days of mass-produced fiction, but of
course the old author-publisher tug-of-war goes on in all ages.
Her method is to discuss the issues involved, then analyze the works and
careers of a few major authors, sinking exploratory shafts into the enormous
ore body at hand. Her specimens include Ned Buntline and Prentiss Ingraham;
Owen Wister, Frederic Remington, and Emerson Hough; Max Brand and Ernest
Haycox; Alan Le May, Jack Schaefer, and Louis L'Amour. The last chapter,
perhaps the most useful in the book, takes a quick look at the anti-western in
its various manifestations.
Bold is able to draw useful conclusions by this method, but her focus is
,so narrow that much is left unsaid. The picture changes somewhat, for example,
when one considers the novels about the Apache wars. These include over a
hundred paperback books and at least half that number of hard-cover volumes.
Writers like Harold Bell Wright, Will Levington Comfort, and Elliot Arnold
have contributed. They adhered to the formula and they were popular.
More important than the narrow focus, however, is the failure to establish
a connection with the changes that were taking place in the life and literature
of the western world. For example, Bold attributes the disappearance of the
pulp magazines to major errors on the part of the publishers, who concentrated
on the bottom line instead of on readers' preferences. Hindsight tells us that
the pulps perished because they had become anachronistic. People no longer
believed in the Western myth, and there was no market for heroes. Wyatt Earp
had been debunked by the Kansas historians and Arnold's Blood Brother had
convinced many readers that the Indians were the good guys and the pioneers
were the real savages. The slow tide which had been rising for a century was
almost at the full, skepticism was hardening into cynicism, and all our values
had been turned upside down. More was involved than publishers' myopia
in the disappearance of the pulps.
The "anti-western" novels which Bold discusses briefly were not just parodying the conventional western. They were participating in a rebellion against
all the assumptions we had been living by. The porno-westerns made unclean
fun of the morality Americans preached but did not practice. The series westerns, full of groans and gore, told us we were wrong about human nature.
We need not be surprised that in J. P. S. Brown's Jim Kane (1970) the cowboy
is a loser or that in Marguerite Noble's Filaree (1979) he is a brutish lout.
Bold has narrowed her scope, of course, to bring it within discussable
bounds, and she does very well what she sets out to do. She has read widely
and thought deeply and her conclusions are sound and original. L'Amour, for
example, is still a pulp writer and his heroes are "clone-like" figures (p. 151).
She brings a strong new voice to western literary history and criticism, and
she will be heard from again.

C. L. Sonnichsen
Arizona Historical Society
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The Western Writer's Handbook. Edited by James L. Collins. (Boulder, Colorado:
Johnson Books, 1987. vi + 154 pp. $12.95 cloth, $7.95 paper.)
James Collins' intention was to compile a manual that would serve not
only as a practical guide for the writing of western fiction and nonfiction, but
also provide the novice with an orientation to the field he or she is entering.
In most cases Collins has selected essays by "popular" authors, who supply
research tips, stylistic advice, and helpful anecdotes from their own careers
and experience. His handbook adds up to an uneven discussion of western
writing, generally of interest, yet rarely profound. The essayists offer practical
suggestions, mostly elementary, sometimes highly opinionated and occasionally downright foolish. What comes through clearly is that the writer must
show perseverance, and research the subject thoroughly. In fiction as in nonfiction, authenticity is essential.
Included in The Western Writer's Handbook are essays on writing the traditional western novel, the adult novel, the short story, western history, biography, the short article, as well as scripting for television and the editing
and selling of various forms of western prose. While the demand for western
fiction virtually disappeared during the 1970s and early 1980s, that market
appears to be reviving. Richard Wheeler speculates that continuing research
by western historians laid the foundation for this current resurgence of western
fiction, since new information, particularly on the Hispanic and Native American aspects of frontier history, has breathed freshness into a genre that had
become arid, preparing the way for a more realistic approach. Whereas the
public had grown satiated with stories set in the Trans-Mississippi West between the end of the Civil War and 1900, more recent writers have turned to
the fur trade and the modern West.
Two-thirds of Collins' collection is devoted to western fiction, but Donald
Worcester notes that historians also make errors, are guilty of ethnocentrisms,
and resort to stereotypes. Yet he confirms that many areas remain open for
innovative researchers. "Western'history is notoriously 'unhistorical'" (p. 117),
observes John Joerschke, an editor of popular history, who recognizes that at
times fiction and facts are almost impossible to untangle. Serious historians
now tend to dismiss simplistic, heroic interpretations and seek deeper insight
through a diversified viewpoint and a reexamination of myths that seem out
of place in an insecure, congested, polluted America. Curiously enough, as
historical writing on the West becomes less distorted, western fiction shows
evidence of renewed vigor, enough perhaps to regain its traditional following.
Ronald L. Davis
Southern Methodist University

I See by My Get-Up. By Ron Querry. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1987. xiv + 151 pp. Illustrations. $19.95 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
The foreword by Larry L. King to Ron Querry's I See by My Get-Up has
his usual warm and rich humor. To make an ancient cliche even truer, King's
contribution is worth the price of the book..
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Ron Querry, an ex-Oklahoma university English professor, is a .fine and
funny writer whose words follow King's in top order. Turn Ron loose in the
"wide lonesome" outside Santa Rosa, New Mexico, with an unemployed cowdog named Lefty, and something's gonna give-the single life. That's right.
After Querry volunteered to help brand a bull on Elaine Breece Stribling's cow
ranch, the two started dating by fixing fence, hanging fallen-down gates,
doctoring calves, and other romantic activities. Naturally this led straight to
matrimony.
Querry readily admits, to his wife and his readers, that he was not much
of a hand right off, but he had the prime quality to be one-a ridiculous sense
of humor. Without this, the strongest, toughest, and most dedicated woman
or man cannot make it to be called a "real working cowboy."
As this insight grows into the skinned-knuckle, twisted-backbone, rawrumped truth of holding together a small contemporary ranch, so does Querry's brand of brash humor and sometimes surprising tenderness towards the
land and its natural creatures. Good writing indeed.
His feelings and adventures with such horses as Rumpole and Comet, a
calf called Trouble, Big Red, the cow and a banker, lead to an abortive attempt
at joining the Santa Rosa Country Club.
Querry's first book is a dandy. It conjures a wish for more of his pleasing
word pictures illustrated by the authentic and feeling photographs of his wife,
Elaine. The sacred Taos Mountains will smile as they create again ... one can
tell by their "get-up."
Max Evans
Albuquerque

Writing to Survive: The Private Notebooks of Conrad Richter. By Harvena Richter.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. 277 pp. Illustrations,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
Writing to Survive is Harvena Richter's account of her father's struggles to
support his family while mastering his literary craft. In numerous notebooks
and forty-three volumes of journals, Conrad Richter recorded his literary theories, outlined story plots, and recorded source materials. Extensive quotes
and excerpts from his journals and notebooks comprise much of this book,
and they reveal much about the difficulty and intensity of the process of literary
creation.
Richter kept three different types of notebooks. Those concerned with the
process of writing are excerpted in chapters such as "Plots and Outlines." His
thesaurus notes are the basis for another chapter, while the entries in "Characters and Conversations" are drawn primarily from his extensive collection
of western anecdotes, reminiscences, and character sketches, many recorded
in colloquial speech patterns.
Richter claimed to have built his writing talent "in sweat, blood, and
despair." These excerpts reveal no spontaneous flow of effortless artistry, but
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hard, grinding labor to formulate plots, compress action, and compose dialogue. Richter admonishes, encourages, and berates himself, a process he
called "tensing the mind."
These selections do not .shed much light on two important aspects of
Richter's literary efforts. He always maintained that his fiction reflected his
philosophical theories, both thematically and stylistically. However, his metaphysical ideas, formulated early in his career, appear only in a brief excerpt
in an appendix and are not discussed in the body of the book. From 1937 to
1940 Richter worked intermittently for Metro-Golden-Mayer motion picture
studios in Hollywood. This work must have had some impact on his subsequent
writing, but is not mentioned in the narrative or in any of the excerpts.
Writing to Survive benefits from two viewpoints on Richter's artistic development-his own, as revealed in his journals and notebooks, and that of
his daughter; herself a writer and teacher of fiction writing. The resulting
insights into Conrad Richter's struggles and eventual triumphs create a compelling account of the artistic process.
Lynn R. Musslewhite
Cameron University

Rough and Rowdy Ways: The Life and Hard Times of Edward Anderson. By Patrick
Bennett. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1988. xv + 191 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography, index. $16.95.)
Edward Anderson was a Texas writer whose life between the wars resembled in many respe~ts those of his literary contemporaries. He bummed around
the country when he was young, wrote for newspapers and the pulps, and
published two "proletarian" novels in the thirties to critical acclaim-Hungry
Men and Thieves Like Us. On the basis of their success, he got a shot at Hollywood scriptwriting but failed to make a go of it, although Thieves Like Us
was later filmed twice, first in 1949 (as They Live By Night, by Nicholas Ray in
his directorial debut), and again in 1974 (directed by Robert Altman). Today,
the films are remembered better than the novel or the novelist.
In Rough and Rowdy Ways, Patrick Bennett's painstakingly researched bi'ography of Anderson, it becomes clear that Anderson failed to live up to his
early promise because he lacked the requisite personal and professional discipline. After the thirties he sank back into obscurity and remained there until
his death in 1969. He never published another novel.
Bennett's affection for his subject is apparent, and the events of Anderson's
life might provide material for an absorbing biography. But, sad to say, Edward
Anderson has not found his Boswell in Patrick Bennett. Early on, Bennett says
that "Anderson wrote with a meat-and-potatoes wordstock, with the lean and
simple syntax of such contemporaries as Dos Passos, Hemingway, and Chandler." Unfortunately, Bennett's syntax is often tortured; in particular, his habit
of shunning the simple past tense in favor of more convoluted constructions
becomes annoying. More important, he fails to sift the events of Anderson's
life for those that can be woven into a compelling narrative. Inconsequential
incidents are related in detail simply because Bennett has the information at
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hand, while important events are skipped over and important questions (notably why Anderson held anti-Semitic and pro-fascist opinions in World War
, II) are left unanswered.
"Edward Anderson left behind two strong, good novels," Bennett concludes. As Bennett tells Anderson's story, that is not enough to raise this
biography beyond the plane of regional interest.
John Byrne Cooke
Teton Village, Wyoming

Shooting Stars: Heroes and Heroines of Western Film. Edited by Archie P. McDonald.
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987. xv + 265 pp. Illustrations, appendix, notes. $35.00 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
The Western has been a staple of the American cinema since the beginning
of the century. Part of its enduring popularity is the Western's trait of being
supremely adaptable to virtually any style or viewpoint. There have been
"realistic" Westerns, comic Westerns, musical Westerns, horror westerns; it's
an all-inclusive genre.
Consequently, a book of essays on the Western-Dr, in the case of Shooting
Stars, the actors identified with the form-might have enormous leeway as to
style, focus, and content. Done correctly, such a book might illuminate the
Western, its mythic power and popular hold. Done haphazardly, as Shooting
Stars is, viewpoints collide and scatter, presenting the reader with conflicting
attitudes and a confusing, unenlightening jumble of facts.
Editor McDonald states in his introduction, "Eleven colleagues ... have
joined me in this examination of Western film heroes. We did not work toward
a central theme; each pursued his or her subject independently and expressed
his or her own interpretations." This indecision mars the book. Good essays,
such as Don Graham's sensitive portrait of Audie Murphy or Michael K. Schoenecke's solid look at the methods of William S. Hart, are, in the end, overwhelmed by those such as a redundant biographical sketch of John Wayne by
editor McDonald, and a shallow essay on Clint Eastwood by Jim Miller (in
which every footnote is derived from an inferior quickie biography of Eastwood, The Man With No Name).
The nadir of the book is Sandra Kay Schackel's Women in Western Film, a
piece more cliche-ridden than a Jimmy Wakely B-Western and, seemingly,
derived entirely from other books. There is no evidence that Schackel viewed
any of the films she discusses; even if she did, she certainly missed some of
the most intriguing women in Western films: Across the Wide Missouri (1951),
Westward the Women (1952), The Guns of Fort Petticoat (1957).
The wildly erratic quality of the essays makes Shooting Stars worth little
as literature, and the lack of filmographies diminishes it as a reference book.
The Western, and those who love it, deserves better.
Frank Thompson
East Berlin, Pennsylvania
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Collecting the West: The C. R. Smith Collection of Western American Art. By Richard
H. Saunders. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1988. 212 pp. Illustrations,
notes, 'bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Consonant with the growth of art collecting in America, a variety of absorbing accounts dealing with who was involved and why has been published
over the past thirty some years. The most enjoyable of these volumes, S. N.
Behrman's Duveen, appeared in 1951 as a refreshingly perceptive anecdotal
view of Joseph Duveen, the master purveyor of old masters. More scholarly,
and equally engaging, is the exemplary recent work, The Havemeyers by Frances
Weitzenhoffer, which lauds the accomplishments of the distinguished American collecting family. It confirms our continued attraction to such subjects as
who collected what, why they collected what they did and what impact those
assorted acquisitive impulses had on the nation's cultural history. For students
of the western arena, Richard Saunders has now provided a revealing examination of the implications of such phenomena on a regional base.
A dual mission guides Saunders. He wishes first to celebrate the rich store
of American western art assembled by entrepreneur and philanthropist C. R.
Smith-a collection presently in the possession of the Archer M. Huntington
Art Gallery at the University of Texas in Austin. Saunders is joined in this
endeavor by a group of capable graduate students who provided the research
and writing for the handsomely illustrated works-over seventy in number.
Saunders himself addresses Smith the collector and speaks to his place
among his Texas peers, Amon G. Carter and Sid W. Richardson. Like his
contemporaries, Smith began by assembling works of Frederic Remington and
Charles Russell. He later disposed of most of these, selling a major portion of
them, including the most complete collection of Russell bronzes ever amassed,
to Carter. Rather than compete with his better endowed friends, Smith chose
to flatter his own personal tastes with Henry Farny and Gilbert Gaul, Charles
Schreyvogel, and William R. Leigh heading the list. Saunders refers to Smith
as "a passionate collector with a critical eye, an infatuation with the West, and
a belief in honest, righteous dealing." The catalogue of his holdings at the
Huntington Art Gallery proves the validity of the author's assertion.
The other prime consideration in the Saunders book involves the history
of patronage in western American art. Focused by the savvy assumption that
"the best western artists" were part of "the mainstream of American art,"
Saunders' discussions and observations are at once national and regional in
scope. At times the reader feels that the book's feature essay, "Art Patronage
and the American West, 1850-1950," is too much a listing of the artists and
their patrons. However, there are many valuable insights into the motives,
trends and aesthetidcommercial judgments which effected that century of
collecting. Government and private patronage are linked, for example, with
the inexorable forces of national growth and destiny. Collecting or commissioning paintings of America's vast frontier provided one way of expiating the
harsh realities of the conquering process.
Saunders evidences an impressive knowledge of the literature about western American art and about the institutions which have been its stewards over
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time and have been responsible for its reevaluation in recent years. His objective· and analytical review avoids personal aggrandizement found in hubristic treatises on the subject such as Dean Krakel's Adventures in Western Art.
Saunders' book offers us an informed and solid contribution which expands
our understanding of C. R. Smith as a collector and of America's passion for
preserving evocative images of itself.
Peter H. Hassrick
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming

Book Notes

The WPA Guide to 1930s New Mexico. (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1989. xxxvii + 458 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Reprint, with a new foreword by Marc
Simmons.
The WPA Guide to 1930s Arizona. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1989. xxv + 530 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, bibliography, index.
$19.95 paper.) Reprint, with a new foreword by Stewart L. Udall.
Some Strange Corners of Our Country: The Wonderland of the Southwest. By
Charles F. Lummis. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1989. xvii +
270 pp. Illustrations. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1892 edition, with
a new foreword by Lawrence Clark Powell.
The Gila Wilderness Area: A Hiking Guide. By John A. Murray. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xvii + 243 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.)
The Grand Canyon: Early Impressions. Edited by Paul Schullery. (Boulder,
Colorado: Pruett Publishing Company, 1989. ix + 195 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography. $11.95 paper.) Essays on the Grand Canyon by
John Wesley Powell, Theodore Roosevelt, John Muir, Owen Wister,
and others.
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Dreamers & Defenders: American Conservationists. By Douglas H. Strong.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. x + 295 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $26.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) Revised version
of the 1971 edition, with new chapters on Harold Ickes, Rachel Carson,
David Brower, and Barry Commoner.

Daniel Boone: Master of the Wilderness. By John Bakeless. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xxii + 480 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1939
edition, with a new introduction by Michael A. Lofaro.
Lewis and Clark: Pioneering Naturalists. By Paul Russell Cutright. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xiii + 506 pp. Illustrations,
chart, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint
of the 1969 edition.
Forty Years a Fur Trader on the Upper Missouri: The Personal Narrative of
Charles Larpenteur 1833-1872. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1989. xxv + 388 pp. Illustration, maps, index. $29.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) This classic account of the fur trade is reprinted from the R. R.
Donnelley edition of 1933. Milo Milton Quaife's historical introduction
to that edition is nicely complemented by a new introduction to the
Bison Book edition by Paul L. Hedren, National Park Service superintendent at the Fort Union Trading Post historic site. Fort Union was
Larpenteur's home base.

The Battle of San Jacinto. By James W. PohI. (Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1989. 49 pp. Illustrations, map. $4.50 paper.)
Memoirs of Mary A. Maverick. Edited by Rena Maverick Green. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xv + 130 pp. Illustrations. $16.95
cloth, $5.95 paper.) Reprint of the rare 1921 edition published by the
Alamo Printing Company of San Antonio, with a new introduction by
Sandra L. Myres.

Seventy Years on the Frontier: Alexander Majors' Memoirs of a Lifetime on
the Border. Edited by Prentiss Ingraham. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. Illustrations. $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1893 edition that contained a preface by Buffalo Bill Cody. David Dary provides
a new introduction.

Ben Holladay the Stagecoach King: A Chapter in the Development of Transcontinental Transportation. By J. V. Frederick. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989. 334 pp. Illustrations, map, tables, appendixes,
bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1940
edition.
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The Old-Time Cowhand. By Ramon F. Adams. (Lincoln: Univeristy of
Nebraska Press, 1989. x + 354 pp. Illustrations. $27.95 cloth, $11.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1948 book. Illustrated by Nick Eggenhofer.
The Wild Bunch at Robbers Roost. By Pearl Baker. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989. ix + 224 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, index.
$19.95 cloth, $7.95 paper.), Reprint of the revised 1971 edition, with a
new introduction by FIoyd A. O'Neil.

Old Neutriment. By Glendolin Damon Wagner. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989. xx + 256 pp. Illustrations, notes. $7.95 paper.)
This memoir by General George Custer's orderly, John Burkman, was
first published in 1934. This Bison Book reprint features a substantial
new introduction by Brian W. Dippie.
Troopers With Custer: Historic Incidents of the Battle of the Little Big Horn.
By E. A. Brininstool. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xi
+ 343 pp. Illustrations, notes. $27.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1952 Stackpole edition.

Famous Indian Chiefs I Have Known. By O. O. Howard. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xix + 364 pp. Illustrations, notes.
$28.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1908 edition, with a new
introduction by Bruce J. Dinges.

Sioux Indian Religion: Tradition and Innovation. Edited by Raymond J.
DeMallie and Douglas R. Parks. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1989.. viii + 243 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $9.95
paper.) Second printing.
I Tell You Now: Autobiographical Essays by Native American Writers. Edited
by Brian Swann and Arnold Krupat. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1989. xv + 283 pp. Bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.) Reprint.
Atoms in the Family: My Life With Enrico Fermi. By Laura Fermi. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. ix + 267 pp. Illustrations. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1954 memoir by the famed atomic
scientist's wife.

Son of Old Jules: Memoirs of Jules Sandoz, Jr. By Caroline Sandoz Pifer
and Jules Sandoz, Jr. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. x
+ 125 pp. Illustrations, maps. $24.50 cloth, $6.50 paper.) Memoir by
the son of the man immortalized by Mari Sandoz in Old Jules.
Willa Cather: A Literary Life. By James Woodress. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1989. xx
paper.) Reprint.

+ 583 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $14.95

.\
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Tony Hillerman. By Fred Erisman. (Boise: Boise State University, 1989.
51 pp. Bibliography. $3.95 paper.) This is pamphlet number 87 in the
Boise State University Western Writers Series.
Looking for Steinbeck's Ghost. By Jackson J. Benson. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1989. viii + 231 pp. Illustrations, index. $24.95.)
The White Man's Road. By Benjamin Capps. (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1988. 317 pp. $22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1969 novel, with an afterword by James Ward Lee.
Sam Chance. By Benjamin Capps. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1987. xi + 269 pp. $22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1965 novel with an new introduction by the author and an afterword
by Elmer Kelton.

News Notes

Billy the Kid remains as much a folk hero of the American West
as he is a historial figure. While over a century has passed since his
death, his legend remains alive in novels, magazine articles, histories,
and movies exploring the myth and the historical reality in order to
determine who this young outlaw really was. In 1987 the Lincoln County
Heritage Trust embarked upon an ambitious project in which they are
utilizing modern technology for a fresh point of view-the visual onein hopes of determining the authenticity of the numerous photographs
alleged to be Billy the Kid. Having gathered an impressive team of
scientific and historic investigators, including a forensic anthropologist, computer and photography experts, and a panel of noted historians, the LCHT team will study the data revealed in their investigations.
Using computer enhancement techniques and other scientific methods
they will compare the alleged photographs with the only authentic
tintype of William Bonney-which is in the LCHT's permanent coIIection in Lincoln, New Mexico-and make their findings known via
publication, and a traveling exhibit.
The Lincoln County Heritage Trust is a private, non-profit organization founded in 1976 bY,a group of businessmen, artists, and scholars, including former CE.O. of ARCO Robert O. Anderson, artist Peter
Hurd, coIIector John Meigs, and Pulitzer Prize winning author Paul
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Horgan. Its goals are concerned with historical, cultural, and environmental preservation in the Southwest.
The small, well-preserved historic village of Lincoln, New Mexico,
has been the focus of the Trust's historic preservation efforts for the
past thirteen years. Located northeast of the resort town of Ruidoso
and an hour's drive due west from Roswell in southeastern New Mexico, Lincoln is nestled in the foothills of the Capitan Mountains. The
village is one of the only remaining frontier towns in America which
has not become over commercialized and compromised for the sake of
the tourist dollar. Lincoln, a National Historic Landmark District, still
retains many of the characteristics of a nineteenth-century Western
town and is protected by a historic zoning ordinance.
Trust programs have included historic building restorations, educational outreach programs, a three season archaeological reconnaissance dig, graduate internships, living history interpretation, special
events, and the ongoing historical photo/computer analysis project.
The Lincoln County Heritage Trust encourages alliances with corporations, foundations, and individuals to establish funding in order
to preserve our Western heritage. Interested parties can contact the
executive director, Gary Miller, at LCHT, P.O. Box 98, Lincoln, New
Mexico, 88338, or call (505) 643-4025.
The School of American Research in Santa Fe has received a $23,000
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts to expand its Native
American Travel and Educational Program. The program pays the travel
expenses for groups of southwestern Indian artists and artisans to visit
Santa Fe to study the School's Indian Arts Research Center collection.
The center contains over 8,000 pieces and is generally considered one
of the best collections of southwestern Indian art in the world. According to Lynn Brittner Hutton, curator of the School's collections,
the program has brought 432 Native American weavers, potters and
basketmakers to the center since the program was established in 1987.
Although the Indian Arts Research Center is designed primarily for
the use of scholars and Indian artists, groups can arrange tours of the
collection by reservation. For more information on tours of the collections, call (505) 982-3584. The School of American Research was founded
in 1907 and is a non-profit advanced research institute in anthropology
and related disciplines. In addition to its Indian Arts Research Center,
the school sponsors a seminar program, a resident scholar program, a
publishing program, and the J. I. Staley Prize, the largest award in the
field of anthropology.
Taos bookman T. A. Luther has retired after issuing 136 catalogues
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over the years. His retirement is much regretted by all western history
bibliophiles. Taking over Mr. Luther's mailing list is T. A. Swinford of
Paris, Illinois. Mr. Swinford, despite his location in the Midwest, is a
great supporter of New Mexican and southwestern history with a stock
of over 6,500 volumes on the American West. Those interested in receiving his book catalogues should write T. A. Swinford, Bookseller,
P.O. Box 93, Paris, Illinois, 61944, or call (217) 465-5182.
Travelers to eastern New Mexico this summer are invited to view
the Western Americana relics and antiques of the Billy the Kid Museum,
two miles east of Fort Sumner on Highway 60 and 84. Established in
1953, the museum houses the lifetime collection of Ed and Jewel Sweet.
For more information contact their son, Donald Sweet, Billy the Kid
Museum, 1601 East Sumner Avenue, Fort Sumner, New Mexico, 88119.
The local citizens of Carrizozo, New Mexico, are maintaining the
history of White Oaks, a nineteenth-century mining ghost town. Through
donations of money, material, and labor, the White Oaks Historical
Society has stabilized the old school house and furnished it with period
pieces. It will be open for visitors in the summer of 1989. The Carrizozo
Canyon Cowbells and American Heart Association have also planned
other activities in the area, including ranch tours and chuchwagon
suppers. To help with the projects or for more information contact,
Johnson S. Stearns, Box 159, Carrizozo, New Mexico, 88301, or, call
(505) 648-2878.
A call for papers has been issued for a 1990 book to be published
by UMI Research Press, of Ann Arbor, Michigan, to be titled: Museums
and Material Culture in the American West. This book will provide new
insights into the material culture of Native Americans, Hispanic farmers, Anglo settlers, miners, and ranchers of the Rocky Mountain region.
Theoretical and narrative papers of twenty pages in length, with endnotes and bibliography, are welcomed from curators and museum directors. Contributors should contact Dr. Andrew Gulliford, Director of
the Museum, Western New Mexico University, Silver City, New Mexico, 88062, or call (505) 538-6386.
The University of New Mexico History Department has announced
that one of its professors, Dr. Howard Rabinowitz, has been named a
fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Science, Stanford
University; Rabinowitz, who specializes in urban, southern, and social
history of the late-nineteenth century to the twentieth century, has
been a member of the. history department since 1971. The author of
Race Relations in the Urban South, 1856-1890, he has also published
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widely in anthologies, academic journals, and magazines. Beginning
in September 1989 he will spend a year at Stanford's famed "think
tank" researching a book on the history of Albuquerque from 1940 to
1974 and another on the New South from 1877 to 1920.
Five scholars have been awarded 1989-1990 resident fellowships
by the School of American Research. Gary Feinman will prepare an
analysis of long-term change, societal variation and ancient civilization
in Mesoamerica. Steven Feld is working on the anthropology of language among the Kaluli people of Papau New Guinea. Anna Roosevelt
is writing a book on the prehistory of the Amazon. All three are National Endowment for the Humanities fellows. John Speth, the School's
Weatherhead Fellow, is preparing a manuscript on the hunter-gatherer
diet and the effects of fluctationg food resources on foragers. N. Scott
Momaday is recipient of the School's Katrin H. Lamon Resident Fellowship, and will write and illustrate a book on Plains Indian shields.,
In the past twenty years the SAR Resident Fellow Program has supported over sixty resident fellows working in diverse areas of anthropology and related disciplines in the humanities and social sciences.
The SAR is now accepting applications from scholars working in any
world area for the 1990-1991 academic years. Deadline for receipt of
application is December 1,1989. Contact the SAR, P.O. Box 2188, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, 87504.
The history of Spanish settlers in the Southwest is the focus of
serious study by the National Park Service according to Regional Director, John E. Cook. "We'll be looking at sites in New Mexico which
best tell the story of that frontier period, including the San Gabriel
settlement and the Los Luceros Hacienda," Cook said. "Both sites are
near Espanola and were identified in the Spanish coloniztion study
which was part of the New Mexico Parks Omnibus bill passed by
Congress last year." One phase of the study will be to determine the
need for visitor centers and other uses for public enjoyment at those
sites that merit special recognition. Anyone wishing to have their name
placed on the mailing list for the project should contact Thomas B.
Carroll, Project Coordinator, National Park Service, Southwest Region,
P.O. Box 728, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87504-0728, (505) 988-6892.
Casper College, Wyoming, is giving a $1,000 honorarium to the
applicant chosen to give the sixth annual Margaret Demorest Lecture
in the Humanites in January 1991. The Demorest Lec~urer will present
a keynote speech focus~ng on language around which Casper College
will organize a two-day humanities festival. Applicants should submit
a vita, 500-word proposal, sample bibliography, and three references
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by January 31, 1990, to Shirley Jacob, Chairperson, The Margaret Demorest Lecture Series, Casper College, 125 College Drive, Casper, Wyoming, 82601.
~
A new book on the hundred-year history of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology is now available. Written by Tech's
emeritus professor of history, Dr. Paige W. Christiansen, College on the
Rio Grande: The Story of a Small School, traces Tech's transition from a
vocational School of Mines to a internationally recognized science and
engineering institution. Copies for $12.50 each, plus $2.50 postage,
can be ordered from the New Mexico Tech Public Information Office,
Campus Station, Socorro, New Mexico, 87801.
The Eiteljorg Museum of American Indian and Western Art, Indianapolis, Indiana, a new museum devoted to the interpretation of
the American West, officially opened its doors to the public on Saturday,
June 24, 1989. Executive Director Michael Duty points out that this
new museum contains one of the finest collections of Western art and
Native American artifacts in the country, and is one of only two American museums east of the Mississippi which combines these two types
of art (the second being the Rockwell Museum in Corning, New York).
Under construction since October of 1987, the new museum was founded
through the collections of Harrison Eiteljorg, an Indianapolis businessman and philanthropist. The new museum contains three' permanent galleries. The American Western Gallery exhibits paintings and
works of sculpture from the early nineteenth century to the present.
Prominent artists represented include Frederic Remington, Charles
Russell, Albert Bierstadt, and Thomas Moran.
The second permanent exhibit, the Southwestern Gallery, contains
twentieth-century paintings from the American Southwest. Exhibited
in this gallery is the museum's collection of paintings by members of
the original Taos Society of Artists, known as the "Taos Ten." These
artists include Joseph Henry Sharp, Ernest Blumenschein, and Bert
Phillips. Also represented in this gallery are other artists associated
with the Southwest, including Georgia O'Keeffe, John Sloan, Marsden
Hartley, and Robert Henri.
The Native American Gallery, which contains artifacts from all
regions of North America, includes basketry, pottery, clothing, weaving, and other utilitarian objects. The strength of the collection lies in
materials from the Northwest Coast and the Woodlands regions.
For more information on the new Eiteljorg Museum, write Eiteljorg
Museum, 500 West Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46204,
or call (317) 636-WEST.
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Lazzell, Carleen, "From Red Brick to
Pueblo Revival: Early Architecture
at the University of New Mexico,"
1-23
Lecompte, Janet: "Coronado and
Conquest," 279-304; ed., Emily:

The Diary of a Hard-Worked Woman,
by Emily French, rev., 233-34
Lee, Sally J. and Jeffrey P. Brown,
"Women at New Mexico State
University: The Early Years, 18881920," 77-93
Legal, bk. revs. on, 249-51, 387-88,
468-73
Lewis, Edith, 223, 225, 228
Lewis, Preston, bk. rev. by, 111
Librarianship, and UNM, art. on,
51-76

Life and Times of James Willard Schultz
(Apikuni), by Warren L. Hanna,
rev., 260-61
Lincoln County: 177; and Billy the
Kid, art. on, 401-26; and frontier
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violence, rev. essay on, 213-19;
bk. revs. on, 463-65
Lipan Apaches in Texas, by Thomas F.
Schilz, rev., 257-58
Lister, Florence C. and Robert H.
Lister, Andalusian Ceramics in Spain
and New Spain, rev., 99-100
Lister, Robert H. and Florence C.
Lister, Andalusian Ceramics in Spain
and New Spain, rev., 99-100
Literature: and Willa Cather, rev.
essay on, 221-29; bk. revs. on,
101-3,111-13,258-62,487-92
Lofaro, Michael A., ed., The Tall Tales
of Davy Crockett, rev., 238-39

Lord of the Dawn: The Legend of
QuetzalcoatI, by Rudolfo A. Anaya,
rev., 378-79
Los Alamos, 191, 199, 204

Lovelace Medical Center: Pioneer in
American Health Care, by Jake W.
Spidle, Jr., rev., 251-52
Lowitt, Richard, "Bronson Cutting
and the Early Years of the
American Legion in New Mexico,"
143-58
Luhan, Mabel Dodge, 226-28
Luhan, Tony, 227, 228
Lummis, Charles F., 226, 228
MacCameron, Robert, bk. rev. by,
375-76
Machebeuf, Joseph, 226, 228
Madrid, N.M., 181
Madrid, Spain: 321, 323-24; and
Diego de Vargas portrait, art. on,
305-172

The Making of a Strike: Mexican Silver
Workers' Struggles in Real del Monte,
1766-1775, by Doris M. Ladd,
rev., 383-84
Making the Most of It: Public Works in

Albuquerque during the Great
Depression, 1929-1942, by Charles
D. Biebel, rev., 105-6
Mangas Coloradas, 431, 442, 444
Marcy, Randolph, 454-55
Martinez, Antonio Jose, 226
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Mather, Christine, bk. rev. by, 103-4
Mathews, William, 401, 413
Mattes, Merrill J., Platte River Road
Narratives, rev., 477-78
Maxwell, Deluvina, 419, 422
Maxwell, Paulita, 419, 422
Maxwell, Pete, 417-24
Mayas, bk. revs. on, 280-81, 379-80
McCoy, Ronald, bk. rev. by, 260
McDaniel, Robert W. and Henry C.
Dethloff, Pattillo Higgins and the
Search for Texas Oil, rev., 475-76
McDonald, Archie P., ed., Shooting
Stars, rev., 492
McDonald, Corry, bk. rev. by, 106-7
McElroy, Stephen E., 185, 186, 198
McKinney, Thomas K., (Tip), 416,
419-22
McLean, Malcolm D., ed., Papers
Concerning Robertson's Colony in
Texas, rev., 236-37
McLoughlin, William G., Cherokee
Renascence in the New Republic,
rev., 253-54
McNulty, Tim, Grand Canyon National
Park, rev., 262-64
McSween, Alexander, 214, 401, 403
McWatters, D. Lome, bk. rev. by,
391-92
Meadows, John, 405, 407
Medicine: 301, 328, 317; bk. rev. on,
251-52
Meem, John Gaw, 22, 23, 310
Mendoza, Antonio de, and
Coronado, art. on, 279-304
Mera, H.P., Spanish-American
Blanketry, rev., 98-99
Merchants Guns and Money: The Story
of Lincoln County and Its Wars, by
John P. Wilson, rev., 463-64
Mesa Verde, 330
Mesilla, 401, 404, 437-38
Mexican era: and Borderlands
history, art. on, 349-60; and
cultural change on the Pajarito
Plateau, art. on, 185-211
Mexico: 27, 327, 344, 355, 360; and
Borderlands history, art. on, 349-
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53, 358; and Cochise, art. on, 42746; and Coronado, art. on, 279304; bk. revs. on, 114-16, 382-84
Mexico: A Country In Crisis, ed. by
Jerry L. Ladman, rev., 114-16
Mexico City: 282, 303, 355; bk. rev.
on, 381-82
Military: 216, 218, 305-07, 315; and
American Legion in New Mexico,
art. on, 143-58; and Borderlands
history, art. on, 349-60; and
Cochise, art. on, 427-46; and
Coronado, art. on, 279-304; and
1696 Pueblo Revolt, art. on, 36171; and views of Indians, art. on,
447-61; and WWI at UNM, art.
on, 25-38; bk. revs. on, 479-83
Miller, Christopher L., bk. rev. by,
253-54
Miller, Darlis A., bk. rev. by, 479-80
Miller, David Reed, bk. rev. by, 25859
Miller, Michael, bk. rev. by, 98-99
Mining: and safety, art. on, 159-84;
bk. revs. on, 265-66, 383-84
Mintz, Lannon W., The Trail, rev.. ,
478-79
Mirage, and UNM student life in the
1920s, art. on, 39-49
Mirande, Alfredo, Gringo Justice,
rev., 472-73
Montejano, David, bk. rev. by, 47273
Moriarty, .20
Mormon Polygamous Families, Life in
the Principle, by Jessie L. Embry,
rev., 244-45
Mormon Polygamy: A History, by
Richard S. Van Wagoner, rev.,
243-44
Mormons: 338; bk. revs. on, 241-45
Morris, Roger, The Devil's Butcher
Shop, rev., 249-50
Munkres, Robert L., bk. rev. by,
478-79
Murphy, John J., 224-25
Murphy, Lawrence G., 214, 217, 404
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Musslewhite, Lynn R., bk. rev. by,
490-91
Mutel, Cornelia Fleischer and John
C. Emerick, From Grassland to
Glacier, rev., 262-64
My Life on the Frontier 1864-1882, by
Miguel Antonio Otero, rev., 23435
Myth of the History of the Hispanic
Southwest, by David J. Weber, bk.
rev. essay on, 349-60
Nambe Pueblo, 331, 334, 346
A Narrative of the Life of David
Crockett, by David Crockett, rev.,
238-39
Nash, Gerald D., Noel H. Pugach,
and Richard F. Tomasson, Social
Security: The First Half-Century,
rev., 486:""87; bk. rev. by, 235-36
The Natural History of New Mexican
Mammals, by James S. Findley,
rev., 106-7
Navajos: 190, 338, 366, 370, 454; bk.
rev. on, 97-98
Nelson, Barney, Voices and Visions of
the American West, rev., 109-10
Nevada, bk. rev. on, 483-84
New Deal: 22, 63, 64, 65, 67, 183;
bk. rev. on, 486-87
New Mexican Furniture 1600-1940:
The Origins, Survival, and Revival of
Furniture Making in the Hispanic
Southwest, by Lonn Taylor and
Dessa Bokides, rev., 95-97
New Mexico Central Railroad, 20
New Mexico Historical Review, 324,
366
New Mexico Military Institute, 28
New Mexico State Prison, bk. rev.
on, 249-50
New Mexico State University, and
student life, art. on, 77-93
The New Native American Novel: Works
in Progress, ed. by Mary
Dougherty Bartlett, rev., 260
New Views of Mormon History: A
Collection of Essays in Honor of
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Leonard f. Arrington, ed. by Davis
Bitton and Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher, rev., 241-42
Newson, Linda A., Indian Survival in
Colonial Nicaragua, rev., 376-77
Niza, Marcos de: 352; and
Coronado, art. on, 279-304; bk.
rev. on, 386-87
No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and
Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier
in the American Southwest, 18801940, by Sarah Deutsch, rev., 23132
Norall, Frank, Bourgmont, rev., 39293
Nueva Galicia, 282, 285, 301-2
Officer, James E., Hispanic Arizona,
1536-1856, rev., 389-90
An Oklahoma Tragedy: The Shooting of
the Mexican Students, 1931, by
Abraham Hoffman, rev., 247-49
Olinger, Robert, and Billy the Kid,
art. on, 401-26
Olsen, Michael, bk. rev. by, 234-35
On Their Own: Widows and Widowhood
in the American Southwest 18481939, ed. by Arlene Scadron, rev.,
232-33
Onate, Juan de, 188, 304, 305, 307,
313

Opler, Morris, bk. rev. by, 257-58
Otero, Miguel Antonio, My Life on
the Frontier 1864-1882, rev., 234-35
Owen Wister's West: Selected Articles,
ed. by Robert Murray Davis, rev.,
111
Padilla, Genaro M., ed., The Short
Stories of Fray Angelico Chavez, rev.,
102-3
Pajarito Plateau, art. on, 185-211
Palace of the Governors, 308-10
Pancho Villa. See Villa, Francisco
Papers Concerning Robertson's Colony
in Texas: Introductory Volume, Robert
Leftwich's Mexico Diary and
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Letterbook, 1822-1824, ed. by
Malcolm D. McLean, rev..' 236-37
Parker, William T.,457-60
Parsons, Chuck, bk. rev. by, 467-68
Parte, 429, 435, 444
Patagonia, Son., 435, 438-39
Pattillo Higgins and the Search for Texas
Oil, by Robert W. McDaniel and
Henry C. Dethloff, rev., 475-75
Pecos Pueblo, 200, 290, 295, 297,
302, 361, 369, 414, 416-17
Penology for Profit: A History of the
Texas Prison System 1~67-1912, by
Donald R. Walker, rev., 249-50
Pesqueira, Ignacio, 442, 446
Petaca Grant, 203
Peterson, Charles S., bk. rev. by,
242-43
Peterson, F. Ross, bk. rev. by, 24445
Phelps-Dodge Company, 159, 161,
162, 165
Picuris Pueblo, 334, 369
Pike, Albert, Prose Sketches and Poems
Written in the Western Country, rev.,
110-11
Pizarro, Francisco, 279, 281, 296, 351
Plain Folks: A Commonplace of the
Great Plains, by Tom Isern and Jim
Hoy, rev., 485-86
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and Territories, 1812-66, by Merrill
J. Mattes, rev., 477-78
Poe, John W., and Billy the Kid, art.
on, 401-26
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Politics: and Bronson Cutting, art.
on, 143-58; bk. revs. on, 234-36
Polk, James K., bk. rev. on, 239-40
Porter, Joseph c., bk. rev. by, 25556
Pound, Louise, 224, 225
The Presidency of James K. Polk, by
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Southwestern Masterpiece, rev., 11213; bk. rev. by, 465-66
Price, Paxton P., bk. rev. by, 473-74
Prince, L. Bradford, 171
Progressive Party, 147, 148
Prose Sketches and Poems Written in the
Western Country, by Albert Pike,
rev., 110-11
Pueblo Indians: 188, 352, 355, 356,
454; and Coronado, art. on, 279304; and European symbols, art.
on, 325-40; and Pajarito Plateau,
art. on, 185-211; and 1696 Revolt,
art. on, 361-71; and symbolism of
UNM architecture, art. on, 1-23;
bk. rev. on, 384-85
"The Pueblo Indian Revolt of 1696Una Rebeli6n Desconocida: A Review
Essay:' by Oakah L. Jones, 361-71
Pueblo Revolt of 1680, 188, 307, 317,
332
The Pueblo Revolt of 1696 and the
Franciscan Mission in New Mexico:
Letters of the Missionaries and
Related Documents, trans. and ed.
by J. Manuel Espinosa, rev. essay
on, 361-71
Pugach, Noel H., Gerald D. Nash,
and Richard F. Tomasson, Social
Security: The First Half-Century,
rev., 486-87
Puye Mesa, 191, 195
Pyne, Stephen J., bk. rev. by, 246
Querry, Ron, I See by My Get-Up,
rev., 489-90
Quinn, D. Michael, Early Mormonism
and the Magic World View, rev.,
242-43
Quivira, and Coronado, art. on,
279-304
Rabinowitz, Howard N., bk. rev. by,
246-47
Ramon Vigil Grant, and the Pajarito
Canyon, art. on, 185-211
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Recuerdos de los Viejitos: Tales of the
RIO Puerco, ed. by Nasario Garcia,
rev., 101-2
Reeve, Agnesa Lufkin, From Hacienda
to Bungalow, rev., 476-77
Reeve, Isaac Van Duzer, 435-37
Religion: and European-Pueblo
symbol systems, art. on, 325-40;
bk. revs. on, 240-45. See
denominations
Religion and Society in the American
West: Historical Essays, ed. by Carl
Guarneri and David Alvarez, rev.,
240-41
Republican Party, 146, 157
Requerimiento, 288, 294
Richter, Conrad, bk. rev. on, 490-91
Richter, Harvena, Writing to Survive,
rev., 490-91
Ridge, Martin: "The American West:
From Frontier to Region," 125-41;
bk. rev. by, 241-42
Righter, Robert W., bk. rev. by, 26264

Riley, Carroll L., The Frontier People,
rev., 384-85
Riley, John H., 214, 217
The Rio Abajo Frontier 1540-1692: A
History of Early Colonial New
Mexico, by Joseph P. Sanchez,
rev., 385-86
Rio Grande: 290, 305, 307, 326, 346,
431, 445; and Pajarito Plateau, art.
on, 185-211
Rodee, Marian E., bk. rev. by, 97-98
Roeder, Richard; R., bk. rev. by,
483-84
Romero, Victor, 206-07
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 133
Roosevelt, Theodore: 125, 143, 147,
207-8
Roswell, 28, 416, 424
Rothman, Hal, "Cultural and
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Environmental Change on the
Pajarito Plateau," 185-211
Rough and Rowdy Ways: The Life and
Hard Times of Edward Anderson, by
Patrick Bennett, rev., 491-92
Rowley, William D. and Russell R.
Elliott, History of Nevada, rev., 48384
Rudulph, Milnor, 417, 423-24
Rulon, Philip Reed, bk. rev. by, 1078
Sabloff, Jeremy A. and E. Wyllys
Andrews V, eds., Late Lowland
Maya Civilization, rev., 379-80
Saint Francis Cathedral, 226, 228,
333
Salvucci, Richard J., Textiles and
Capitalism in Mexico, rev., 382-83
Samek, Hana, The Blackfoot
Confederacy 1880-1920, rev., 254-55
San Cristobal, N.M., 367, 369-70
San Felipe de Neri, 333
San Felipe Pueblo, 331, 334, 369
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San Ignacio, 432, 440
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San Juan Pueblo, 305, 327, 345
San Marcos Pueblo, 343, 346
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Sanchez, Joseph P., The Rio Abajo
Frontier 1540-1692, rev., 385-86
Sandia Pueblo, 334, 346
Santa Ana Pueblo, 327, 329, 334,
367,369
Santa Clara Pueblo, 192, 195, 208,
331, 334, 345-46
Santa Cruz de la Canada, 190, 333,
366,369
.
Santa Fe, 148, 150, 190, 227, 228,
307, 317, 333, 339, 346, 361, 36667, 369-70, 404, 412
Santa Fe New Mexican, 147, 157, 15960, 307-09, 403, 414, 411
Santa Fe Ring, 145, 196, 217
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Shining River, Precious Land, rev.,
104-5
Saunders, Richard H., Collecting the
West, rev., 493-94
Sawyer, Daniel, 185, 186, 198
Scadron, Arlene, ed., On Their Own,
rev., 232-33
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98-99
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Medical Center, rev., 251-52
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427-46
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Wesley Powell, rev., 262-64
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325-40
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rev., 484-85
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Spanish America, rev., 374-75
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Bruchac, rev., 259
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Swann, Brian and Arnold Krupat,
eds., I Tell You Now, rev., 258-59
Sweeney, Edwin R., "Cochise and
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427-46
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designs, art. on, 325-40
Szasz, Ferenc M., bk. rev. by, 24041
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Brown, 213-19
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Taos Pueblo, 226, 292, 334, 339, 34243, 346, 366, 369 .
Taylor, Lonn and Dessa Bokides,
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rev., 95-97
Territorial era: and Billy the Kid, art.
on, 401-26; and Cochise, art. on,
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essay on, 213-19; and military
views of Indians, art. on, 447-61
The Territorial History of Socorro, New
Mexico, by Bruce Ashcroft, rev.,
473-74
Tevis, James, and Cochise, art. on,
427-46
Texas: 297, 350-51, 357, 359, 416-17,
452; bk. revs. on, 236-39, 246-47,
249-50, 257-58, 475-76
Textiles and Capitalism in Mexico: An
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1539-1840, by Richard J. Salvucci,
rev., 382-83

They "Knew" Billy the Kid: Interviews
with Old-Time New Mexicans, by
Robert E Kadlec, rev., 464-65
Thistlethwaite, Mark and William H.
Gerdts, Grand Illusions, rev., 26667
Thompson, Frank, bk. rev. by, 492
Thornton, Russell, American Indian
Holocaust and Survival, rev., 374-75
Tight, w.G., and early UNM
architecture, art. on, 1-23
Tiquex, 290-93, 295-97, 300-303
Tomasson, Richard E, Gerald D.
Nash, and Noel H. Pugach, Social
Security: The First Half-Century,
rev., 486-87
Topira, 285
Tovar, Pedro de, 290, 294, 296, 299
Town Building on the Colorado Frontier,
by Kathleen Underwood, rev.,
113-14
Toy, Jr" Eckard v., bk. rev. by, 46364
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Trails, bk. revs. on, 477-79
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349-50
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457-58
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Tucson: 430; bk. rev. on, 246
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Tunstall, John H., 40, 214, 216, 217,
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Turk, and Coronado, art. on, 295300,303
Turner, Frederick Jackson: 218, 353,
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on, 125-41
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15-16
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson, 310, 315,
365,367
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Magic Tales from Northern New
Mexico, ed. by Marta Weigle, rev.,
100-01
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Lyman Tyler, rev., 373-74
Tydeman, William "Eo, "UNM
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